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ABSTRACT 
THE PASTOR AS PRIESTLY WORSHIP LEADER 
by 
Jeffrey B. Heath 
The purpose of this study was to explore the role of pastors in worship formation 
as related to their priestly function in the life of the church. This study dealt with pastoral 
leadership development and worship development. With worship being the lifeline of a 
church, this study addressed what pastors are doing in this area of their ministry.   
The results from the research and study will help pastors understand more clearly 
their role as priestly worship leaders. They should be applicable to pastors who are 
working toward visionary worship in their congregations. 
Twenty-five leaders were chosen for interviews based upon the following criteria: 
at least five years of overall ministry experience, recognition as visionary leaders by 
peers and colleagues in ministry, experience of achievement in the accomplishment of 
ministry, and a history of developing and leading worship services of some kind in the 
present or recent past. Transcripts from interviews conducted provided the data for the 
analysis. 
The following were the major findings. First, the pastors’ vision for their churches 
directs their vision for worship primarily through intentional planning of the entire 
service. Second, pastors plan and vision their worship services with the goal of 
connecting people with God primarily in the context of the preached word. Third, pastors 
purposefully consider the needs of their people when planning corporate worship 
services. Fourth, pastors receive little or no formal training or experience in the area of 
intentional worship planning and leading. Fifth, intentional planning, creativity, and 
sensitivity to the Holy Spirit are essential to pastors in their role of planning and leading 
corporate worship. Sixth, the pastors leading of corporate worship is directly related to 
their personal worship experiences and spiritual disciplines. Finally, pastors are fulfilling 
the priestly functions of worship leading but do not necessarily see themselves in the role 
as the leader of worship.  
The research and study addressed the correlation between visionary leadership of 
pastors and their role as worship leaders in ministry. Through the conducted interviews, 
these case studies revealed what this select number of pastors do regarding strategy and 
planning for worship and the correlation between the pastors personal worship and their 
leading of corporate worship. 
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CHAPTER 1 
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 
Background 
My earliest memories of the formation of worship services were of watching my 
music director receive the weekly bulletin sheet on a clipboard. I remember vividly one 
day arriving early for a youth choir rehearsal and visiting with him in his office. He 
showed me the clipboard that was passed around the staff of the church. His unique role 
was to fill in the hymns and anthem for the week that tied to the scripture reference at the 
bottom of the page. I watched as the director filled in the blanks for the hymns and the 
anthem. I remember looking at the sheet and seeing the whole order of worship. The call 
to worship, prayer, music and sermon title were all included. I remember thinking later 
while participating in the leading of the worship service that everything we did seemed to 
be self-contained and separate in its presentation. The music we sang as a congregation, 
the music the choir sang, the prayers we offered, the sermons preached, and the 
announcements were presented as our offering to God. 
My first appointment out of seminary was a great experience. I served a unique 
role. I was appointed associate pastor of a United Methodist church. Although this 
appointment seems normal for anyone starting in ministry, the job description for this 
position was not. It was a unique combination of associate duties and music ministry. 
More specifically, I was to formulate a music and worship ministry from the ground up 
and serve as the associate under the senior pastor. I also had responsibilities in youth 
ministry, evangelism, hospital visitation, funerals, weddings, and preaching when the 
senior pastor was absent. This position, though often overwhelming, excited me. The 
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church at the time was the right size to handle these things, and I was single so I was 
ready to serve in any way possible. I was also close friends with the senior pastor, having 
been a youth in his youth group and later working as one of his youth interns, so I 
understood his leadership style and disposition, which helped me quickly fit into his staff 
team. 
My main area of responsibility at the church was in the music/worship ministry. 
One of the things required was putting the worship services together each week. Because 
of the role others played in the service, the overall order had to remain the same each 
week, even the words used during each element of worship. I would develop the music 
around two basic pieces of information, the Scripture verse of the sermon and its title. I 
found that with only this amount of information about the message, the worship order and 
overall theme of the service would come together because of my relationship with the 
senior pastor. I knew him very well, had taught with him, and could assess what he was 
going to do with the message. We could read each other’s minds about things regarding 
ministry. With this understanding, I could prepare the other worship elements to 
complement his style and his direction. This mind reading is what kept worship fresh and 
engaging week after week.  
Our goal was to plan worship more intentionally, but we lacked time. Our 
conversations many times centered on how fast the church was growing in every 
direction. With fifty to one hundred people being added each year, leadership 
development, stewardship programs, and pastoral care were the focus of the ministry for 
all of the staff. 
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A turning point occurred in my own worship formation. On a Sunday that I was 
scheduled to preach, I cleared my schedule and took time to vision and plan out the entire 
worship service. I included the Christian education director and my wife, Kelly, who was 
the youth minister at the time, in this process. From the music to anything else specially 
used to convey the theme, we put everything together so that when people participated in 
the worship as a whole they understood what the emphasis was for them. Of course, the 
extra time and planning was easy for me to arrange. I did not have the schedule of a 
senior pastor and I had intentionally scheduled this on my calendar. Even the people who 
helped put the worship together and participated formally knew what the theme was and 
learned about it as they participated. Overall, their feedback to me regarding the service 
was that a greater sense of meaning was felt due to the seriousness taken with every 
element of worship.  
In 1998, I took a one-year sabbatical to enter the Beeson Pastor Program at 
Asbury Theological Seminary. During this year what was reiterated in the church 
conferences I attended was the importance of the senior pastor’s involvement in worship 
formation. One pastor in particular, Dr. Frank Harrington of the Peachtree Presbyterian 
Church, made an impact on me. Dr. Harrington had almost thirty years of pastoral 
experience in church pastoring and leadership. In a question and answer luncheon held 
for the Beeson class, I asked about his leadership in worship formation, and his response 
confirmed what I had learned earlier in my ministry. He said, “You give responsibility to 
other folks in worship but the pastor himself should be directing it” (2). His answer was 
one of many examples of what other pastors whom we met throughout the year said when 
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they spoke on their role in worship. Knowing my dissertation topic, I listened for 
applicable comments and advice in this area. 
Following the year in the Beeson Program, I was asked to plant a new church in 
Daphne, Alabama. For the past six years, my wife and I have spent every moment of our 
time developing a church that is healthy and participating in God’s kingdom in its part of 
the world. The one area as a pastor with which I have struggled the most is the balance of 
time with respect to worship formation versus other demands of the pastorate. For a 
majority of the six years, the worship “team” has been Kelly and me. We have hired and 
recruited key people in music to begin a solid team on which to build worship. We have 
had teams built with volunteers. We have had some success with both paid staff and with 
volunteer leaders, but it emphasized to me the difficulty pastors have in the worship area 
of ministry. I have come full circle in my ministry. Having experienced both sides of the 
ministry, being a music minister and pastor, I can see the difficulties both positions have 
with worship formation and the church, especially the fulfillment of the priestly role by 
pastors. 
Worship is the most important facet of the church. It is the experience that brings 
the entire church together each week and the vehicle through which spiritual growth and 
discovery takes place for individuals in a corporate setting. Worship is also the principal 
way the church introduces its ministry opportunities so that people will get involved in 
personal growth and service. Worship is the vehicle for outreach with un-churched and 
de-churched people who know that church is always open on Sundays. Worship 
communicates the direction the church is headed, where it has been, and its vision for the 
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present and future. The importance of worship services highlight the significance of the 
pastor’s priestly role in planning for and leading those experiences. 
Analysis of the Problem 
My seminary training taught me about the liturgical side of worship and its 
importance in the service. I discovered firsthand that today pastors fill many roles in 
church leadership. Of the roles for which they were trained, worship leadership and the 
vision it entails was probably the weakest area of preparation for ministry. Robert E. 
Webber writes about this lack of training in his book Signs of Wonder: The Phenomenon 
of Convergence in Modern Liturgical and Charismatic Churches:  
Seminary education does not equip a pastor for leading worship. Many 
seminaries do not even require worship courses or training. The training 
that pastors do get is in the art of preaching. Unfortunately, because of this 
training and perhaps even because of their gifts, most pastors feel that 
preaching is the essence of worship. A few outstanding and gifted 
preachers build the church around their preaching and feel they are quite 
successful at it, but this is neither biblical nor is it, in the end, a means to 
good worship. (25)  
Ironically, a week before I discovered this quote, what it stated became a reality in a 
meeting I had with a professor of preaching. The assignment for me was to videotape a 
sermon and meet with the professor for viewing and analysis. As soon as I sat down, he 
turned to me and said point blank, “What is your theology of preaching?” Taken back, I 
paused to catch my breath and asked if he would be more specific in light of why I was 
there with him. He asked, “What is it that happens to the people during those special 
twenty minutes you have them each week?” Again, I was confused by the question. He 
continued, “Is it incarnational? Is it mysterious? What is taking place during that time 
you have them?” I responded to him, “Sir, maybe a more important question to ask is, 
‘What happens in the one hour and fifteen minutes that I have them on Sunday morning?’ 
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Not to suggest that the sermon is not vital, but I would hope that God shows up sooner 
than the last twenty minutes or so. Maybe you should ask me what my theology of 
worship is?” He leaned back in his chair and smiled at me, nodded his head, and then put 
my tape in the video recorder to watch the sermon.  
Pastors need worship leadership training. Seminaries may teach pastors how to do 
liturgy in leading worship but they must be able to answer the question of why they are 
doing it and what is its purpose.  
To begin his book Terry Wardle looked at the concept of worship and how pastors 
may have missed the mark in worship with their congregations. He tells a personal story 
similar to mine that brought him to this point of searching for the solution to bringing 
worship back as a focal point for pastors. He says, “Dr. Ray Ortlund, well-known author 
and founder of Renewal Ministries, insists that ‘Worship must be top priority for the local 
church’” (9). 
Wardle lists reasons for this emphasis: “1. Worship affects God. 2. Corporate 
worship has the potential to positively affect every believer present. 3. Corporate worship 
services can and do affect unbelievers and 4. Unbelievers are often directly affected by 
worship services” (9). He emphasizes the opportunity pastors have in the entire worship 
service to affect both believers and unbelievers with what happens during that time 
together. 
 Based on the churches I visited in the Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury 
Theological Seminary, I observed a connection between what is done in worship and why 
it is being done. Whether they are following guidelines like those from Wardle is 
unknown, but something cohesive and different is happening. In other words, someone is 
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visioning what worship is going to do and why it is being done. Through conversations 
with the senior pastors of these large and (considered) successful churches, I learned they 
all take an active part in what happens in worship and remain heavily involved with its 
planning and implementation. I have come to understand more fully that if pastors are to 
lead people effectively in worship, they must understand the importance of their role in it 
with their staff and demonstrate it in their overall leadership of the church. 
Counterpoint: A Biblical Scenario 
The church at Corinth is known in biblical study circles as being plagued with 
problems regarding the society around it and the fellowship itself. The letters Paul wrote 
to them attempted to guide them through this difficult period. In his first letter he 
addressed worship, an area in which the Corinthians seemed weak as a community. The 
people had the gifts of the Spirit and the desire to worship but no visionary direction for 
how they were to conduct themselves in worship. First Corinthians 3 shows the 
divisiveness and competition that was disrupting the congregation. This turmoil with 
people in worship occurred in the early stages of church history when worship patterns 
were still forming; however, it is evidence that visionary leadership was needed with the 
Corinthians. Paul addressed this need for leadership when he wrote to them, specifically 
in chapter twelve. He gives these instructions to the people regarding worship: 
• When saying “Jesus is Lord” in worship, do so by the Holy Spirit; 
• Each person brings a different gift to worship; 
• Each gift is for the common good, including wisdom, knowledge, faith, 
healing, miraculous powers, prophecy, discernment, tongues, and their interpretation; 
and,  
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• All of these gifts come from one and the same Spirit (Webber, 
Rediscovering the Missing Jewel 10). 
Webber in Worship: Old and New brings out the points that Paul was making 
about worship, which can be used as a framework for worship today. First, “Paul 
emphasized the need for order in corporate worship,” and “secondly, his teaching about 
worship had to do with content” (46-47). These points were made mainly because the 
Corinthians had no structure, and according to Geoffrey Bromiley, “The sources do not 
indicate that a recognized structure had emerged at this period. Nevertheless, even at 
Corinth the constituent features of worship—prayer, praise, exposition and perhaps 
reading of the Scriptures, and the Lord’s Supper—are evident” (986). He goes on to say 
that given the rich tradition of the Old Testament and Judaism, it is hard to imagine that 
some liturgies and order were not carried out (986). Obviously, Paul saw the need for 
structure and planning in worship, for without it, chaos would result as happened within 
the Corinthian church.  
Worship structure and order today has progressed quite a bit from the time of 
Corinth; nevertheless, this church can serve as an example of the extreme effects of 
undirected, shortsighted worship planning and understanding. 
The Purpose Stated 
The purpose of this study was to explore ways that pastors are fulfilling their 
priestly role in worship formation. The shared elements may provide guidance to other 
pastors as they seek to fill the role of a priestly worship leader. This study did not dictate 
that certain styles of worship are better than others nor did it focus on what takes place in 
worship. What it intended to do was identify what some pastors of different churches are 
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doing to fill their priestly role and to provide vital and understandable worship that can 
contribute to the spiritual formation of the worshippers.
This study focused on what pastors need to do to make worship a more intentional 
aspect of their leadership. The factors discovered in this study can help any pastor with a 
church of fifty to one of five thousand encourage healthy worship. 
Statement of Research Questions 
This study addresses the following research questions. 
Research Question 1 
 How do the pastors’ vision for their churches tie into their vision for worship?
Research Question 2 
 What scriptural, theological, and congregational factors do pastors consider when 
planning their worship services? 
Research Question 3 
Are there steps, methods, or guidelines that, if followed, seem to help pastors 
provide leadership in the area of worship? 
Research Question 4 
 What is the pastors’ understanding of worship?  
Definition of Terms 
George Barna defines vision in his book The Power of Vision as “a clear mental 
image of a preferable future imparted by God to His chosen servants … based upon an 
accurate understanding of God, self and circumstances” (28). Adding to this definition by 
Barna, Burt Nanus says that vision “is your articulation of a destination toward which 
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your organization should aim, a future that in important ways is better, more successful, 
or more desirable for your organization than is the present” (8). 
Nanus continues with the concept of vision tied to a pastor’s personal ministry 
and church ministry: 
[Visionary leaders or pastors are] driven not by a need for self-
aggrandizement or ego gratification but by a burning desire to see God’s 
will done to its fullest. They are pastors who have blended their vision for 
personal ministry with the vision imparted by God for the churches they 
lead … because they know where they and the church are headed, they are 
able to convert the vision into a tangible strategy for implementation. (32) 
Vision in the context of church ministry is a combination of where pastors are personally 
led by God through a vision, and in turn, using that vision to lead a church in the 
direction God is taking it. 
Worship is defined as “to attribute worth” to someone or something 
(Morgenthaler 46). Gerrit Gustafson says, “Worship is the act and attitude of 
wholeheartedly giving ourselves to God, spirit, soul and body. Worship is simply the 
expression of our love for God, which Jesus said should involve all our heart, mind and 
physical strength (Mark 12:30) (qtd. in Morgenthaler 47). For this study, “worship” refers 
not to specific forms or types of worship but anything that constitutes worship in a given 
service.   
The term priest is defined as the role a pastor fulfills in worship serving as the 
mediator between God and the people. From the Old Testament to the New Testament, 
the responsibilities of priests, while diverse at times, focused mainly on worship 
leadership. Today, in conjunction with the offices of prophet and king, pastors serve in 
this priestly role primarily through their leadership in the worship area of church 
ministry.  
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Methodology 
Through a descriptive study, data was collected through semi-structured 
interviews with senior pastors of United Methodist churches. The interviews were audio-
taped and transcribed word for word to provide an accurate record of the session. They 
were conducted either by phone or in person. The interviews were structured, yet open-
ended, so as to elicit answers that provided insight into how the pastors vision, develop, 
and implement worship in their churches. 
Subjects 
The interview population consisted of twenty-five United Methodist pastors. 
Twenty-three came from the Alabama/West Florida Conference and the Florida 
Conference, one from the Mississippi Conference, and one from the Western 
Pennsylvania Conference. Four criteria were considered for selecting pastors/leaders for 
this study: 
1. They must have at least five years of ministry experience. 
2. They must be acknowledged by their parishioners, or peers, as visionary in 
their approach to ministry. 
3. They must have experienced some degree of success in the 
accomplishment of their ministry. Success may be determined from the size of church, 
time of tenure in the pastorate of one church, any measure that may be deemed a success. 
4. They must have a history of developing and leading worship services in 
the present or recent past. 
Although I intended to interview pastors only from the Alabama/West Florida 
Conference and the Florida Conferences of the United Methodist Church, if a name was 
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given to me outside these conferences and they were United Methodist I considered them 
as well, if time allowed. 
Variables 
The primary variables in this study consist of age, ministry experience, visionary 
strengths, spiritual giftedness, geography, theological convictions, practice of spiritual 
disciplines, and gender of the pastors interviewed and how these shape their ideas of 
worship and teachings on implementing it. 
Instrumentation 
Two instruments were used: first, a researcher-designed questionnaire supplying 
background information on the particular pastor and second, a researcher-designed, semi-
structured interview protocol. The questions used in the interviews were pretested in 
order to improve their focus and strengthen the interview format. Results from the pilot 
tests were incorporated into the revision of the final instrument used in the interviews.   
Data Collection 
Data collection was done by  
1. Identifying pastors and through communicating by telephone, scheduling 
an interview, 
2. Conducting the interview by telephone or in person, 
3. Recording and then transcribing the interview word for word, and 
4. Analyzing the interview using the research questions as the general guide 
yet remaining open to other pertinent information derived from the conversation. 
The criteria for finding visionary pastors was: 
1. My knowledge of the interviewees and their ministries, 
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2. Suggestions from personal friends and colleagues who have a wider 
knowledge of people, and 
3. Suggestions from the interviewees themselves of others in their circles that 
they recommend. 
Delimitations and Generalizability 
The findings in this study provide insights into how pastors view worship and 
their role in the development of worship in the life of the church. The study explored the 
ways pastors are involved in the planning and formulation of their worship services. 
Although the findings from this study may reveal some problem issues with which 
pastors have to deal in worship formation, the intention was not to examine these 
problems. The focus was to explore their role in worship as priestly leaders. This study 
also explored the connection between pastors’ personal worship life and their leadership 
in corporate worship. The results of this study can be used by pastors of small and large 
churches alike, regardless of worship style or denomination. 
Overview of the Dissertation 
 In Chapter 2, literature from five different areas were examined and reviewed:  
the literature on vision and visionary leadership as it pertains to pastoral ministry in the 
church, the literature on pastoral theology in the area of the pastoral offices a pastor holds 
in ministry, a study on David in the Old Testament as an example of a pastor as worship 
leader, the experience of worship and a framework of worship in the church, and the 
literature on pastors and their role in worship formation.  
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Chapter 3 provides in detail the design of the study. Chapter 4 offers the data from 
the interviews and analysis of the findings, and Chapter 5 reports the major findings of 
the study and the applications from them.  
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE 
In order to develop a theoretical and theological framework for this dissertation, 
five types of literature for pastors were reviewed. First, I reviewed literature on vision 
and visionary leadership. Much of the church growth literature written in the recent past 
has dealt not only with techniques in ministry but the ability to vision every component 
of a pastor’s church. To do this type of visioning, the pastor must be a leader in ministry. 
The literature search brings vision and leadership together to lay a foundation for 
defining visionary leadership. 
Second, literature is considered from theologians who have developed a pastoral 
theology, including the roles a pastor plays or the pastoral offices of prophet, priest, and 
king. For this study, the focus is on the priestly role and what the literature says of a 
pastor’s responsibility as seen from that perspective.
Third, King David is viewed from the perspective of his visionary leadership, 
what literature says about this king who was known as “a man after [God’s] own heart” 
(1 Sam. 13:14, NIV). He was a worship leader who was also a pastor. 
Fourth, some important insights into a theology of worship is presented that 
informs this project. These insights include the priority worship should be given in 
church and the connection between pastors’ personal worship and their leadership in 
corporate worship.
Lastly, the practical role pastors have in worship formation and implementation is 
explored. The focus is on what literature says about how pastors can be involved in 
worship planning and how their involvement contributes as a whole to corporate worship. 
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The Pastor and Visionary Leadership 
Visionary leadership is one skill pastors need in ministry. Whereas vision has 
always been an ingredient in secular organization leadership, it has only been recognized 
as needed in church ministry in recent years. Barna says that two main reasons exist for 
this lack of recognition within church ministry: (1) “Most Protestant seminaries in this 
country virtually ignore vision as a critical dimension of ministry” (Power 13) (2) 
“Christian intellectuals, theologians, teachers, and authors [refuse] to address this subject.  
It is rare to find a piece of Christian literature that includes a significant discussion of the 
importance and role of vision” (13). Barna in his surveys of Christian leaders found that 
the topic of greatest interest for them was how “they could capture God’s vision for their 
ministry. Even though they had advanced theological degrees and many years of pastoral 
experience, they admitted vision was something they neither fully understood nor 
employed” (14). Leaders have the desire to vision their ministries but have limited 
resources that help them understand it. If vision is neither fully understood nor employed 
in their ministries, then it is not utilized in the formulation and design of worship.   
The Definition of Vision 
As defined in Chapter 1, Barna states what vision is and should be. From his 
definition a clearer understanding of vision is derived. 
A clear mental image. Vision involves a clear mental image. “It connotes a 
visual reality, a portrait of conditions that do not exist currently” (Barna, Power 29). John 
Haggai agrees with Barna when he says, “A vision is a clear picture of what the leader 
sees his group being or doing” (23). A clear picture is essential for any pastor in ministry 
and in particular, the areas of his ministry. 
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Preferable change and future focus. For Barna “vision entails change” (Power 
29). Change is also something that needs to be expected by leaders with vision. Barna 
continues expounding on the tie between vision and change:  
To create a better situation in which to minister, you can either rely upon 
random circumstance and hope that the result is better than what has 
existed, or you can assert control over your environment, based on God’s 
empowerment and direction, and make a better future. (29) 
To make a better future, as Barna says, you must “think ahead rather than on dwelling 
upon or seeking to replicate the past” (30). The key here is that pastors should expect 
change when they look toward the future. 
Imparted by God. Vision is imparted by God. Everett “Terry” Fullam says that 
“vision is the product of God working in us. He creates the vision, and we receive it; it 
becomes a rallying point, a goal toward which we move as his people. Without it, as the 
Scripture says, ‘the people perish’” (94). Haggai agrees with Fullam but takes the source 
of God for vision one step further. He says that “any worthy vision comes from God, 
whether it deals with so-called “spiritual” matters or not—and whether the person with 
the vision is a Christian and realizes the source of the vision or not” (94). His point is that 
a vision from God is not always tied to spiritual matters. Any vision deemed “worthy” is 
a “gift” from God.  He cites the Scriptural reference James 1:17: “Every good gift and 
every perfect gift is from above, and comes down from the Father of lights, with whom 
there is no variation or shadow of turning.” Another way he reinforces this concept is 
through the words of St. Augustine whom Haggai quotes as saying, “Let every Christian 
understand that wherever truth is found, it belongs to his Master” (14). Vision given by 
God is not limited to a church context. God reveals vision and truth to people in a 
personal context as well.    
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The source of vision is an important thing to understand. It is given by God, and, 
as Barna adds, “is a reflection of what God wants to accomplish through you to build His 
kingdom. Rather than rely upon the abilities of humans to concoct a view of, and to plan 
for, the future, God conveys His view of that future to a leader” (Power 30). God plays a 
role in the vision people have for their future. Nevertheless, people have to seek God for 
his vision in life and, in this context, the church and its direction. 
A chosen leader. Churches need leadership. Visionary leadership is crucial. For 
this type of leadership to occur, “the leader is aware of the importance of his vision and 
makes it the driving force behind his leadership” (Haggai 23). Barna adds, “Only a leader 
knows what to do with vision.  Only a leader can marshal the resources necessary to 
bring life to the vision. God chooses those leaders carefully and provides each of them 
with a vision tailored to their circumstances” (Power 30). Usually these visionary leaders 
or pastors are chosen by God to lead their churches. As Barna also says in his book 
Turning Vision into Action, “Did you notice in the Bible that God never gave vision to a 
committee? In every case, God selected a person whom He tailored a vision for a better 
future” (75). 
Haggai supplies some of the leaders that God has chosen from Scripture who have 
responded to their circumstances: 
Leaders used by God respond to the vision He gives them.  God gave 
Noah the vision of an ark, and he built it.  God gave Abraham a vision of a 
city, and he looked for it. God gave Nehemiah a vision of a wall, and he 
built it. God gave Paul the apostle a vision of evangelizing the whole 
world, and he covered the earth with the message of Christ. (20) 
God also gave David a vision for the people of Jerusalem as their king and 
worship leader as well. David’s leadership is addressed later in this study. Leadership is 
critical to the church and especially within the church. God gifts people to be leaders. 
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Visionary Leadership 
Nearly every book on leadership in church circles now carries the concept of 
vision as part of the foundation from which a leader leads. Theodore Hesburgh says, “The 
very essence of leadership is that you have a vision. It’s got to be a vision you can 
articulate clearly and forcefully on every occasion. You cannot blow an uncertain 
trumpet” (qtd. in Maxwell 145). John C. Maxwell says, “Leaders can never take their 
people farther than they have traveled. Therefore, the focus of vision must be on the 
leader–like leader, like people. Followers find the leader and then the vision. Leaders find 
the vision, then the people” (144). If leaders want to lead, then visionary leadership is 
needed to realize the potential that God has for his people and for his church. 
The Requirements of a Visionary Leader 
Visionary leadership is not a natural instinct in most people. Some people may 
have a natural gift of vision, but for the rest it has to be developed. Maxwell says that the 
key for visionary leadership is to take “personal ownership of a vision” (144). To do this 
the leader must develop the ability to do certain things. 
The ability to look within. Leadership begins with the vision, as defined earlier, 
lying within the leader. Napoleon Hill says, “Cherish your visions and your dreams as 
they are the children of your soul; the blueprints of your ultimate achievements” (qtd. in 
Maxwell 146). Barna agrees that it begins on the inside. He says the key is to “know 
yourself” (Power 75). To do what Barna suggests, tough questions dealing with your 
“emotions, abilities, intellect and perspectives, heart, mentors and models as well as your 
ministry” (80-83) need to be addressed. He says that “if you wish to grasp God’s vision 
for ministry, plan to make an investment in that process” (77). For leaders, looking within 
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themselves can be the hardest job. Nevertheless, both change and opportunity occur when 
people are open to seeing inside themselves to what God wants for their lives and 
ministries. 
The ability to look behind. Experience is needed for a leader to gain vision. 
Experience is not dwelling on the past but understanding the past to proceed in the future.  
Maxwell says that experience teaches certain things about vision: 
1. The credibility of a vision is determined by the leader. 2. The 
acceptance of a vision is determined by the timing of its presentation. 3. 
The value of a vision is determined by the energy and direction it gives. 4. 
The evaluation of a vision is determined by the commitment level of 
people. And 5. The success of a vision is determined by its ownership by 
both the leader and the people. (146) 
Maxwell’s point is that the more experience a person has, the easier to follow these steps 
in visioning. Experience helps people see the vision as credible. The importance of 
timing is understood and allowing people to evaluate the vision gives them ownership. 
Then Maxwell says success becomes the result.  
Bridging to the next section, Barna says the past is important, but understanding 
the present conditions is key. The awareness of both past and present is essential. He says 
that leaders should “know their ministry environment” (Power 85). He says that for a 
leader to capture the vision means “knowing the community (townspeople), colleagues 
(other pastors in the area), congregation (your people), and competition (anything that 
hinders church attendance)” (85-87). Harris W. Lee agrees with Barna. He says that for 
leaders to help focus the vision and dream they must be aware of the congregation, the 
community, and tie them into the world and to what benefits God’s purposes in the whole 
world (136-37). Both Barna and Lee are talking about the environment in a larger 
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context. The next section deals with the ministry environment in the context of the church 
itself. 
The ability to look around. Leaders with vision have to be keenly aware of what 
is happening around them as they vision and plan. When others are involved in the 
vision, like a church, the leader must be sensitive to when people are ready for the moves 
needed to realize the vision. Barna says, “One of the most important decisions a leader 
makes is how to ‘cast’ the vision. Those leaders who have been most successful contend 
that you must take advantage of all opportunities, at all times, to share the vision” (Power 
143). He goes on to suggest ways to cast this vision in ministry. They consist of sermons, 
printed materials, letters, teaching, meetings, and multiple vision casters (144). I would 
add other elements in worship such as interviews with people, drama skits, and video 
presentations. All of these elements can be effective in casting vision. The key for vision 
casting to occur is an awareness of the people: 
The individual who is impatient with people will be defective in 
leadership. The evidence of strength lies not in streaking ahead, but in 
adapting your stride to the slower pace of others while not forfeiting your 
lead. If we run too far ahead, we lose our power to influence. (Maxwell 
147) 
Vision casting involves the ability to meet people where they are while seeing where they 
need to go, and taking them there all at the same time.  
The ability to look ahead. Maxwell says that one question separates leaders from 
managers. “Leaders are concerned with the organization’s basic purpose, why it exists 
and what it should achieve. They are not preoccupied with the ‘how-to’ or nuts and bolts 
aspect of the operation” (147). Barna says that leaders in communicating this big picture 
concept use the “trickle-down effect” (Power 145):  
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Initially, the leader grasps the vision. He or she then shares it with the 
church staff. When they understand and embrace it, they articulate it for 
the lay leaders. They, in turn, will share the vision with the rest of their 
contacts in the church. At this stage, the vision has trickled down through 
the entire structure of the body. (145) 
As the vision becomes concrete to leaders, they communicate what they have learned 
through the trickle-down effect to their leaders, who in turn do the same thing. This 
trickle-down effect results with visionary leaders developing visionary leaders. 
The ability to look above. Maxwell’s definition of success is “knowing God and 
his desires for me; growing to my maximum potential; and sowing seeds that benefit 
others” (148). Barna agrees and says that people should “know God” by “studying the 
Word, reassessing your prayer life, and practicing fasting” (Power 88-91). “His will for 
our ministry [is] based upon His perspective. He is first and foremost in the vision 
process” (31). Lee agrees again with Barna: 
From Scripture we learn that God’s purpose is redemptive, that instead of 
merely blessing the status quo, God is out to change it, restoring it to 
God’s intention. In Scripture God is a purposeful God, with the final 
vision being that of a new heaven and new earth.… To find the dream for 
the church we search the Scriptures, discovering anew God’s vision for the 
world and God’s purpose and plan for the church. (135-36) 
Looking above through exploring Scripture is key to understanding the vision of 
God for his church and more particularly for the people God has entrusted to pastors 
within ministry. 
A Theology of Pastoral Ministry 
One of the major ways a church member identifies with pastor and ministry is 
through worship on Sunday morning. In many cases, the only time the pastor is seen 
during the week is in worship with the preaching of the word and/or worship leadership. 
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Thomas Oden states that who a pastor is to people is defined by their role in the 
worshipping community:  
One of the strongest forces in pastoral identity is the public role of leader 
of the worshipping community. However diverse the other social roles, 
pastors are publicly identified most often as leaders of worship. Wherever 
they go, people characteristically think of them in relation to this 
distinctive public task and context. Thus, even if one’s central interests lie 
elsewhere, one is well advised to understand this expectation clearly and 
carefully examine one’s own attitudes toward it. (86) 
Pastors must understand that worship leadership needs to be a major focus in their 
ministries. Each week, as pastors lead worship, people connect with them and see them in 
the role of worship leader. Often times, though, as Oden mentions, a pastor’s focus can 
be in other areas. From Scripture, a threefold responsibility with people exists in the 
ministry life of the pastor. These roles are that of prophet, priest, and king. As these 
responsibilities are traced back, different emphases were placed on them depending on 
the tradition and the time. 
Old Testament Concept of Prophet, Priest, and King 
In the Old Testament, the roles of prophet, priest, and king started as roles of one 
person but then divided and became separate functions. People in that time served in each 
of these roles. James D. Smart explains further these offices in the Old Testament:  
There are three distinct ministries in the Old Testament, prophetic, 
priestly, and kingly, and all three are essential to the covenant relation of 
Israel with God. Each comes to its fulfillment in Jesus Christ, fulfillment 
in the sense of being taken up and incorporated into the ministry of Jesus 
himself in such a way as to come to its full significance. (43) 
The prophet was a role from which to speak on behalf of God to the people, 
obviously an important role that God gave people in the Old Testament. Smart states, “A 
prophet is before all else a mediator. He is ‘sent from God.’ He stands between God and 
man with the responsibility of faithfully declaring to man what he has heard from God” 
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(54). No doubt prophets played an essential role in communicating on behalf of God to 
the people. They were instrumental in conveying what God’s purposes were for 
humankind. 
 The role of priest was important, too.  In fact, Smart states that some parts of 
Protestantism are tempted to ignore the Old Testament priestly aspect in its fulfillment in 
Jesus Christ. The conclusion here is that in the Protestant tradition the role of priest is 
unimportant or nonessential to a pastor’s theology of ministry. Smart states that treating it 
in this manner would be wrong:   
That would be a serious and crippling error. It is a misrepresentation of the 
priests of Israel. There were indeed false priests just as there were false 
prophets, but there were also true and faithful priests who took with great 
seriousness their sacred calling as representatives of Israel before God. 
(59) 
Smart continues by saying that when examining the “priestly document” in the 
Pentateuch the priest had many responsibilities. From “conserving and interpreting the 
religious heritage of Israel” to being essentially “custodians of what was recorded 
regarding God’s dealings with his people” (59) one cannot help but be impressed. From 
the thinking of the great prophets to the rituals of the temple in the book of Psalms, 
Smart’s point is that the Christian church today rests on the foundations that priests built. 
It is a testament to the early priests’ faith and theology of worship (59).  
When the priestly role is understood correctly in the Old Testament context, it 
enlightens the understanding of pastors with their responsibility in worship. Smart 
continues with this key statement about priests: 
We must not forget that the primary function of the priest in pre-exilic 
Israel was not the offering of sacrifice but leadership in worship and the 
instruction of the people in the knowledge of God. In the earlier period, 
sacrifice could be offered by others than priests, and only in post-exilic 
times, when scribes took over the duties of religious instruction, did 
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sacrifice become the chief duty of the priest. The priest was the 
representative of Israel before God. In his prayers he sought to gather up 
the longings and desires of his people and also their reasons for 
thanksgiving and rejoicing before God. And, on the Day of Atonement it 
must have been an awesome thing as he went into the Holy of Holies to 
secure forgiveness for the sins of the nation. (59) 
The responsibilities of priests evolved over time with others taking on certain 
duties and then the priests taking them over once again. In the Hebraic tradition, the role 
of priest was primarily seen in worship and their duties included 
• Organizing, orchestrating, and leading the Israelites in corporate worship, 
including the place(s), time(s), forms and order of public worship (Exod. 40:12-15; Lev. 
1-10); 
• Performing the service of worship for the Israelite community, especially 
the sacrificial worship and the manipulation of blood in the sin/guilt offerings-thus 
making atonement for sin in the community and the ministry of intercession; 
• Serving as mediator between God and the Israelites as his covenant 
community, including representing the Hebrews before God, as in the Day of Atonement 
ceremony (Lev. 16) and representing Yahweh to his people by making known God’s will 
(1 Sam. 8); 
• Adjudicating the Mosaic legal code, thus protecting the holiness and 
purity of the Israelite community and safeguarding covenant relationship with Yahweh 
(Lev. 11-15; Num. 5; Lev. 18:24-30); 
• Interpreting the law of Moses and instructing the Hebrew people in 
holiness and covenant obedience (Deut. 17:8-13). If the Israelites did not do these tasks, 
they risk the penalty of covenant curses, including the loss of their inheritance of the land 
of the covenant (Lev. 18:24-20). This eventually happened, and the prophetic indictment 
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against the Levitical priesthood centered on the people’s lack of the knowledge of God 
because the priests had failed in the role as religious educators (Hos. 4:4-6; 6:9; Mic. 
3:11; Zeph. 3:4; Mal. 2: 4-9); 
• Functioning as adviser and counselor for the people and the divinely 
appointed civic leaders of the Israelites, in part fulfilling the role of sage that developed 
later during the period of Hebrew kingship (2 Kings 11-12; 22:13; Jer. 18:18); and, 
• Serving as models and examples of faith, holiness, covenant obedience, 
and proper worship for the heads of tribes, clans, and families, ensuring the continuity 
and integrity of biblical instruction and private worship and devotion in the Hebrew home 
(Deut. 6:2-9; Hill 147-48). 
The priest’s functions were many, but the focus was primarily in the area of 
worship. To do these functions for the Israelites, the Levitical priesthood was formed to 
represent the Israelites in service to Yahweh (Exod. 29:44).   
The kingly function in the Old Testament was that of a nation’s leader. Many 
times the Old Testament depicts the king of Israel as a worship leader. In some of the 
instances, these Hebrew kings even performed priestly acts of worship. Some of these 
kings were blessed as they did these acts, and others were not. Quoting again from 
Andrew E. Hill’s book, this inconsistency is explained: 
First, the Old Testament does specify that only descendants of Levi may 
hold priestly office (Numbers 3:6; Deuteronomy 10:9). No doubt this 
separation of the priestly role in Israel to the tribe of Levi and royal office 
of king to the tribe of Judah (Genesis 49:10; II Samuel 7:12-13) was 
designed to prevent the unhealthy and unholy marriage of religion and 
politics in ancient Israel. Second, the Hebrew king was chosen and 
adopted by God when he was anointed and crowned (Deuteronomy 17:14-
15; Psalm 45:1-9). It appears that the king had the right to function as a 
priest in Israel as long as he did so with the blessing and under the 
jurisdiction of the Levitical priesthood (Psalm 110:4). (148-49) 
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The priesthood, because of their actions as worship leaders, blessed certain kings, 
such as King David and King Solomon. Still others, such as Kings Uzziah and Saul, were 
not blessed, and their actions desecrated the temple. Apparently, for the king to perform 
priestly functions he had to have the blessing of the priesthood.   
Other roles for the king included the role of religious educator as well as the high 
judge of the land (Deut. 17:18-20). He also oversaw the Levitical priesthood (Deut. 
17:18). Most importantly, the king served primarily as the religious figurehead over the 
functionary. The king was “proxy for the people even more so than the Levitical 
priesthood (2 Sam. l7:6-16)” (Hill 149-50). 
Overall in the Old Testament, the functions of prophet, priest, and king were 
separate, but the priest and king roles were combined at certain points in biblical history. 
Although the reasons for why the roles were combined seem unclear to me, it seems 
apparent the purpose was to provide leadership and direction in the area of worship and 
the people. Each time the king stepped into the worship area, it served two functions, that 
of organizing it and giving direction to it in some way. Nevertheless, the king was 
operating under the guidelines stated by Hill when he was in the priest role. One example 
is King David, and he will be examined more in depth later.   
New Testament Concept of Prophet, Priest, and King 
In New Testament worship, a shift occurs in the roles of prophet, priest, and king. 
As in the Old Testament, the roles are represented by different people with a few 
exceptions. Now they are taken over by one person, Jesus, who becomes the perfect role 
model of all three combined. 
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T. F. Torrance states about how these three roles for Jesus become enmeshed in 
every aspect of his life and ministry: 
First of all, He [Jesus] steps into the place of the prophet, and as the Word 
made flesh proclaims the Word of forgiveness and healing and peace, and 
only then in priestly obedience to the Word of God does He advance to the 
living and actual liturgy of atonement. The significant fact is that, while in 
Word Jesus exercises His prophetic ministry, in His action He exercises 
His priestly ministry. It is as Suffering Servant of the Lord that He 
combines both. (8-9) 
Hill addresses Jesus’ role as a priest at a time when the role of the Jewish priests 
was both religious and political. Using the book of Hebrews as his guide, Hill states that 
Jesus fulfilled the Old Testament priesthood in his life, teachings, and public ministry. 
Hill states, first of all, that Jesus fulfilled even the high priest role in that he was the “go-
between” for his Holy Father and sinful humanity (Heb. 9:23-28):  
Not only is Jesus Christ the great high priest, but he was also the perfect 
and innocent victim since he was tempted in every way yet remained 
sinless and perfect (Hebrews 4:4-16; 7:27-28). Further, he offered himself 
as a once-for-all sacrifice for sin (Hebrews 9:11-14), and thus he became 
the mediator of a new and better covenant (Hebrews 9:15-22). (152-53) 
Second, Hill says Jesus fulfilled the Old Testament priesthood role in the 
comparison made with Melchizedek of the Old Testament (Gen. 14; Heb. 7:11-30):  
More than this, the writer [of Hebrews] acknowledged the priesthood of 
Christ as superior to the Levitical priesthood in every way, including the 
divine oath by which Jesus took office (Hebrews 7:20-21), the eternity of 
Christ’s priesthood–unbroken by genealogical beginning or end (Hebrews 
7:1-3), the subservience of Levi to Melchizedek–demonstrated in 
Abraham’s recognition of Melchizedek’s priesthood (Hebrews 7:4-10). 
The Old Testament promise of a greater priest stands as an indictment 
against the permanence and perfection of the Levitical priesthood (Psalm 
110:4). (152-53) 
In other words, the priesthood of Christ, foretold in the Old Testament, is never 
ending and is not bound by a beginning or an ending period of time. He is the perfect 
priest. Hill continues his interpretation of the book of Hebrews: 
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The ministry of Christ’s priesthood was accomplished in a once-for-all 
event, the cross, not continually, as in the daily sacrificial ministry of the 
Old Testament priests (Hebrews 9:11-14; cf., 9:6-10). Christ’s priesthood 
was established by an indestructible and eternal life and not in human 
weakness and resultant death (Hebrews 7:15-25) (152-53). 
Now, regarding Jesus’ priestly ministry, Torrance adds to Hill:  
[There exists] two main emphases which very clearly correspond to the 
two main aspects of priesthood adumbrated in the Old Testament and 
fulfilled so wonderfully in Christ Himself. All of this for Jesus includes 
the mediation of God’s Word, liturgical witness to it, and the concept of 
the Messianic Kingdom. (10) 
Torrance continues by stating that two places exist where Jesus’ fulfillment of the priestly 
role is addressed: the book of Hebrews, as mentioned by Hill, and the Pauline epistles. 
According to Torrance they do not contradict one another but they offer different points 
of emphasis and imply the other. Torrance writes about the Pauline epistles: 
[The Pauline epistles] are concerned mainly with atonement in terms of 
justification and expiation before the Word or Law of God, and in the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, on the other hand, which is most concerned with 
atonement in terms of Christ’s high-priestly oblation of Himself and His 
heavenly Intercession. A New Testament doctrine of the Priesthood of 
Christ and His sacrifice rests upon that twin foundation. (10) 
Torrance emphasizes here how the two passages of Scripture, Hebrews and the Pauline 
epistles, work together in forming the foundation and understanding of Jesus as a priest. 
As a king, Jesus was the Messiah or Anointed One. Regarding Jesus as king, 
Smart states that all of Israel’s kings held the title of “Messiah,” or “Anointed One” but 
that these titles came to signify a king that would rule on “God’s behalf” (63). He 
compares these titles to the person of Jesus from Nazareth in that because of his 
simplicity, poverty, and ultimate defeat on the cross, he hardly fit the description of a 
king. Nevertheless, he says, “the unanimous testimony of the New Testament is that this 
is [original emphasis] the conquering King, God’s King come to set up his Kingdom in 
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the midst of the world” (63). What makes Jesus a powerful King is the fact that he does 
not rule “by compulsion from without” but a “compulsion from within” (63). Jesus was 
the king of kings although he was not the king everyone thought he would be. His life 
and ministry were stark contrasts to the idea people had of a king. Jesus served the role of 
king by being God’s son here on earth and establishes through himself the kingdom of 
God on earth. Later, when he returns to earth, Jesus will continue to be king as he sits on 
the throne to judge the world. 
From the birth of Jesus forward, the roles of prophet, priest, and king are all 
fulfilled in the life and ministry of Jesus. Understanding how he fulfills these roles is key 
because through him pastors serve these three roles in ministry. 
The Pastor as Prophet, Priest, and King 
For pastors in ministry, their responsibility is to serve in these three roles and 
continue representing Christ. Smart writes about this correlation between Jesus’ 
fulfillment of these three roles and the pastors’ responsibility with them as well: 
In Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection we see the true meaning of prophet, 
priest, and king. Thus, if we are to enter into Jesus’ ministry, we must, 
together with him, become prophets, priests, and kings. In short, the three 
lines of Old Testament ministry run through Jesus Christ into the ministry 
of the church, being fulfilled and illumined as they pass through him, but 
nevertheless in the meaning that he in his own person gives them 
remaining determination for the nature of the church’s ministry. (43-44) 
Pastors today hold these three offices of prophets, priests, and kings. What were 
once separate offices held by different people came together in Jesus Christ. Today, those 
three offices come to fulfillment in church ministry through the pastor. 
Oden concurs with this merging of the pastoral offices. More specifically he 
addresses worship services and a pastors involvement as a prophet and priest by quoting 
John Calvin: 
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It is the bold intention of Christianity to combine the ministry of word and 
sacrament, the prophetic and priestly ministries, into a single ordained 
public office in which one person serves both the priestly office of 
conducting public worship and the prophetic office of providing religious 
insight, instruction, exegesis, and proclamation of the word. (86-87) 
For Oden, Christian worship contains both prophetic and priestly dimensions. The 
pastor fulfills the prophetic role when preaching the word in worship. Oden claims the 
prophetic role is the most public of pastoral acts because it “deals essentially with God’s 
address to us” (128). Pastors in this role do not come out stating, “Thus saith the Lord,” 
as in Old Testament days; rather, they more modestly say to the people assembled, “Let 
us listen to the Scripture together. We will talk about the way in which the word of God, 
the Father, through the liberating Son meets us with the help of the Spirit through the 
Scripture” (128). This is the role that pastors easily fulfill because they are trained for 
preaching and teaching specifically in seminaries. Most of them are also gifted in this 
area of ministry. 
As for the priestly aspect of pastors, Oden says that the focus is on “the gathered 
community addressing God responsively in prayer, praise and intercession” (128). Smart 
agrees with Oden on this aspect but is more in depth because he compares Jesus as a 
priest to pastors as priests. He uses terms such as “self-giving, self-offering, intercession, 
and an identification in love” to describe Jesus in the priestly role, even to the point of 
“suffering for sinners to death” (62). For pastors today Smart gives the boundaries pastors 
have with the priestly role. Instead of priests being “formal, ritualistic, official, and 
externally authoritative in character,” Smart says, “the priest knows that he must speak in 
God’s name but that his words will have no power unless first he has identified himself 
with the man to whom he speaks, no matter what the cost” (62). From the prayers, the 
reading of Scripture, the Eucharist, and the preaching, the priest is one of them, “offering 
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himself with them to God and receiving the living Word, which is the bread of life” (62). 
Pastors, to be effective in ministry, have to identify with the people they serve in the 
church.  
Smart also warns about the dangers of not performing this function of priest 
correctly and does so to emphasize the importance of this office: 
But when the claim to priesthood becomes a claim to exclusive possession 
of priestly powers and office, glorifying a ritual sacrifice rather than the 
sacrifice of the broken and contrite heart, and seeking to imprison God in a 
human institution with clearly defined borders instead of acknowledging 
the fellowship of all true believers as his chosen dwelling place, then both 
“priest” and “sacrifice” have lost the meaning that was given them in the 
first Christian community. (62) 
For a pastor the role of priest is an important one and should be taken seriously. 
From this role in worship leadership people see and understand more clearly the sacrifice 
of Christ and the role pastors play in this sacrifice. 
In terms of the role of king, the pastor has a different responsibility. To fulfill the 
responsibility, Smart states that pastors have to follow the ministry of Jesus Christ: 
He calls us to be not just priests but “kings and priests to God.” There is a 
power over the lives of men that the minister of Christ must covet and 
cherish and exercise without fear. He must know that, in spite of all 
practical lines of separation between church and state, the rightful king in 
every land resides not in the house of government but in the church, in so 
far as the church is in truth the body of the Lord [original emphasis] Jesus 
Christ. Jesus Christ is King and Lord, not just over his church or over the 
spiritual life of his people (whatever that may mean), but over the total life 
of man. (64) 
The role of pastor in the kingly position helps to represent that the true King resides in 
the church and not in government. In this role he makes known Jesus is the king that 
people follow and serve.  
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The Role of King David as a Visionary Worship Leader 
As previously stated, King David is an example of someone who served a dual 
role of priest and king from the Old Testament. Kings who also served in a priestly role 
was a rare occurrence but one that happened with him because he was under the authority 
of the priesthood. David “reflected the humility, obedience, compassion and dedication to 
God that marks a true visionary leader in the church” (Barna, Power 19). Barna continues 
his description of David:  
David was a man who had grasped God’s vision for his life, a man whose 
service and worship exemplified the spirit and commitment of a person in 
deep relationship with God and who was devoted to carrying out the 
special tasks God had ordained for him. (19) 
David was in a position to serve in the priest role as well as the kingly role. His 
connection with God made him a great leader of his day. 
Calvin Miller agrees with the greatness of David as a visionary leader, so much so 
that he based an entire book on a study of David’s life (ix). He acknowledges Barna’s 
statement on David as a visionary leader: 
Like all visionary leaders, David was human and, as such, made mistakes. 
But one of his redeeming qualities was his burning desire to remain true to 
the vision for the future that God had placed in his heart, which God 
allowed him to work toward despite the frailties of his human nature. 
(Barna, Power 19) 
Mistakes did not stop or hinder David from being a leader. After his sin was exposed and 
his forgiveness was received from God, David still remained determined to fulfill God’s 
plan for his life.  
According to Miller, David had a dream. “He envisioned a city that would be the 
center of God’s presence in the world. Jerusalem would never have existed apart from the 
power of his vision” (68). From David’s vision several traits can be learned: (1) vision 
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unites, (2) vision calls for focus, (3) vision dominates all inner conversation, and (4) 
vision inspires greatness. From David’s vision for Jerusalem, Miller pulls these key 
concepts for visionary leadership (68-72). 
David was instrumental in the formation of worship for Jerusalem, which is key 
for this study. He made Jerusalem the central governmental headquarters, and the focus 
of the leadership in worship came from David. Ralph P. Martin writes that King David is 
“credited primarily as the one who organized Israel as a worshiping community” (1120). 
Although he is also quick to point out that the biblical narratives also show David’s sinful 
side of life, Martin writes that David is a real, authentic person who is a true worshipper 
of Yahweh: 
In later literature … [David’s sinful nature] then became the biblical 
example of a true worshipper of Yahweh. Perfection of ethical and moral 
character was thus not indispensable for faith. Rather, Yahweh desired an 
honest worshipper who could confess and praise him in sincerity and truth 
(Micah 6:6-8). David becomes the example par excellence of a true 
worshipper, the traditional author of “the psalms of David” that express 
cultic acts of worship (for example, Psalms 24; 150). (1120) 
David was not a perfect man but was a true worshipper who led an entire nation in 
worshipping Yahweh during a stable period of Israel’s history. 
David’s accomplishments do not end with him only being a worshipper in heart 
and mind. Indications from Scripture seem to point out that David also made significant 
contributions to worship and gave direction on how to worship. These directions appear 
even to affect worship today. Martin continues about David’s legacy in worship that 
under his leadership Jerusalem became the Holy City and the religious capital of the 
tribes of Israel. The building of the temple started under David and was later completed 
by Solomon. David assigned the official duties of leading the community in praise and 
prayer to the Levites. The priesthood began a hierarchy of functions for which it was 
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responsible. One of the most notable changes David made in worship was the addition of 
instrumental worship (1 Chron. 23-27) (Webber, Biblical Foundations 98). David was a 
leader in worship and one of the earliest examples of someone with a vision of what 
should take place in worship and how to implement it. 
Sally Morgenthaler uses David’s visionary worship leadership as a major concept 
in her chapter, “Longing for God: Retrieving Biblical Worship” (35). In fact, she thinks 
that David is the key in discovering how the church can reclaim its proper perspective on 
the importance of worship: 
Sadly, the source of David’s power, a passionate worship relationship with 
God, is almost foreign to the contemporary born-again experience. Many 
do not know the meaning of longing after God as a deer longs for water 
(Psalm 42:1). We may long after exponential growth figures and five-
thousand-seat sanctuaries, but if we are honest, not very many of us truly 
long after God. Rather, we tend to settle for God at a comfortable distance. 
The irony is, we are now inviting the lost to replicate what is basically a 
very stunted relationship! (36) 
David is an example of someone passionate about God whose worship of him grew their 
relationship. Morgenthaler contends that the church tends to focus on other areas rather 
than worship and thus, God can seem distant with people.  
Morgenthaler continues in this part of her book pointing to the problems of self-
reliance and humanism and the struggle with doing God’s greater will through true 
worship. To make her point even more forcibly, she says that “in the final analysis, we 
are either Davids, worshipers with ready slingshots, or slingshot experts with just enough 
worship to make us acceptably pious. There is no doubt which one God prefers” (36). 
Morgenthaler says that the church has to “make worship number one” and 
“David’s kind of worship” as an example (37). “First, David’s kind of worship is a life 
[original emphasis] that brings honor to God and is fully given to God and God’s 
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purposes” (37). Her point is that corporate worship is weekly but David’s kind is a daily 
walk with God. “Blessed are those who have learned to acclaim you, who walk in the 
light of your presence, O LORD” (Ps. 89:15) (37). Second, “David’s kind of worship is 
uncompromising [original emphasis]. It is wholehearted and lavish, not halfway or stingy 
as we have so often experienced it” (37). David is called “a man after God’s own heart” 
(37) and Morgenthaler believes this description has to do with his focus, commitment, 
and uncompromised devotion to God. Third, David’s kind of worship witnesses [original 
emphasis]. When God’s people are like David’s in worship, the world sits up and takes 
notice, a concept that is the single most important principle of worship evangelism. In 
Psalm 57:9, David says, “I will praise you, O Lord, among the nations; I will sing of you 
among the peoples” (37).  
Morgenthaler continues by saying that “David believed God would draw 
unbelievers to himself through an authentic worship experience” (37). She uses Psalm 
40:3 as her proof. “He put a new song in my mouth, a hymn of praise to our God. Many 
will see and fear and put their trust in the Lord” (37-38). Fourth and last, worship was, 
unequivocally, number one in David’s life [original emphasis]. Morgenthaler bridges 
David’s emphasis on worship to the church today: 
We may excuse the lack of such a priority in our own lives and even in the 
church as a whole by saying, ‘Well, worship was just his thing’ or ‘He 
obviously had the gift of worship.’ But, David was not expressing some 
individual quirk. By prioritizing worship above all else, he was reflecting 
the heart of God (38). 
Using David’s life, pastors and churches can learn how to live a life of uncompromised 
worship that is committed, focused and is a witness to others every day. 
Bob Sorge also believes David to be an example for pastors in how they should 
worship: 
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King David was in a very real sense the “pastor” of the nation of Israel. 
David purposefully made himself an example of worship before the entire 
nation. He donned a linen ephod and danced before the Lord with all his 
might as the ark was brought to Zion. David was the king, the leader, the 
“pastor” of the Israelites, and yet he considered it his proper place to be 
the most exuberant and expressive in his praise and worship to God. (202)  
David was a bold worshipper of the Lord and unashamed in how he felt about him. He 
became an example for Israel and knew of his role in worship. From his life, pastors can 
learn their role in worship. To illustrate this, Sorge used the passage of Scripture from 2 
Samuel 6: 21-22 when David was scorned by Michal for his openness in worship. 
David’s response to it was bold and to the point: 
It was before the LORD, who chose me rather than your father or anyone 
from his house when he appointed me ruler over the LORD’S people 
Israel—I will celebrate before the LORD. I will become even more 
undignified than this, and I will be humiliated in my own eyes. But by 
these slave girls you spoke of, I will be held in honor. (202)  
According to Sorge, the pastor’s responsibility is to cast aside personal pride and lead 
God’s people forth in exultant praise and worship (202). 
With Sorge’s description of King David combined with Morgenthaler’s 
framework for worship from David’s perspective, a pattern exists for pastors in how to 
act in leading, visioning, and emulating worship for their communities. 
The Experience of Worship  
Many definitions exist for the meaning of worship. None of them are necessarily 
wrong, but they do give it different slants of meaning. Earlier worship is defined as “to 
attribute worth” to someone or something (Morgenthaler 46). Richard Leonard says that 
in Old Testament worship, the Hebrew word that translates “to worship” in English 
means literally to bow down (3). In the New Testament, the concept of worship seems to 
have changed. Barry Liesch says that Jesus never attributed worship to outward 
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manifestations of worship. Taking the story of the woman at the well in John 4:19-24, he 
helps determine what true worship is: 
Many Christians consider the dialogue between Jesus and the woman of 
Samaria to be the critical passage on worship in the New Testament. Here 
Jesus communicates authoritatively a number of essential principles about 
true worship. We want to hear Him! We want to be receptive to all He has 
to say! Yet, it is equally important not to overburden the text by making it 
into an endorsement for the way we happen to worship. (36) 
In other words, this dialogue between a woman and Jesus holds the key to what God is 
looking for from people in how they should worship. To be open to what Jesus says about 
worship, churches should not assume that they are correct in how they worship. Instead, 
understand what Jesus said, and then endeavor to follow his teaching in worship. 
From this passage in John that ends with the sentence, “God is spirit and his 
worshippers must worship in spirit and in truth,” Liesch says that Jesus affirms five 
central principles of true worship: (1) True worship is not tied to a particular place but a 
person; (2) True worship must be intelligent; (3) True worship must be spiritual; (4) True 
worship must be directed to God; (5) God seeks true worshipers. Liesch says these are the 
essentials of worship and Jesus deals with essentials (36). 
Liesch’s interpretation of this passage from John helps to form an understanding 
that worship is not a particular form or pattern although some forms or patterns may work 
better for some than others. Nevertheless, as a backdrop for defining worship, Webber’s 
definition of worship can simplify its meaning. He says that worship is simply “a meeting 
between God and His people” (Biblical Foundations 263-64). From the many different 
descriptions of the term worship, Webber’s view is best and easiest to understand. 
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Worship and Its Priority within the Church   
  Many areas in the church can compete for time and emphasis but worship must 
be the number one priority. As proof, Morgenthaler says that the history of the church 
began with worship as the main priority:  
It [worship] is the ultimate purpose of the church and has been since its 
beginning. The church of Acts could have tried to replicate the mass 
conversion event of Pentecost, but it did not. Instead, its first concern was 
to give God what was due: worship. In the early church (of Acts), worship 
was the main attraction! In I Peter 2: 4-5, Peter takes worship beyond first 
priority and establishes it as the church’s purpose. (38-39) 
Contrary to many purpose statements of churches today, worship should not be just the 
first priority but the purpose of the church and Scripture supports this idea.  
Morgenthaler contends that the church has lost its focus. Many on the evangelical 
side of church think that evangelism is the main purpose of the church. She is quick to 
say that evangelism is important, significant, and something Jesus commanded, but what 
John 4:23 says should not be overlooked or minimized. As mentioned earlier with this 
passage, God is seeking true worshippers, not evangelists. The true goal of evangelism is 
to produce more and better worshipers (39). What Morgenthaler means is that focusing 
on worship will actually cause evangelism as a by-product because it will happen as 
people develop growing relationships with God. If God is our goal in church through 
worship instead of growth in numbers, then better evangelists are developed in the 
process (41). 
Morgenthaler’s words are piercing as she focuses her thoughts on the concept of 
worship being the hub of the church. She stresses the responsibility pastors have in the 
area of worship: 
As leaders, we will not only be held accountable for what we teach and 
preach (James 3:1), but we will also answer to God for how we have or 
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have not prioritized worship among the people of God. How are we 
weighting the church schedule, allocating volunteer hours, and managing 
our resources? Are we doing whatever it takes to make worship as God-
honoring, fresh, culturally accessible, and excellent as it can be? Or, does 
it consistently get the leftovers? (42) 
In pastoral ministry, with so many responsibilities expected from us at home and at 
church, it is easy to get priorities out of alignment. What should be important becomes 
unimportant and the main thing becomes the secondary thing. For Morgenthaler, how the 
church prioritizes worship in comparison to other areas of ministry is the problem. She 
challenges the church to excellence in every aspect of ministry, especially worship:  
If worship is number two or five or last on our church’s list, we should not 
rant and rave when our people do not show up. By our actions and perhaps 
by the lack of priority of personal worship in our own lives, we have given 
our congregations one unmistakable message: Worship is unimportant. It 
is just an accessory to the Christian life. (42) 
These are harsh words from Morgenthaler to the church today. Her point is not that 
pastors have intentionally gone in the wrong direction but that they unintentionally focus 
on the wrong thing. Worship must be number one and pastors need to learn how to be 
visionary in their leadership of it. 
The Pastor and Worship 
The pastor must never neglect worship because of the connection it brings 
between people and God. Nevertheless, neglecting the emphasis on worship has been a 
temptation throughout the history of the church. According to Wardle, these trends have 
been taking place in worship that seem to indicate that pastors are neglecting their 
emphasis on worship: 
1. The sermon has become the most important part of the worship service. 
 
2. Pastors do too much in the worship service. 
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3. Attending a worship service is similar to attending the theater or a 
concert—it is a spectator sport. 
4. Worship services have become overly predictable. 
5. Form and order in worship are often dictated purely by tradition. 
6. What happens in worship is not always relevant to daily living. 
7. People often do not encounter God in worship (22). 
Wardle is not bashing pastors for these weaknesses. He points out that these 
patterns are easy to slip into, and many follow them because they were taught them. His 
main point is that the church’s understanding of worship is inadequate. He recommends 
going back to the basics with worship beginning with what worship is and how people 
are supposed to worship. Pastors need to understand that worship is a meeting between 
God and people. Worship connects and binds vulnerable people together to see the 
possibilities of their life with God. Wayne Oates states the importance of worship in the 
spiritual community: 
The spiritual community helps people move from one stage of life to 
another without breaking the continuity of personhood. People are kept 
from being isolated and left completely alone. With the inspiration of a 
new relationship people are born out of an old life and ushered into a new 
one. (19) 
When pastors help people make this connection from old life into new, they are helping 
them through the role they play delivering the message or serving as the prophet and 
priest in worship. A thin line exists between the act of worship and the pastoral care 
provided during this time together as a community. William Willimon defines this 
connection: 
Worship is a major, if recently neglected, aspect of pastoral care. Worship 
can be enriched by a better awareness of the pastoral dimensions of so-
called priestly acts. Just as pastoral care has often neglected the corporate 
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context, so liturgical studies have frequently mired down in historical and 
textual trivia, archaism, and clericalism, forgetting the pastoral, people 
dimension in divine worship. In turn, pastoral care can be enriched by 
more attention to the priestly dimensions of so-called pastoral functions. 
(47) 
Willimon is clear that pastors need to focus more time on the process of what is 
happening in worship because of the potential for change and movement in the 
community of faith. The key for pastors is to know what worship truly is. Howard W. 
Roberts makes this point clear. He says, “An understanding of Christian worship requires 
us to telescope our focus of worship. If we take seriously God as the creator, then we 
understand that worship will be an act of lifting ourselves to the source of life” (5). 
In essence, when anyone truly understands what worship is, and for pastors, 
worship is the lifeblood of their congregations, then pastors are compelled to keep 
worship as their focus. Keeping the focus on worship is no small task for pastors. On the 
other hand, Roberts says: “For the Christian, God is personal; therefore, worship is 
communion of a person with The Person” (5). The communion that occurs in worship 
between God and people is the key for a healthy, growing church. 
Marie Cole Powell addresses this communion of God and people in worship as 
well as the role of pastors as worship leaders. She begins by explaining worship as an 
experience and how all people should view worship: 
Worship is first of all an experience. The most important thing about it is 
its experience quality. Worship may express itself through certain forms, 
but worship itself is not primarily a form; it is an experience. I may say, “I 
am going to morning worship,” but unless I worship [original emphasis], 
unless I feel God’s presence and my inner life of the spirit is quickened, 
there has been no worship for me [original emphasis], even though I have 
participated in certain so-called “acts of worship.” We must worship “in 
spirit and in truth.” (14) 
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Pastors and people need to come to worship expecting to receive something. This 
something is an experience of God. The experience takes place more effectively when 
pastors instill in the people how to worship. The result is people coming to anticipate 
what is going to happen. Powell continues with the role of the pastor in this experience 
formation: 
From the standpoint of leadership, when a minister or a group leader plans 
a service of worship, he plans and confidently expects that something will 
happen to the worshippers. Someone has said that “learning is the vital 
part of teaching.” It is just as true that the experience of the worshipper is 
the vital element in worship. (14) 
Key here is that pastors need to personally expect something to happen in worship both in 
their lives and in the lives of the people. When they expect something to happen in 
worship their people will expect it as well. 
The Pastor as Worshipper: Personally and Corporately 
The personal worship life of a pastor is important to his leadership in corporate 
worship. It affects how people respond in worship, learn about worship, and participate in 
worship. Sorge writes also about the major role the pastor plays in worship: 
The pastor is the key to the worship ministry. He has one major role in 
worship that far outweighs any other: first and foremost, he must be an 
example of a worshipper before the congregation. A worshipping pastor 
will birth a worshipping church; a non-worshipping pastor will never have 
a worshipping church, no matter how talented the worship leader may be. 
The pastor leads much more by example in this area than by preaching. He 
can preach about worship but see no response if he is not a living example. 
If he is a worshipper, he need not even preach about worship very much–
the people will become worshippers anyway! (200) 
Sorge’s point is that people look to pastors to see what they are doing in worship and do 
likewise; therefore, pastors need to recognize their influence in worship and demonstrate 
personally the meaning of worship in their lives (200). 
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Wardle’s book on worship states many of the same things that Sorge’s book does. 
He is just more to the point about what pastors or leaders must do for worship. He states 
that worship has to be sincere both from pastors and congregations. For congregations to 
understand worship, pastors must teach them, “To be open and actively exposed to the 
gospel of Jesus Christ, regularly include time for confession in the worship service, and 
teach your people to prepare for worship” (52-53). 
For pastors personally, Wardle says that they must “diligently pray for God to fill 
their services with the Spirit’s power; take Paul’s admonition in First Thessalonians 5:9 
seriously, ‘Do not put out the Holy Spirit’s fire’; and be careful not to grieve the Holy 
Spirit” (54-56). 
Wardle says that diligent prayer makes the difference in the Spirit’s work in the 
service. He insinuates that pastors fear getting out of their comfort zones in worship to let 
the spirit do his work with people and even with themselves: 
If a congregation expects to experience Spirit-filled worship, its leaders 
must understand the importance of repentance and confession. The Spirit 
will not bless where unconfessed sin remains unaddressed. This is true of 
individual and corporate sin. Leaders must be godly examples seeking to 
live in purity and harmony with others.… Leaders must translate their 
hunger for dynamic worship into action–the action of prayer, the attitude 
of openness and the appeal to purity and righteousness. Doing this will put 
churches on the threshold of unbelievable tomorrows in worship. (57-58) 
Pastors should realize that their attempt to live pure lives ties directly into the worship 
they lead. Anything between God and them that remains unaddressed can affect worship. 
Morgenthaler takes this a step further. She agrees with Sorge and Wardle on the 
importance of the pastor as a worshipper, but her comments reveal a more urgent plea for 
leaders to be authentic as worshippers: 
Pastors and worship leaders, who we are as worshipers (or who we are 
not) does [original emphasis] make a difference as to whether or not 
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people sense God’s presence. Thankfully, we cannot perform our way into 
the heart of God. Neither can we invoke God’s magnificent glory with 
holy-sounding phrases. Yet God chooses to reveal himself as we worship 
in spirit and truth—as we proclaim the living Word that as been planted in 
our own hearts and as our lips offer up the sacrifice of sincere and honest 
praise. Those who would lead people into God’s presence must be true 
worshippers. (102) 
Pastors do wield influence over the congregations they are serving. Their congregations 
can see right through them. As a result, pastors should not only teach worship but 
worship themselves, both personally and corporately. Perhaps Henri Nouwen states the 
importance of pastors’ personal and corporate worship best: 
It is not enough for the priests and ministers of the future to be moral 
people, well trained, eager to help their fellow humans, and able to 
respond creatively to the burning issues of their time. All of that is very 
valuable and important, but it is not the heart of Christian leadership. The 
central question is, are the leaders of the future truly men and women of 
God, people with an ardent desire to dwell in God’s presence, to listen to 
God’s voice, to look at God’s beauty, to touch God’s incarnate Word and 
to taste fully God’s infinite goodness? [emphasis mine] (29-30)  
Nouwen’s quote strikes as the heart of what pastors need to strive for in their relationship 
to God through their personal worship and corporate worship leadership. 
Morgenthaler agrees with Nouwen and in fact, she quotes him in her book as well 
and adds this plea for leaders: 
In these days of unprecedented distraction and compromise, in a society 
that deifies human knowledge, competence, and bravado, the still small 
voice of God is beckoning to us, calling us as leaders and as children of 
the Most High to do what we were created to do: worship [original 
emphasis]. Respond to God in spirit and in truth. Go away changed. (53) 
Worship is what people were created to do in life. Inside everyone is that voice of God 
calling us to worship and commune with him. Pastors, above the many distractions that 
can occur in church ministry, have to begin with worship, both personally and 
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corporately. Doing so will lead to the opening of the hearts in people to what God has in 
store for them. 
The Spring 1999 edition of Leadership Journal was devoted to worship. Several 
articles focused on pastors and their function in worship. One such article was actually an 
interview with Joseph Garlington, pastor and “lead worshipper” as he calls himself of the 
Covenant Church in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In this interview he emphasizes how 
important the pastor’s role in corporate worship is to the health of church. Marshall 
Shelley and Eric Reed, editors of Leadership Journal ask him, “When you lead worship, 
what are you trying to accomplish?” His response hits at the heart of the “priestly” role of 
pastors:  
My first task is to be a worshiper. When I stand on the platform, I want to 
be authentic. And my authenticity isn’t determined by how effectively I 
sing, because I honestly don’t believe singing is worship. Singing is an 
expression of that which is internal. Worship takes place in my spirit. 
(Shelley 24) 
He also says that worship leading is not so much what a person does with their hands in 
worship but what they do in their spirit. For the pastor, his job is to be the “lead 
worshipper” in the church (24). 
Not only does this address the importance of the pastor’s function in worship but 
Joseph also reinforces the correlation between a pastor’s personal worship and his 
function as worship leader in corporate worship. He continues answering the question by 
stating the crux of why pastors shy away from worship leader role in their ministry. He 
says that one of the reasons pastors “shrink back” from leading worship is a feeling of 
inadequacy regarding the music component in worship. If pastors are not great singers or 
do not know music, then they cannot lead worship. As a result, because pastors often feel 
this way, they end up missing their role in worship:  
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Ultimately a pastor has to be the one who models something. If pastors 
want people to worship, especially men, they’re going to have to give 
them a model to follow. I want people to see me doing what I expect them 
to do. As lead worshipper, I give people permission to do what I do. We 
lead by example. (Shelley 24-25) 
Garlington takes this role seriously and urges pastors to do so as well because what they 
do in worship is what their people do too. Rick Warren makes a similar statement 
regarding pastoral leadership in his book. He says, “The pastor of a church sets the tone 
and atmosphere of the congregation” (212). Throughout this book Warren emphasizes 
how the church becomes like its pastor in healthy as well as unhealthy ways. 
As Garlington continues with this interview in Leadership Journal, he is asked 
how he prepares to model worship in the context of him as a worship leader. For him, 
“worship is a conversation in progress” (Shelley 25) and to understand the conversation 
he remains a “student of worship” (25). He describes worship this way:  
Worship is not just a gathering of people at a certain time around a certain 
idea. Worship is the joining of our spirits with anyone in the universe who 
is worshiping. It’s like plugging into a current that’s always on. Worship 
enables me to gaze at the unseen, at the central. And in that, something 
happens in my heart that doesn’t happen when I’m not worshiping. So 
when I come to the platform to lead (corporate) worship, the experience is 
a continuation of what’s happening every other day of the week. If I 
worship only on Sunday, I won’t recognize the moment of God’s presence 
when it comes. (Shelley 25) 
His point is that worship is done continually seven days a week. Worship is not 
something pastors just turn on and turn off like a switch. To recognize God’s presence, 
pastors and people have to avoid limiting worship to Sundays only. Instead, worship is a 
daily act of living. Worship is everything we do and everything we are in life. 
Furthermore, a connection exists with who pastors are in their worship life and who the 
people are in their churches. If pastors are intentional about connecting with God in their 
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personal and corporate worship, they will develop people who understand and practice 
worship in the truest sense.   
The Function of Pastor in Worship 
Paul Basden writes about the pastor’s role in preparing for worship and he implies 
the importance of worship to the overall health of a church. For the pastor, he says, 
worship leading is both “a privilege and a burden” (141). He writes about the privilege:  
The privilege is obvious: there is no time in the week that is more 
important to individual Christians and to the entire congregation than the 
hour when the church gathers for corporate worship. The leaders therefore 
have the unparalleled privilege of guiding God’s people into the very 
presence of Holy Love for spiritual blessing and renewal. (141) 
Pastors understand this privilege. Church ministry for pastors is lived Sunday to Sunday 
as they are excited about seeing the people all together growing spiritually in God’s love 
and presence in worship. 
On the other hand, due to high expectations from both pastors and the people in 
the church, worship leading also can be a burden. Basden also addresses the burden 
pastors feel: 
Worship leaders want the service to go well, whatever that means to the 
congregation. They want to honor God and to help the people by 
appropriately prompting and directing them. But when they make a 
mistake, they feel that every worshipper sees it, hears it, mentally records 
it and is hindered from genuine worship by it. What a burden to carry 
every seven days! Nevertheless, worship leading is a must for ministers. 
(141-42) 
Pastors naturally want worship services to go well. Conversely, they feel like they are 
under a microscope with everything they say and do. Pastors need not forsake their role 
as worship leader or diminish their role due to the fear of mistakes or imperfections. 
In determining the practical role a pastor plays in worship, Sorge addresses in 
depth their role. He begins by looking at worship formation as a team, the chief players 
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being pastor, and worship leader (or chief musician). He points out that the one person 
critical to the team is the pastor (199). 
To make things easier to understand, Sorge developed a chart to emphasize the 
pastor’s leading role in worship decisions from music to other elements in the service 
(see Figure 2.1). 
 
PASTOR
WORSHIP LEADER 
AND/OR 
CHIEF MUSICIAN
MUSICIANS SINGERS 
CONGREGATION
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Sorge 199. 
 
Figure 2.1. Worship team organizational chart. 
 
 
Sorge explains the leadership of pastors in worship: 
Since the pastor is the one who is ultimately responsible to God for church 
affairs, the worship team comes under his pastoral oversight. He is the one 
who provides the groups with vision and motivation. He must know the 
general direction for each worship service, ensuring that the team flows 
with him. He should share his goals and philosophy for worship with the 
team and then work closely with them to see those goals accomplished. 
(199) 
Pastors have to be the driving force in what is happening in worship, even if they do not 
know how to do everything. Vision, leadership, philosophy, and direction come from the 
pastor. 
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Powell addresses this aspect as well only in-directly. She compliments Sorge, 
saying that the key in planning worship programs in the church is that ministers are the 
“guides.” They may not be able to be involved with every worship service with every age 
group, but the pastor should develop leaders of worship in every age level of the church 
(86). For these leaders to be developed, pastors have to lead worship as well.  
Sorge, though he is more emphatic about pastors’ involvement in worship, agrees 
with Powell that pastors not be involved with the “nitty-gritty” operations of their teams. 
For instance, “they should not be expected to always be present at team rehearsals, but 
they do provide the guiding force for the ministry of the team as a whole” and they are 
the key to worship (199). 
Sorge continues the importance of pastoral influence by stating that pastors hold 
the key to successful music programs in the church: 
The level of music ministry in a local assembly will never exceed the 
pastor’s vision. Not only must the pastor be available to provide vision 
and direction to the music department, but he must also support it by 
giving public approval and encouragement to those who are involved. The 
pastor will unavoidably be involved in music ministry to some degree. 
Even if he would tend to shun it, he will inevitably end up leading worship 
from time to time, and he will also be required to make many decisions 
that affect the musical climate of the church. Between 20 and 50 percent 
of most services is given over to music, and the pastor plays a vital role in 
determining and shaping the nature of that musical involvement. As a 
result, a pastor should be able to relate theology to the goals and uses of 
music in the church. (203) 
The concept of vision is reintroduced here and tied to music and worship. What is 
important for pastors to do in visioning their worship services is to direct the music 
ministry (and all the elements of worship) so it reflects their theology of worship. Sorge 
asks questions that pastors should explore themselves regarding the key role music plays 
in worship. These questions concern the emphasis of music in worship and understanding 
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how music can direct a service. Exploring these questions help pastors to vision and 
implement worship in their churches.   
Andy Langford addresses the importance of enriching worship in established 
congregations through pastoral leadership. He calls these four steps a “strategy for 
enriching worship” (74). For pastors, they are practical ways worship leadership can take 
place in the life of the church:  
1. Pastors need to form a worship team. Like Sorge’s advice, Langford 
emphasizes that worship should now be done in teams for greater impact and any 
decision rests with that team. 
2. Pastors need to ask questions. For existing congregations, enriching worship 
will take more time so these types of questions need to be addressed to make it happen.  
Questions of what type of worship need to be addressed as well. 
3. Pastors need to create a vision. This is vital in knowing what you are trying to 
achieve as well as keeping everyone on the same page. 
4. Pastors have to name an audience. Discover who it is you are trying to reach 
and use the style of worship suited to reaching them. For existing congregations, know 
that you will have many different audiences and judges. For new congregations, you will 
be starting a major audience so know your target group (74-89). 
The function of the pastor in worship formation and development is very 
important, and Langford specifically says that even though they are done as a team, the 
decisions making and overall direction rest with the pastor, who is spiritual authority of 
the church. 
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Wardle devotes a chapter to a pastor’s role of worship formation. He says pastors 
should have as their goal worship that will, “Inspire, Instruct, Involve, and Integrate” 
(87). Two of these entail the preaching aspect and two address worship itself. For the 
inspire aspect, these are the key ingredients that pastors as worship leaders should have:  
1. Emphasis on positive and victorious themes, 
 
2. Uplifting music that encourages, 
 
3. Times of praise that remind worshippers that God is active in their trials, and 
 
4. Prayer (90-94). 
 
For the involve aspect, Wardle suggests 
1. Allowing people to help in the planning of worship, 
 
2. Praying, 
 
3. Involving people in the preparation of worship, 
 
4. Making sure you and other leaders are prepared for the service, and 
 
5. Including actual participation in the worship service itself (101-07). 
 
Wardle says, “From planning to participation, involvement can be a source of life 
and growth. Pastors willing to surrender leadership in such areas will be the victor of it.  
Worship that edifies is worship that involves” (107). 
Lastly, Wardle emphasizes throughout his book that everything about worship 
begins with the leaders or pastors. He suggests for pastors ten ways to put worship 
principles into action:  
1. Pastors must take time to seriously study the biblical, historical and 
practical dimensions of Christian worship. 2. Pastors should prayerfully 
select people to serve on a church worship committee. 3. Teach the 
committee about the biblical, historical and practical dynamics of 
Christian worship. 4. Evaluate the present worship service, including a 
congregational survey. 5. Develop a step-by-step strategy to improve all 
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areas of weakness. 6. The pastor should preach a series of sermons on 
worship. 7. Pastors must proceed slowly. 8. Pastors and worship leaders 
must move prayerfully toward change. 9. Pastors must lead their 
congregations to build for the future. 10. Local churches should hire a full-
time minister of worship and music. (139-43) 
Wardle ends this chapter by stating “worship is the local church’s greatest privilege and 
most serious responsibility. Pastors and leaders must commit themselves to designing 
well-balanced and exciting weekly services” (143). Overall, the more educated pastors 
are regarding worship, the more effective they are in developing worship in the life of 
their congregation. The more experienced pastors are in worship personally and 
corporately the more the people in their churches will also experience worship 
themselves and grow personally and corporately with God.  
Summary 
From the research of the literature, several key points can be made that form a 
foundation for analyzing and interpreting the data from the interviews.  
1. Pastors need an awareness of the importance of vision in their church ministry. 
How to formulate it, communicate it and allow it to direct the ministries of the church are 
key for the vision to become a reality. 
2. With people in the church, pastors play many roles, but in the context of a 
theology of ministry they hold three distinct offices: prophet, priest, and king. Out of 
these three offices, the one that tends to be least emphasized by pastors is the priestly role 
and more specifically, the role pastors’ play in leading worship. 
3. One example of a person in the Scriptures who was considered someone who 
held these offices was King David. With his direction and guidance in the area of 
worship, his life and leadership illustrated the privilege of serving as a priest. He is 
considered to be an example for pastors and people alike of how to live a life of worship. 
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4. The importance of worship in the life of the church cannot be overstated. Based 
on the past history of the church, worship in the church should be number one in 
priorities, yet in many churches today, worship is oftentimes not treated as such. The 
responsibility for changing this worship’s priority falls with pastors. 
5. The importance of pastors’ personal worship life cannot be overstated as well. 
A connection exists between who pastors are as worshippers and who they are as leaders 
in worship. Cultivation of both in pastors’ lives influences and educates the church’s 
understanding of worship overall. 
6. With worship, pastors can be leaders in many practical ways. From being 
involved personally in every detail to developing people around them, the key for pastors 
is to be involved in the process outside their sermon preparation. Doing so communicates 
to the people their interest in worship and enhances personally how pastors worship 
themselves. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN OF STUDY 
Purpose of Study 
 The purpose of this study was to explore the pastors’ role in worship formation 
and more particularly their priestly function in the life of the church. This study dealt 
with pastoral leadership development and worship development. Visionary leadership is 
needed in worship development, and this study addressed what pastors are doing in this 
area. 
 My intention is to help pastors understand their role as priestly worship leaders. 
One type or form of worship is not advocated over another type or form. The results from 
this study should be of interest to any pastor who is working toward visionary worship 
leadership. 
Statement of Research Questions 
The project was designed around four research questions. Each of these questions 
is targeted towards understanding the pastors’ role in worship formation and more 
specifically their role of priest in the worship service. 
Research Question 1 dealt with how pastors’ vision for their churches ties into 
their vision for worship. The focus of this question was to explore whether pastors’ vision 
for their churches and, if so, how that vision is communicated in the lives of their 
churches. Do they consider worship as a key avenue for daily communication of the 
vision of their church? Depending on the churches and style of leadership the pastors 
provide, the results will be varied.  
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Research Question 2 dealt with any scriptural, theological, and congregational 
factors that pastors consider in planning their worship services. Do they look at biblical 
themes or patterns for their services? Do they take into account their people and others 
who are in their services when planning worship? This research question sought to 
discern to what degree these pastors are intentionally considering these factors in 
planning their worship services. 
Research Question 3 dealt with the involvement of the pastor in the steps, 
methods, or process of putting worship services together. This question sought to 
determine the degree in which pastors are involved in the weekly planning of worship 
and to what degree this process enables them to give leadership to worship. Factors in 
worship planning were explored such as others who are involved in worship formation, 
the evolution of worship planning throughout the pastors’ ministry years, and the 
evaluation process pastors use to examine the effectiveness of worship services.  
Finally, Research Question 4 dealt with the pastors’ overall understanding of 
worship. This question sought to examine how pastors define worship and how others 
have influenced their understanding of worship both personally and corporately. Do 
pastors’ own spiritual disciplines and personal worship practices affect their leadership in 
corporate worship? As leaders of worship, a clear understanding of worship is important 
as well as how outside influences play a role in how pastors lead worship week to week. 
Subjects 
In selecting pastors to be interviewed, I used the same criteria designed by Tim 
Eugene Barton with some amendments. The following four criteria was considered: 
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1. They must have at least five years of ministry experience, the minimum to 
provide a proven track record of ministry. 
2. They must be acknowledged as overall visionary leaders in their field by 
their followers, peers, or colleagues in ministry. As church leaders work together over a 
period of time, those leaders with strengths in visioning begin to emerge. These peers or 
colleagues can assist me in finding people well-known for visionary leadership of church 
ministry. 
3. They must have experienced some degree of success in the 
accomplishment of their ministry. Success may be determined from the size of church, 
time of tenure in the pastorate of one church, any measure that may be deemed a success.  
4. The pastors considered must at least have been the one responsible for the 
design and leadership of worship experiences for a congregation.   
The criteria used to select the pastors for this study also comes from Barton. They 
included 
1. My personal knowledge of the interviewees and my exposure to their 
ministries, 
2. Suggestions from personal friends who have a wider knowledge of people 
that fit the above stated criteria, and 
3. Suggestions from the interviewees of others in their circles that they 
recommend for this study. 
Instrumentation 
For this study I used the instruments that Barton designed for his dissertation, 
amending and adding to them for the context of this study (101). First was a 
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questionnaire on the pastors’ background. One part provided necessary information about 
age, education, ministry experience, and present ministry. Another part dealt with the 
pastors’ spiritual gifts, ministry passions, and the job description the church gives them to 
use in ministry. The last part dealt with the types of worship services the pastors led each 
Sunday and their average worship attendance when they arrived at the church and what it 
was at the time of the interview. All of these questions helped in understanding the basis 
of the answers given to the interview questions. 
The second instrument was an interview protocol from Barton and amended for 
this study. Each pastor and leader interviewed was asked a series of questions derived 
from the research questions and my interest in the subject. 
To help in making the interview questions as exact as possible, three pastors were 
asked to take a pretest to get input and help. Also, my mentor and internal reader looked 
them over and helped in the process. The insights from the pretest and the consultations 
with my mentor and internal reader resulted in changes in the sentence structure of some 
of the questions as well as specific words used in the questions. Both of these also helped 
in making general questions more focused so that it yielded the best responses from 
interviews. 
As Barton did in his interview process, the guidelines from Floyd J. Fowler were 
followed for consistency with the process: 
1.  Read the questions exactly as worded. 2. If the respondent’s answer to 
the initial question is not a complete and adequate answer, prove for 
clarification and elaboration in a nondirective way; that is, in a way that 
does not influence the content of the answers that result. 3. Answers 
should be recorded without interviewer discretion; the answers recorded 
should reflect what the respondent says. 4. The interviewer communicates 
a neutral, nonjudgmental stance with respect to the substance of answers. 
(Fowler 33) 
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When the interviews were conducted, every effort possible was made to ensure 
these guidelines were followed, especially in the area of my reaction towards the answers 
given. 
Data Collection 
In collecting data from interviews, these steps were followed and special care was 
taken to ensure that this procedure was the same for each pastor interviewed. 
First, the only pastors chosen to be interviewed were those who met the four 
criteria previously mentioned.  
Second, the pastors were contacted by phone and were invited to be part of this 
study. They were not told beforehand the subject matter of the study but that it would be 
discussed in detail after the interview and that due to the candidness of their answers, 
their identity would remain anonymous in the paper itself. 
Third, if they agreed to an interview, a date and time was arranged to conduct the 
interview with the pastor by telephone. On average the interviews took sixty to ninety 
minutes each. This timeframe involved both the background questionnaire and interview. 
A microcassette recorder was used to record each conversation. 
Fourth, each interview was transcribed from the microcassette recorder to a word 
for word typewritten record.  
Fifth, the interview findings were then taken for each question and put onto index 
cards. These cards were then color-coded according to the research questions and stored 
together for analysis once all of the interviews were completed.  
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Data Analysis 
From the twenty-five interviews conducted and transcribed from tape, 225 pages 
of single spaced material were assembled to analyze. To remain consistent with the 
interpretation and analysis of the data, the following steps were employed. 
First, each pastor was assigned a number and they were assigned in the order of 
their interviews. Pastor #1 was the first pastor interviewed, and pastor #25 was the 
twenty-fifth interview. Each question and response was taken from the transcriptions, put 
on index cards, and separated according to the research questions. All of the interview 
questions and responses were then color coded on the index cards according to its 
corresponding research question. For example, all interview questions and responses 
pertaining to research question one were color coded pink while all those pertaining to 
research question two were color coded blue.  
Second, both a pen and pencil were used for more detail in underlining and 
accenting specific words and phrases. With the use of index cards for each question, the 
responses of many pastors were able to be put in a row to see similarities and trends in 
their interviews. 
Third, I discovered that some of the responses given by the pastors would not 
only answer the question asked but would also be applicable to another research question. 
When these types of responses were discovered, they would be highlighted with the 
corresponding color as well and then marked on the back of the index card which other 
research question they addressed. 
Variables 
These variables affected the outcome of this project. 
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First, these pastors’ age and ministry experience was wide-ranging. Because of 
the itinerate appointment system in the United Methodist church, the older the pastor the 
more churches they may have served overall. Because of their many experiences in 
church ministry, they would have more knowledge to draw from than younger pastors 
who have not served as long.  
Second, a pastor’s educational background may yield a diversity of results in his 
or her understanding of worship. Although pastors came from the same denomination, 
different backgrounds may cause wide-ranging views on worship, and many times 
worship is equated with forms in the service and not the act itself. Special care was taken 
that the pastors understood the context of worship in the given questions. 
Third, the way in which a responder hears, interprets, understands, and responds 
to the question can be a factor. Depending on a pastor’s past experiences, terms mean 
different things. Care was taken that the interview questions were put together so 
terminology would be an issue. 
Lastly, culture, geography, spiritual giftedness, personality type, and gender may 
be variables as well. Culturally speaking, pastors with diverse cultural backgrounds can 
see their role as a pastor differently. Pastors interviewed from a south Florida church may 
yield different results from a pastor in a middle Alabama church. The spiritual gifts and 
personality type of pastors can affect outcomes. Female pastors may view their role as 
pastors and worship leaders in a different light compared to male pastors. All of these 
variables have to be considered when analyzing data from the interviews. 
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CHAPTER 4 
INTERVIEW FINDINGS 
During his interview, when asked to share the most meaningful worship 
experience Pastor #2 had ever led, his story centered on the fall of the Soviet Empire 
back in 1991. On a cold Easter Sunday morning in front of a cathedral in Red Square at 
sunrise facing the guards at Lenin’s tomb, a group of people stood freezing cold and 
singing at the top of their lungs, “Christ the Lord is risen today.” In his reflecting back on 
this memory, he was becoming moved again by what he described as a feeling of 
humility that God would allow him to be there. “I don’t deserve any of that,” he said 
about the entire experience. 
When asked to share his most meaningful worship experience he had ever 
participated in and not led as a leader, like before, this pastor mentioned the power music 
had over him in the service. He told of a conference he attended in Amsterdam, 
Netherlands called Amsterdam 2000. He described the worship experience from the 
feeling of singing the song, “There Is Just One Foundation.” It was the largest, most 
diverse gathering of Christians in human history with more countries represented than the 
United Nations or the Olympics. The experience alone made him weep as he felt 
privileged by God to be there. 
Throughout his interview, this particular pastor would talk about the importance 
of music in his personal spiritual disciplines and personal worship. To him, music was the 
most important part of the weekly worship service, and he felt most of his congregation 
would say the same thing. Such statements in his interview were obvious when compared 
to his story of what impacted his experience with God in worship. 
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This pastor’s account of his most meaningful worship experiences and the 
common element of music that existed throughout his interview is one example of 
twenty-five such experiences where God moved in the context of personal and corporate 
worship. His story introduces the many ways God uses worship services to move, shape 
and change people and illustrates the importance of priestly leadership by pastors who are 
open to how God is leading them. 
This chapter reports the data gathered from the interviews conducted with pastors 
like the one illustrated above. It is guided by four research questions: How do the pastors’ 
visions for his churches tie into their visions for worship? What scriptural, theological, 
and congregational factors should pastors consider when planning their worship services? 
Are there steps, methods, or guidelines that, if followed, seem to help pastors provide 
leadership in the area of worship? What is the pastors’ understanding of worship? The 
data from these interviews help gain insights into how pastors fulfill their priestly role as 
worship leaders. 
Profile of Participants 
The purpose of the interviews was to explore ways that pastors are fulfilling their 
“priestly” role in worship formation. Twenty-five pastors were interviewed through in-
depth recorded telephone interviews and asked questions based on a background 
questionnaire. 
Age and Educational Background 
The average age of the pastors was 46. The youngest of these was 37 and the 
oldest 60. The educational background of these pastors was very evenly balanced.  
Fifteen had Bachelor of Arts degrees; nine had Bachelor of Science degrees. One pastor 
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had both degrees. All the pastors had Master of Divinity degrees with three having 
additional Masters degrees in other areas. One also had a Juris Doctor, having practiced 
law before entering the ministry. Ten pastors had their Doctor of Ministry degrees, nine 
of them male and one female.  
Ministry Background 
The ministry background of these pastors varied greatly. Ten served as youth 
ministers before becoming pastors. Two of these pastors served in this role for extended 
periods of time, nine and fourteen years. Two were college ministers with one having 
been a worship pastor also. Three others held additional ministry roles, that being a 
minister of Christian education, children’s pastor and executive pastor, and chaplain, 
respectively. The largest role served by the pastors before taking their own church was 
that of serving as an associate pastor. Nineteen held this position at some time in their 
ministry before their current position as senior pastor. 
Ministry Passions 
The pastors were asked to name what they were passionate about in their ministry. 
The following were mentioned overall: preaching/teaching, evangelism, discipleship, 
missions, pastoral care, worship, and leadership. Out of these responses, evangelism by 
and far was mentioned more than the others with eighteen of them stating it was their 
passion (72 percent). Preaching/teaching was second with ten stating they were 
passionate about it (40 percent). Discipleship was mentioned seven times (28 percent). 
Missions and leadership had three responses (12 percent) and Pastoral care was 
mentioned twice (8 percent). The least mentioned area was that of worship with one 
pastor stating he or she was passionate about it in ministry (4 percent). 
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Job Descriptions 
The pastors were asked to name the top five areas of responsibility their church 
expected from them. The following job descriptions items were given: 
preaching/teaching, visioning, administration/staff development, pastoral care, worship 
development, leadership, motivation, missions, spiritual direction, evangelism, finances, 
balance of life and ministry, prayer, and being an example to the community. Out of these 
responses, twenty-three said preaching/teaching (92 percent), nineteen said pastoral care 
with six mentioning counseling with this area (76 percent), fifteen said 
administration/staff development (60 percent), and twelve said leadership was expected 
from them (48 percent). The rest of the areas mentioned received five or fewer responses 
(under 20 percent). Of these areas, only four pastors (16 percent) said that their church 
expects them to be responsible for worship formation. 
Worship Services and Church Tenure Breakdown 
The worship services that are represented by the twenty-five pastors were varied 
and diverse. They were asked what type of services they have and how many of them 
they lead on the weekend. The most worship services taking place on a weekend by one 
pastor was six services, the least was one service. The total number of services led by this 
group of pastors each weekend was sixty-five. In the total number of services, thirty-four 
were termed as contemporary, seventeen traditional, eight blended towards traditional, 
and six blended towards contemporary. The pastors were asked what their average 
weekend worship attendance was when they arrived and what it is currently. Four of the 
pastors were given their churches as new starts or while the church was still in the 
infancy stage of development. The average attendance for these pastors was under forty 
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when they took the church. The largest average attendance for the pastors when they 
arrived at their church was 1,300. The total combined attendance of all the worship 
services when these pastors arrived at their church was 7,708. The current combined 
worship attendance total for these pastors today is 19,075. This number represents an 
overall increase in worship attendance of 11,367 people. Only two pastors interviewed 
had overall net losses in worship attendance, and one had no increase or decrease in 
attendance. One of the net losses was due to the residual impact from a hurricane, and the 
other two were caused by church transitional periods the pastor was asked to go into and 
implement. 
The church tenure of these pastors in their present churches varied as well.  The 
longest tenure for these pastors was nineteen years. The shortest was two years by one 
pastor. Nevertheless, this pastor had also been an associate at the same church just a few 
years earlier, and little transition of leadership was necessary when he arrived at the 
church. The overall average tenure for these pastors was seven years. Combining these 
statistics with their worship attendance growth, the average increase per year for these 
pastors was 1,557. The average was sixty-two. The highest increase per year in worship 
attendance was 175 people in four years by one pastor. The lowest increase was a loss of 
fifty each year by one pastor in four years.   
Staff Oversight 
Another question asked of the pastors involved naming the staff positions that 
answered directly to them. These positions varied greatly from the custodian to the 
executive pastor. This difference was based on the size of the church and the resources 
available to the pastor. Other responses included youth minister, children’s minister, 
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administrator, mission’s director, congregational care director, preschool director, 
secretaries (financial and personal), evangelism director, hospitality director, and 
recreation minister. All but two listed the area of worship leader or a music 
minister/director as a staff person they oversaw. In naming this position, ten pastors used 
the designation “worship leader” or “worship pastor” while fifteen pastors used the 
designation “music minister” or “music director.” 
Geographical Representation 
The twenty-five participants interviewed were all United Methodist pastors 
actively serving in church pastorates. They were all elders in full connection within their 
conferences. Twenty-three of these pastors came from the states of Alabama and Florida, 
and two were outside these states. Sixteen of these were in the Alabama/West Florida 
Conference. Seven were in the Florida Conference. One was from the Mississippi 
Conference and one from the Western Pennsylvania Conference. 
Gender and Race 
In terms of the pastors’ gender and race, out of the twenty-five pastors 
interviewed, twenty-three were men and two were women. One of these women came 
from the Alabama/West Florida Conference; the other from the Florida Conference. Both 
were women I knew personally as colleagues and as good candidates for this study. My 
intention was to interview more women for this project but found in my conference that 
many of the women ministers were currently associate pastors or were in administrative 
positions. In terms of race, all of the pastors were Anglo-Saxon. The only African-
American pastor in the conference who would have met the criteria for this study is 
currently serving as my district superintendent.   
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The Pastors’ Visions for Their Church and Their Visions for Worship 
The first Research Question explored the tie between pastors’ visions for their 
churches and their visions for worship. Vision is a key element that pastors need in 
leading their churches. It is also a role that priests play in the formation of worship. They 
receive vision from God in how to lead worship. The point of this question was to 
understand whether pastors have a vision for their churches and whether that vision 
informs and helps shape worship services. Three questions in the interview process were 
asked to help determine how the pastors’ vision for their churches was tied to the vision 
they have for worship. 
Overall Vision and How It Is Determined 
In the interview, the question was asked, “What is your overall vision for your 
church and how did you determine it?” Table 4.1 shows the results from the first part of 
the question. 
 
Table 4.1 Themes Found in Vision Statements (N=25) 
 
Theme n % 
Reach unchurched for Christ 8 32 
Missions (esp. worldwide) 7 28 
Reach community for Christ 11 44 
Experience power/presence of God 4 16 
Discipleship 14 56 
Other (i.e., healthy church, loving church) 2 8 
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The descriptions of the vision these pastors had for their churches covered many 
themes and was determined in many ways. For some of the pastors, their vision for the 
church was indistinguishable from the mission statement of their church. Nevertheless, 
all the pastors could give some statement of direction that God had for their churches. 
Fourteen pastors (56 percent) stated discipleship as a part of the vision for their 
church. Most of these pastors used the phrase “to make people disciples” of Christ. 
Eleven pastors (44 percent) included in their vision the importance of reaching the 
community for Christ. Eight pastors (32 percent) mentioned in their vision statement the 
importance of reaching the un-churched for Christ. Seven pastors (28 percent) stated in 
their vision the importance of missions and having a worldwide impact for Christ. 
Together, the top four themes stated by the pastors were evangelism oriented. 
Whether they said making disciples overall or reaching the community and world for 
Christ, the emphasis was on people converting to Christ.  
In contrast, four pastors (16 percent) mentioned as a part of their vision a hope 
that people would experience the power and presence of God through their church. Pastor 
#3 is one example:  
The overall vision would be to help the people of [this] community where 
we are situated to experience the power and presence of God. That would 
be the overall vision… [W]e feel like if we can connect people with God 
wherever they are at,… that is what God really wants us to do, just help 
people get in touch with him. 
His thought was that if they could only get people in touch with God then from that 
experience, change would take place in them. Evangelism would happen naturally. 
The ways these pastors determined their vision statements fell into three 
categories. One way was from a scriptural mandate, meaning that their churches are what 
they are because of what the Bible says a church should be. The mandate may have been 
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given to them as leaders and they shared it with the people or given to a team who used it 
to form their vision, but either way the pastors specifically stated they used Scripture in 
determining their vision. Another way mentioned was from pastors directly receiving the 
vision from God and then sharing it with the people. The last way mentioned was the 
team-oriented way where the pastor gathered a group of people together and they 
visioned as a group the direction the church should take. Table 4.2 shows the results of 
these different ways the pastors determined the vision for their church. 
 
 
Table 4.2. Ways the Vision Statements Were Determined (N=25) 
 
Determination n % 
Scriptural mandate 7 28 
Leader receiving it from God and sharing it 
with people 14 56 
Team approach (i.e., people together seeking 
vision from God) 6 24 
 
 
 
Out of the three ways these pastors determined their vision for their churches, six 
pastors (24 percent) said they used a team oriented approach to vision formation. Seven 
pastors (28 percent) used Scripture as their mandate for their vision either personally or in 
a team. The largest number, fourteen pastors (56 percent), said that their vision came 
from God and then they shared it with their people. 
Pastor #9 emphatically stated that he did not believe in the team-oriented 
approach to attaining vision for the church. He used his own experience and his 
understanding of the Bible in his defense that God always gave the vision to a leader and 
then he led the people who bought into the vision. He answered this way: 
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The vision for [this] church is to partner with God in transforming people 
from unbelievers to fully devoted disciples for Jesus for the glory of God. 
That’s the written, stated vision. How we got it is that I prayed as the 
senior leader in my first days and weeks here that God would give me the 
vision for the church. I am kind of old school when it comes to this. I 
believe that the Bible teaches that God gives provision to leaders, not 
committees, not to task forces, not groups of folks working on it, but the 
best I can tell God always gave a vision to a leader who, in turn, 
announces it to the people.     
Pastor #9 was not critical towards churches who used the team approach to visioning; he 
just followed his heart and his interpretation of Scripture in formulating the vision for the 
church.  
Another vivid example of a God given vision to a pastor came from Pastor #19. 
This vision for his church was given to him months before the church began: 
I got the vision for the church, early after I learned of our appointment. I 
flew within 24 hours to Seoul, South Korea and spent a night in the prayer 
closet there, and in the middle of that just cried out over that process a real 
fear about (whether) I could do this. And the Lord said, “If you just chill 
out and trust me, I’ll build a community … through you and [this] 
county.” And that’s where the church got its name. And our church’s 
vision is to interest the disinterested in Jesus Christ and grow them into 
fully devoted followers. And that’s the vision we’ve been aligned around 
since day one. 
I, too, have experienced a night in the prayer closets located on Prayer Mountain in South 
Korea. All the distractions of life are removed when kneeling in one of these closets and 
after a period of time, God’s guidance and direction can be discerned.  
Regarding the team-oriented approach of visioning, Pastor #24 had just finished 
their vision with her church leadership. The excitement of being able to put it into action 
in her church was evident in her story. 
Overall, no matter how the vision was determined, most of the pastors were 
familiar with a direction in which they were leading the church and could articulate it to 
some degree. 
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Communicating the Vision 
Pastors can have a vision for their churches, but it means nothing if it is not 
communicated in various ways within the church. The next interview question they were 
asked dealt with the communication of that vision. The question was, “In what ways do 
you communicate that vision to your staff, leadership, and congregation?” Once again, 
their responses were varied, but they fell into five different ways their vision was 
conveyed to others (see Table 4.3). 
 
 
Table 4.3. The Ways Vision is Communicated (N=25) 
 
Communication n % 
Preaching/Sermon 16 64 
Personal Interactions (i.e., discussions and 
devotions, books and seminars, life 
experiences, new member functions, one on 
one coaching, small groups, etc.) 
23 92 
Specific worship elements (i.e., greeters, 
language, dramas, testimonies, videos, 
banners, music, etc.) 
7 28 
Written communication (i.e., newsletter, e-
mail, bulletins, etc.) 11 44 
Other (i.e., ministry evaluations, servant 
evangelism activities, actual church 
facilities/buildings) 
8 32 
 
 
 
The results from this question showed that these pastors communicated their 
vision in a number of ways. Most of the pastors (n=23; 92 percent) said they 
communicated the vision through personal interactions. These interactions included 
everything from impromptu church meetings with leaders, with staff, and with other laity 
of the church to planned meetings, seminars attended together, small group ministry and 
new member functions. It also included pastors who let their life communicate the vision 
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as they lived and worked with the church. Interestingly, the next three highest responses 
given were all connected with worship. Of these, sixteen pastors (64 percent) said they 
communicate it through their preaching/sermons during worship. 
One example is from pastor #17. He surrounds everything around worship. He 
uses the analogy of bearing fruit as his metaphor, and his messages are very intentional 
about communicating his vision for his church. He was very passionate about the 
importance of sharing the vision and direction of the church any way he could do it. He 
said the following about his church and his sermons: 
Our whole organization is under two strategies…. [It is a] three prong 
strategy for bearing fruit. It is worship, plus going deep, plus branching 
out.… I talk about it all the time. When I’m preparing sermons every week 
there’s a sheet in the front of my sermon preparation notebook where it 
says, mission, vision, and core values. And I am constantly looking for a 
place to insert a mission, vision, or core values statement in the middle 
place of the sermon if not several places in the sermon. I don’t try to 
shoehorn those in, but any given Sunday there’s a natural place to talk 
about … [it]. 
From his response, I sense that because he intentionally incorporates the church’s vision 
in worship, discovering where to put it each week becomes rather easy. Vision casting in 
worship for this pastor has also been essential in keeping the congregation focused in the 
same direction. 
Written communications were also an important way these pastors communicated 
the vision, including newsletters, e-mails, and Sunday morning bulletins. Eleven pastors 
(44 percent) said they used one or more of these for vision casting. Pastor #24 and her 
“vision team” had just finished a collaborative effort to determine their vision statement. 
In preparing to launch this vision statement to the rest of the church, they decided to put 
the statement on everything possible: 
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We had the vision statement enlarged to poster size and that was put in 
various locations in the church sanctuary building, the fellowship hall and 
the education building.… [W]e had smaller ones made to go in each 
Sunday school class and rooms where meetings are held in the church. We 
also had both worship services focus on the vision statement, I preached 
on the vision statement, and we also had a dinner afterwards with a 
PowerPoint presentation, and of course a lot of publicity leading up to 
that.… [B]eginning with Launch Sunday, we put it on the front of our 
bulletin where it remains every week. It’s in our newsletter; it’s on our 
web site. In fact, it’s everywhere we can think of. 
Pastor #24 was excited about the new direction the church was taking in the leadership 
area. Her people were taking ownership of the vision and momentum was being 
generated as they approached the opportunity to share the vision in worship. 
Lastly, seven pastors (28 percent) got very specific to say that certain elements of 
worship were ways they cast vision. Everything from greeters, language, dramas, 
testimonies, videos, banners, and music were included in their answers. Pastor #14 had a 
colorful response: 
[I communicate the vision] in every conceivable fashion possible: smoke 
signals even, message series, bulletins, placement,… anything we can 
possibly harness from the videos in the [worship] service, to the message 
in the service, the dramas in the service to the testimonies in the service. I 
mean everything that we can possibly use to get that across. 
If this pastor saw an opening to help people see the vision, he took advantage of the 
opportunity. 
Pastor #9 responded the same way with his emphasis on worship:  
[Communication vision is] [a] major part of what we do in ministry, I 
mean in our weekly worship experiences. We do a weekly ministry 
moment in which one of our lay folks stand up and share a three minute 
testimony of how our ministry is impacting and changing their lives and 
that they are a satisfied customer, if you will.… [W]e seek to try to create 
these little bites of information that like lights that moths can be drawn to. 
We try to do that through Sunday morning worship, of course through 
teaching and that sort of deal. 
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Testimonies from people in worship can be a powerful way in reinforcing the vision of 
the church especially when done in worship. 
Pastor #22 also said that they were very intentional in communicating the vision. 
In fact, it was such a focus towards the congregation in worship that the Sunday prior to 
this interview a congregant came up to him after the service and said, “You know, every 
week I notice we focus either on living by faith, being known by love, or being a voice of 
hope and how it ties into our larger journey.” (All of these things are the vision of his 
church.) He used this illustration to show how he tries to communicate his vision but also 
illustrated how his vision directs his worship service. The next question asked ties into 
this response from Pastor #22. 
Vision and the Planning of Weekly Worship Services 
The last question asked in the interviews regarding vision dealt specifically with 
worship. Pastors were asked how their vision for their church gives direction to the way 
they plan their worship week to week. Six different ways were given: (1) the topics they 
used in preaching, (2) using advertisements to promote their worship services which in 
turn would hopefully fulfill their vision, (3) their mission statement actually being their 
only focus in worship, (4) their overall worship service actually fulfilling their vision 
statement, (5) being intentional to plan elements in the service that talked about the 
vision, and (6) pastors stated that in theory they knew what they needed to do, and had 
the desire to do it, but have not put it into practice. Of these pastors, they all had plans in 
place to do so (see Table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4. How Vision Directs Planning of Worship Services (N=25) 
 
Response n % 
Topic selection for preaching 10 40 
Use of service to advertise/promote vision 3 12 
Mission statement involved not vision 
statement 1 4 
Vision fulfilled through worship service 9 36 
Intentional planning of elements in service 13 52 
Only theory and desire, not put in practice 6 24 
 
 
 
Out of the responses given, four stand out from the interviews. The highest 
response (n=13; 52 percent) was that vision directed how they planned elements in the 
service. Particularly, the content of the elements and the types of elements used in 
worship services was affected by the vision of the church. One such response came from 
Pastor #14: 
We try to incorporate into the worship planning some type of reference to 
the overall, ongoing mission and vision of the church.… [S]ometimes it 
will be a specific service or series related to it, but for the most part we try 
to at least have somewhere between two to three minutes of each service, 
where there’s something verbal or something in a multimedia form about 
it. 
Interestingly, this pastor will not only convey the vision weekly in worship, but he also 
will devote an entire service or entire series of messages spread over several Sundays to 
focus on the vision. 
As his response continued, this pastor used vivid illustrations of how he uses 
elements of worship to convey the vision. For instance, he will use the Scripture that is 
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the foundation for his vision and make it relevant for the people in his area and context of 
his church’s outreach: 
We have shown at times, the Scripture Acts 1:8 up on the screen, and then 
show the [Church] version, which is: “you’ll be my witnesses everywhere 
including [city], America and the World.” And they have to read that after 
they read the regular version, so it continues to remind them in their head 
how to translate that to our particular local context. 
Making Scripture personal as illustrated above is a great way to bridge the meaning of the 
verse with the lives of people. In the context of vision casting, personalizing Scripture 
can communicate the heartbeat of the church. 
The next two highest responses given for how vision directed the worship service 
were close to the same in number and percentage. Ten pastors (40 percent) said that their 
sermon topics were key in how their vision directed their worship services, and nine 
pastors (36 percent) said the overall worship services were vision directed. 
For those pastors who said the vision directed their sermon topics, Pastor #24 was 
one example. As stated earlier about her situation, she and her visioning task force had 
just developed their vision for the church and were advertising it everywhere. She had 
used one set of criteria for her preaching but now was changing it because the vision for 
the church gave her new directions with Scripture. She said that this vision had become  
“a guideline for all of our ministries, and worship was included in that.” In addition, she 
said a change in her own methods of worship planning had taken place: 
I generally preached the lectionary, but since we’ve begun this vision 
statement, I will look at the Scriptures from that light. And that is one of 
the ways we continue to communicate the vision statement to the 
congregation at large. I will mention it and relate it to the Scripture for the 
day. 
Once again, the end result is personalizing Scripture and tying the meaning into the 
vision of the church so people can understand its heartbeat. 
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With those pastors who said the vision was fulfilled through the overall worship 
service, they said everything put together actually fulfilled the vision they had for the 
church. For some of these pastors, their actual view of worship was in their vision for the 
church. Pastor #21 is one example: 
It’s just a foundational understanding that [worship] is something we 
value, and our goal is this. When we talk about authentic worship, often I 
even say it at the beginning of the worship services, that we’re here to 
worship, not to go through a religious experience.… [T]hat’s said quite a 
bit at the beginning of worship, but I think that it’s just an underlying 
understanding as the worship leader and the band are planning worship, 
that we value authentic worship, and we want to get our people into the 
presence of God and into interaction with Him. 
His vision incorporates the idea of having “authentic worship” and his explanation each 
Sunday on worship helps people to drop any distractions and focus on God. 
Pastor #3’s vision involved the focus of connecting people with God because he 
views worship services as potential connection points: 
We are trying to connect people with God and we want to plan the 
worship services in ways that we can connect them with God whether that 
is through the prayers, through special active worship, or through the 
music as well. I always try to think those things through, how well [are we 
doing that], more than a ritual, more than just doing something. Is this 
going to connect folks with God? 
As this pastor spoke about this connection point, he understood the temptation in worship 
to ritualize what is taking place. Instead, for him, the more questions he asked about the 
quality of the worship, the less ritualized he tended to be in worship. For him, this 
affected how people connected with God in the worship services.  
Pastor #9’s vision was more evangelism focused. It involved changing 
unbelievers into disciples. He, too, felt that if worship was done well, then his vision is 
fulfilled in the worship itself: “I believe that authentic, genuine worship is seeker 
sensitive. People are drawn to Jesus where Jesus is lifted up in a genuine, authentic way. 
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So, we try to craft worship experiences that let people have a fresh encounter with God.” 
Like Pastor #3, Pastor #9 believed in quality in worship, but, he took it a step further to 
say that if worship is real, seekers would be affected as well as believers. 
A last example comes from Pastor #8. The vision he had for his church involved 
an emphasis on an invitation for people to respond in some way to God. His response to 
how his vision directed his worship services was tied to the invitation: 
I think the vision is lived out through the worship experience and the 
worship planning is done with always an invitation in mind and also an 
invitation to Christ, also with the concept of trying to make sure that 
people are given the opportunity to experience God in a way that is real 
for them. 
For this pastor, the invitation part of the worship services is a very intentional act of 
evangelism that is part of his vision for the church. 
Important to note is that out of the twenty-five pastors interviewed, six pastors (24 
percent) stated that they knew the vision for their church should be directing their 
worship services more, but they “were not at that point yet.” Pastor #13’s vision 
statement says that as a church they wanted to “experience God in both traditional and 
innovative worship.” Yet, he said the church had not tried anything innovative other than 
“jazzing up” their existing traditional service. He said new pastoral leadership coming in 
this year might bring about something to fulfill this part of the vision statement.   
Scriptural, Theological, and Congregational Factors in Worship Planning 
Whereas Research Question 1 looked at the connection between pastors’ vision 
for their churches and its influence on their worship services, Research Question 2 dealt 
with the scriptural, theological, and congregational factors that pastors consider in the 
planning of their worship services. This question deals more specifically with pastors as 
priests in that they are the representatives of God before the people and the people before 
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God. The following interview questions asked dealt with their goals in worship, the 
components of their services and their importance, the people who come to their services, 
and the topics/themes used in worship.  
The Goals and/or Purpose for Corporate Worship 
The pastors were asked in the interviews to state simply what their goal and/or 
purpose was for corporate worship each week. From the twenty-five respondents, three 
types of responses were given: (1) The goal/purpose for worship is to create an 
opportunity and/or atmosphere for people to experience/connect with God. (2) The 
goal/purpose for worship is to glorify and praise God; and, (3) The goal/purpose for 
worship is to enable people to be transformed, to live lives pleasing to God, and to have a 
higher commitment to God. Table 4.5 shows the responses. 
 
Table 4.5. The Goal and/or Purpose for Corporate Worship (N=25) 
 
Response n % 
Create opportunity for people to experience 
and connect with God 24 96 
Glorify/praise God 9 36 
Enable people to be transformed, live life 
pleasing to God, have higher commitment to 
God 
8 32 
 
 
The highest response given by the respondents was that their goal for worship was 
creating an opportunity and/or atmosphere for people to experience and connect with God 
(n=24; 96 percent). Most of these pastors used that exact phrase when giving this 
response. The second most stated response was to glorify and praise God (n=9; 36 
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percent). Third was enabling people to be transformed and live life pleasing to God and 
having a higher commitment to God (n=8; 32 percent). 
The responses to this question brought out three observations. First, in their 
answers some pastors spoke of their corporate worship as an overall experience involving 
all of the elements as worship. Their answers tended to give equal weight to the elements.  
Pastor #16 is one example. He stated his goal was “to provide that worship setting 
where people come into a real face-to-face encounter with Jesus Christ through the 
music, prayer time, preaching, whatever it is we need to do, and it has become all of 
that.” Pastor #2 stated a threefold goal in much the same way. Coming from a church he 
had served before as an associate pastor, only later becoming the senior pastor, he said 
that his goal was to (1) help people sense the presence of God, (2) engage them 
emotionally somehow, and (3) hope that God would speak to them in some way. To 
illustrate, he compared himself to the famous revivalist, Billy Sunday. He said that Billy 
Sunday would dance on a piano if people would listen to him about God and he felt the 
same way. To him, in worship, “style is flexible but substance is not.” If it will reach 
someone, what is done does not matter as long as the substance is pure. Pastor #4 
responded this way: “[T]he hymns that we sing, the choir, the prayers that we pray, the 
sermon that is preached, all of those are props to help you get in touch with God and to 
help you to hear from Him.”   
Second, while some pastors talked of an overall experience as their goal, others in 
their response would separate the elements. This separation usually involved the message 
from the rest of the service. Pastor #23 said he did not want just to give information to 
people and sing great songs. He said, “I want them to experience God and not just hear 
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about him and find out information about him but I want them to have an experience of 
the Holy in the worship and in the message too [emphasis mine]. Hopefully the message 
will also be inspirational, but also challenging, helpful and practical, and yet take them to 
a new level, too.” Now, I am sure if pressed, he would clarify that the message is part of 
worship, too, but what is noted is the mind-set of worship coming separate from the 
Word preached.   
Third, some pastors spoke on the importance of the focus in worship being God 
and not people. Pastor #18 stated that his goal is to “make God our target, God is our 
primary focus.” Pastor #4 stated that his purpose would be “to help all the people to 
become participants in worship and not spectators.” God is the only spectator, he is the 
“audience of one.” These two were the only mentions of God being the recipient of a 
person’s worship first rather than the creation of an atmosphere where God is present and 
then people worship him because he is there.   
Lastly, Pastor #9 in his goals/purposes for worship incorporated all three types of 
these responses in his answer. He had specifically met with his worship design team and 
conveyed to them his heart for worship in the church. He said it involved these eight 
things he hoped would become the goal with the people of his church: 
1. Being fully engaged in the worship of God with their life;  
2. Being energized by a fresh encounter with the power and presence of the Holy 
Spirit; 
3. Being educated by clear, practical, and relevant teaching from God’s Word;  
4. Being enriched through deep, genuine, authentic relationships when they gather 
for worship; 
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5. Being enlisted into the Kingdom efforts of the church; 
6. Being entertained by a Spirit-inspired use of the arts; 
7. Being enlivened toward giving God their burdens and concerns; and,  
8. Be encouraged to give God his tithe and their offerings as expressions of love 
and gratitude and worship. 
These eight goals in worship are the heart of what they teach so that people are fully 
engaged with God in life. This example not only clearly illustrates pastor’s goals and 
purposes for worship in his church but also shows the intentionality of communicating 
this vision with his staff so that it ultimately is communicated to his congregation. 
The Components of the Worship Service and Their Importance 
 The respondents were asked what components were in their worship services and 
how they were typically organized. The components they named were music, multimedia, 
sermon/spoken word, overall atmosphere/community, announcements, pastoral/corporate 
prayer, offering, Scripture reading, liturgical readings/creeds, special music (i.e., choirs 
and solos), testimonies, drama, a response time (i.e., altar time, commitment time, prayer 
time), communion, children’s moments, baptisms, and greeting time and/or passing of the 
peace.  
 As noted in the pastor’s background questionnaire, all types of worship services 
were represented, traditional, contemporary, and blended. One overall observation seen in 
their responses was that no matter what kind of service was talked about, they all had the 
same basic components to the service. They were just called different names. For 
instance, where pastors coming from a traditional service would say they began with a 
“call to worship,” pastors coming from a contemporary service would say they started off 
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with a gathering song to begin worship. Both mean the same thing and accomplished the 
same result; they were just called different names. Also interesting to note was that the 
more contemporary the service, the more flexibility existed in moving components 
around in the service. Many pastors doing traditional services felt constrained by the 
format of the service order. They felt less freedom to do creative things. For some pastors 
this lack of freedom was due to church pressure by people to keep worship the same each 
week. Others like Pastor #10 said that sometimes worship feels like a “fill in the blank” 
experience. A limitation for him is the “architecture” of the church. It was designed for 
traditional style worship but in a way the structure limited even being creative in style. 
Knowing this church personally, I understand what he was saying. The elaborate design 
of the sanctuary limits what can be done. For instance, the pulpit is raised up several feet 
into the air and takes up lots of room on the stage, making it the focal point and limiting 
any movement by the pastor. Other pastors doing traditional service formats referred to 
the United Methodist Book of Worship when asked about their service components. As 
Pastors #13 and #24 said, they have “a pretty standard liturgy out of the book of 
worship.” 
 On the contemporary side of worship services, the pastors overall had a greater 
freedom in putting these services together feeling as though they could do whatever they 
wanted to in the service. Nevertheless, the ironic thing is the components are basically the 
same as those in a traditional service. As stated earlier, the titles are just different. While 
the impression is left that it is the style of service that constrains them, in actuality it 
could be something else that is causing them to be less creative in one service over the 
other, such as preconceived expectations or personal preferences for worship. 
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In addition to the question on the components in worship, the pastors were asked 
which part of the service they think is most important to them and to their people. Out of 
all the stated components listed above, these were the ones mentioned as most important 
either by the pastor, by the people, or by both. They included music, the sermon, overall 
atmosphere/community, pastoral/corporate prayer, response time (i.e., altar time, 
commitment time, prayer time), and communion (see Table 4.6). 
 
 
Table 4.6. Most Important Part of Worship for Pastors and People (N=25) 
 
 Pastors People 
Component n % n % 
Music (congregational singing, preludes, etc.) 5 20 4 16 
Sermon/message/spoken word 11 44 20 80 
Overall atmosphere/community 0 0 1 4 
Pastoral & corporate prayer 2 8 1 4 
Response time (prayer, altar, commitment time) 2 8 2 8 
Holy communion 1 4 1 4 
Everything together (could not say specifically) 6 24 1 4 
 
 
 
A majority of the pastors said for them, the sermon was the most important part in 
the service (n=11; 44 percent). Because of how they responded and for some, what they 
actually said, I could fairly easily differentiate whether they said the sermon because they 
were responsible for the preaching or because their belief was that everything culminates 
to the sermon. Pastor #1 was emphatic when asked the most important part for him. He 
said, “[T]he spoken word, no question.”  I clarified that to mean the message, and he said, 
“Yes.” Pastor #14 said the preaching, as well, adding, “Everything about the service is 
really geared toward the actual proclamation of the Word.” Now he was quick to say that 
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things in the worship service are not just there “to set up the teaching time,” and he added 
that he did not want “necessarily [to] denigrate any other element of the service,” but to 
him, “we definitely lift up … [the preaching] as my personal conviction about the 
worship theatre” because  “everything is seen as culminating in the teaching time.” 
For many pastors, saying which part of the worship service was most important to 
them was difficult and was the second highest response given (n=6; 24 percent). They 
viewed the service as a whole as opposed to a service with separate parts, and they could 
not say one element was more important than another. Their answers reflected this 
difficulty regardless of worship style. One of the most vivid examples came from Pastor 
#21. Being the son of a United Methodist pastor, he tells the story of how he grew up 
under his dad’s ministry. He saw people being saved and filled with the Holy Spirit after 
coming up to the altar for prayer and ministry. Underlying his experiences was the 
feeling that “the first part of the services was just the preliminary to go through just to get 
to the message because if anything was going to happen, it was going to happen during 
the message.” The services were made up of “broken-up segments” before the message. 
Then, as he tells the story, he began to experience worship in high school. It involved him 
and a friend who, together, started a prayer time for the church. Then “the presence of 
God fell on the room, and all we could do was praise God.” They added chorus singing, 
and from that experience he started asking the question, “Could this happen in our 
church?” He said those times together in worship grew in him the understanding that God 
moves as much during the other elements of the service as he does during the message.  
Pastor #4 illustrated the importance of not one element of worship being 
important but simply connecting with God: 
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It would be hard to say [which is most important to me] because they [all] 
tie together. The most important thing is that I connect with God. He may 
use the music and the sermon but that may just be a prelude to my 
connection with Him and communicating with Him. 
In other words, depending on the Sunday or the service, God has used many elements to 
speak to this pastor. 
The third most given answer by the pastors was that of the music being most 
important to them (n=5; 20 percent). In most of these responses, their answer came after 
debating with themselves whether they would say the music or sermon. Pastor #19 had a 
unique perspective. One reason is the fact that he has an educational background in 
music:  
I would say two parts [are most important] for me, because I come from 
two different perspectives. Clearly as a Christian pastor, I would say to put 
an emphasis upon the word, but personally, the inner court part is 
important. And so with our worship leader I say, you’re going to feed me 
and I’m going to feed you. And so if he does a good job, that’s the 
meaningful piece to me, and then the meaningful piece to him is when I 
preach the word. 
Professionally, this pastor sees the importance of both working together yet, for him the 
music was most important.  
The following responses round out what the pastors thought the most important 
part of worship was to them personally. They included pastoral & corporate prayer, the 
response time (i.e., prayer, altar, commitment time; n=2; 8 percent) and communion 
(n=1; 4 percent).   
When the pastors were asked what their people would think was the most 
important part of the worship service, one answer stood out from the rest. The pastors 
thought their people would say the sermon/spoken word was the most important part of 
the worship (n=20; 80 percent). Music was second among the responses (n=4; 16 
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percent) with some saying both the message and music. A response time at the end of the 
service received two responses (n=2; 8 percent) and the overall church 
atmosphere/community, pastoral and corporate prayer, communion and everything 
together each got one response (4 percent). One example of how people react in services 
came from Pastor #24:  
People are touched in different ways by different things. I have had people 
shake my hand after worship and thank me for what I said about so and so, 
and I had said nothing of the sort. It was in the anthem. So, sometimes it 
may be the music that’s most important; sometimes it may be the Scripture 
that is most important. 
I have experienced similar situations in my ministry where people will say they 
appreciated what I say or did and someone else had been responsible for the actions or 
words. 
Target Audience and Worship Formation 
In the interview the respondents were asked if they had target audiences in mind 
and what they did to keep them in mind as they formulated worship services. Their 
answers fell into four distinct categories. First, the pastors said they formed worship 
services around their already existing people (n=9; 36 percent). Many times in their 
descriptions, the style of worship was dictating the target audience. For instance, some 
pastors with multiple services and types of services had different audiences at each 
service. A younger group would attend the earlier contemporary service and an older 
group would attend the later traditional service.  For pastors, a different mind-set was 
required when formulating the respective services. Pastor #25 said the people in her 
church are so inward focused that currently they have to be her target. She said in 
referring to her people, “My target audience are people who are used to being in church 
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but they haven’t really caught it [the purpose of church].” For her, the challenge with the 
church is getting them to see why they exist as a church. 
Second, some of the pastors said they did not have a “target audience” (n=8; 32 
percent). Pastor #24 has a mix of ages in her church each Sunday. No one age 
demographic was dominant. When she is putting together the service, she “tries to bear in 
mind how each part of the service would be received by the different people who are 
present in the congregation.” Two pastors, #22 and #15, said their target audience was 
“anybody who shows up.” Pastor #15 had the best reply. When asked this question, he 
laughed and said, “[T]he only target audience we have is whoever’s breathing.” He went 
on to say, though, that they are in the process of changing to become more focused on a 
target audience. Facilitating this change is a new service they are starting called a 
“convergence” service. For this service they will specify a target group of people and try 
to reach them with it.  
The third category given was pastors who said their target was based on 
community demographics (n=5; 20 percent). These demographics included things like 
education, career, and families. Pastor #15 mentioned earlier as having no target in his 
current worship services, but with his new “convergence” service beginning soon his 
target will be military families who live around them. Pastor #22 also stated he had no 
target but did say that his videos and his dramas all were community sensitive so the 
people in his community would recognize what is going on in them. 
The fourth and fifth categories were targets specifically towards seekers (n=4; 16 
percent) and a target that was age specific (n=2; 8 percent). The best example for these 
two types came from Pastor #19. He said he forms his worship services with a “casual 
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lean to the outside.” According to his demographics, they are “a totally boomer 
congregation but a young one.” Nevertheless, he is quick to point out that he is not 
focused in one niche that it is alternative in nature. He has had to make adjustments in his 
service when he thought it was missing the target. He said, “There are times in our 
development where I had to go to our worship team and say, you gotta give a little bit up 
on the line. Because that’s not as really boomer as it is buster.” He emphasized what type 
of church they are and how it fits their community. He said, “We’re kind of 
contemporary and casual in flavor and it permeates everything, but we’re totally a 
boomer congregation demographic wise, and our target would certainly be pre-Christian 
people.” With this response, the impression was given that this pastor was very sensitive 
to the age groups that attend his church and fine-tuned what they did in worship based on 
that. 
Themes in Worship, Their Determination and Planning  
The last question in this part of the interview focused on the subjects, topics, or 
themes the pastors used most in worship. They were asked what they were, how they 
were determined, and how far in advance they were typically planned. 
Regarding the subjects, topics, and themes used most in worship services, only 
seven pastors (28 percent) were able to name recurring themes. Interesting to note is that 
in thinking through the themes, pastors would think and talk about messages they had 
used in the past. Most started naming the recent series they were in or had just completed. 
Others named the series they had put together over the past year. From the seven pastors 
who were able to name recurring themes, Pastor #2 mentioned grace, love, forgiveness, 
purpose, and peace that revolved in his services. Pastor #20 said the same thing only 
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adding personal disciplines to the list. Pastor #6 was more church focused. He said the 
mission and vision of the church were recurring themes as well as purpose in life. Lastly, 
Pastor #17 mentioned special times of the year around which he built themes around, 
(i.e., Easter, Christmas, Mother’s and Father’s Days). 
In terms of how the pastors’ subjects, topics and themes were determined, 
responses fit into six different ways of determination (see Table 4.7). 
 
Table 4.7. Determination of Subjects, Topics and Themes (N=25) 
 
Method of Determination n % 
Lectionary 5 20 
Holiday calendar 1 4 
Culture (i.e., media, community interests, life 
application) 13 52 
Church needs/pastoral care 13 52 
Devotional life/prayer time 4 16 
Books/other pastors 3 12 
 
 
 
The culture and church needs/pastoral care both received the highest response 
totals with thirteen pastors (52 percent) saying they use them to determine their themes in 
worship. Next was the lectionary with five pastors (20 percent) saying they used it for 
their themes. Rounding out the responses was devotional life/prayer time (n=4; 16 
percent), books/other pastors (n=3; 12 percent), and the holiday calendar (n=1; 4 
percent).  
In examining these responses, several patterns emerged. First, in talking about 
themes and how they determine them, nearly all of the pastors reverted to their messages 
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and the formulation of them. This answer is understandable since the message each week 
is their responsibility and their primary role in worship. Those who picked the culture 
and/or the church needs/pastoral care category mentioned how they were intentional to let 
the people tell them what they needed from God. They would then meet that need.  
Pastor #19 said that one way his team determined their themes was by putting 
surveys in the worship folder asking, “What would you like to hear; what would you like 
to see addressed off the main stage?” Pastor #16 lets the context of his people decide 
what themes he uses. He has a de-churched side that “have no idea and need so much 
connecting with God.” Then he also has the people who were already there, and they do 
not understand that “a believer is to be in ministry.” Pastor #2 said that his pastoral care 
to church members helps him with determining themes. For him, he “sees the needs of 
the people when you are out there with them” and develops themes around those needs.  
For pastors who “preached the Lectionary,” they did so for personal reasons. They 
mentioned the difficulty in building the bridge between what the Scripture out of the 
Lectionary was for that day and where their people were at the time. Pastor #25 said she 
used the lectionary because it helped her to be “well-rounded and disciplined.” She was 
referring to the rut pastors can get into using the same group of scriptural texts for their 
messages. She said the lectionary also gave her people the “feeling for the Christian year” 
with its “rhythms and seasons and how it ties into their lives.” On the other hand, Pastor 
#24 said she will have to stop using it occasionally because of the difficulty she was 
having tying it into the vision for her church. 
Some of the pastors also mentioned deriving their themes from their devotional 
life. Pastor #12 had an interesting take on why he used this method. He said that “a lot of 
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times God will speak to me about something that touches my own heart, something that I 
need in my life, that I need to respond to, and much of my teaching arises out of that.” Of 
the pastors who tied their themes with their devotional life, they all responded with how 
God had brought up an issue or spoke to them in their life and from that, they developed 
themes to use in the service. 
The last part of this question centered on the advanced planning of the subject and 
themes (see Table 4.8). 
 
 
Table 4.8. Worship Planning Time Table (N=25) 
 
Time Frame n % 
1 week 5 20 
2-4 weeks 2 8 
3-4 months 5 20 
4-6 months 8 32 
7-9 months 1 4 
1 year 3 12 
 
 
Of note here is that as found in earlier responses, the pastors spoke in terms of 
their messages guiding the planning of the worship services. Some tried to think one year 
ahead with their topics and themes, but most were in the four to six month time frame and 
even that was subject to change given circumstances beyond their control. All of the 
pastors, those who were week to week in their planning seemed a bit embarrassed that 
they were not planning further in advance. They admitted experiencing difficulty in 
working with others due to this level of discipline in their planning of worship. 
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Guidelines for Providing Leadership in Worship 
Research Question #3 involved asking what steps, methods, or guidelines seem to 
help pastors provide leadership in the area of worship. The following interview questions 
asked for this research question represent the priestly function of organizing and 
structuring worship services. 
The Process of Planning the Details in Worship  
In the interviews, pastors were asked how they go about planning the details of 
worship and who was involved in the process. Every pastor described to some degree a 
team approach, meaning that other people were involved even if only the music person 
and the pastor were involved. In nearly all the cases, the pastor’s message determined the 
theme, and the pastor had ultimate veto power over what was being put together for 
worship. 
Their responses regarding the team approach fell into what I classified as two 
categories: a high team approach and a low team approach. In these two approaches the 
words high and low describe the involvement and number of the people involved in 
worship planning. For instance, a church with a high team approach had a large team that 
was highly involved in the planning of the service. A church with a low team approach 
had a fewer number of people and less involvement. The pattern that emerged was not 
dependent on the size of the church. It had to do more with the style of their worship, and 
if a change in style occurred then a change in approach happened. Both approaches 
obviously are team oriented. Some pastors called it their “worship team” others called it 
their “creative team” and still others had a “worship design team.” Overall, these teams, 
whether high teams or low teams, involved one or more of the following people: senior 
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pastor, any associate pastors, drama person, music people (directors, singers, etc.), video 
graphics person, audio/visual person, youth and/or children people, administrative 
assistants, “worship leaders,” paid and volunteer choir directors, production directors, 
executive directors, and stage/altar design people. Also common in both teams was the 
concept that most of the planning in the details of the worship service centered around the 
sermon. If the pastor was preaching a series, it allowed for the team to plan ahead with 
the details being secured weekly. 
Pastors who had a high team approach (n=10; 40 percent) used the team concept 
to its fullest, incorporating many people and having their team extremely involved in the 
details of the worship service. Using this approach did not necessarily mean the pastors 
themselves were involved more or less in the planning process. Some pastors who had 
this approach did not meet with them at all in their planning while other pastors 
participated in a limited or all fashion. Pastor #14 shocked me when asked how he went 
about planning the details of his worship and he said, “Well, actually, I don’t. But the 
people who are involved in this process do.” This pastor has someone who leads the 
entire area of worship formation. His role in the process occurs distantly through 
conversations throughout the week with people doing the worship planning. The times he 
attends the meetings are at the beginning of a series to explain the direction of his 
messages. He may, at other times, sit in on part of the meetings depending on what is 
happening in worship during the time.  
While some are not heavily involved personally, others were. Pastor #8 is an 
example. He described a box method where everything from the sermon to other 
elements are drawn in boxes on a board and he and his team discuss them. They think 
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through each “box” asking questions about the objective in what they are doing. The last 
box they call a “de-box,” which represents “out of the box thinking” and “inside the box 
thinking” that they might want to try in worship. 
Pastor #17 was involved heavily as well. He used a two-meeting approach where 
every month they meet for up to four hours to plan worship for up to twelve weeks in 
advance. Then, every Monday they meet to work out the details for the next two weeks. 
Because of this type of planning, the monthly meeting involves a bigger team and the 
Monday weekly meetings involve only the key people for the week ahead. This high 
team approach can be a positive experience or a difficult one. From what I could tell by 
the interviews whether the team approach was positive or negative depended on the 
personalities involved in the process. Pastors #2’s description of his “creative team” was 
extremely interconnected in a positive way. He said that together they had a “synergistic 
deal” occurring between team members. Pastor #23 also noted a positive creative team 
experience when he started using the team approach. He said that overall “we’ve gotten a 
lot more creative, and I think the fruit of that is that people have really enjoyed the 
services and gotten a lot more out of it.” Pastor #9 on the other hand used the same term 
“synergy” in describing what was not happening in his team. As a result, he actually has 
reverted to a low team approach until he could put the right mix of people together. He 
said until he could get better “chemistry” with the people who would make up a team he 
will stay where he is (low team approach) because it is more effective at this time.  
With the low team approach, fifteen pastors (60 percent) had a very limited team.  
It consisted of fewer people, some only the music/worship leader (as they are called) and 
the pastor. Together they would work out the details of the service. Many of the pastors 
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with this approach had traditional services, but some were doing contemporary worship 
as well. One pastor, #18, was very honest to say that he is trying to redesign his team to 
incorporate more than a “rubber stamp team.” He is to that point now but wants to go 
even further because “some of the more frustrating times have been when it hasn’t felt 
very collaborative and it’s felt like the whole thing’s on my shoulders, planning from 
beginning to end, and that just stinks!” He continues, “When you bring more people 
around the table, people who have a heart for worship and a heart for God and are 
passionate about worshipping,… that’s good stuff.”   
Pastor #25 said to the point, “Basically I let them know what the theme is and 
then they go and do. I may give suggestions for example to the altar person, but basically 
I let them know what the theme is and they go and do.” This answer reflected a hands off 
approach whereby the team puts everything in worship together around the theme. 
For both high team and low team approaches, all except one pastor said that the 
veto power was theirs with what is planned in worship. Pastor #22 said his process 
amounted to bringing a theme to the table complete with outlines and directions of where 
he is thinking about going and then, using the high team approach, he lets his team “veto 
him.” They tell him what he should do and how he should do it. He said, “[T]he hardest 
thing in the world I’ve had to learn is once that thing is on the table, it’s not mine 
anymore; it’s the church’s.” He continues by talking about how during this meeting, 
everyone talks about his work and when the team is through the result becomes a 
different even better direction. On the other hand, sometimes they do not make any 
changes at all. Overall, letting others have the power to tell him what he should and 
should not do with his own ideas is a humbling experience. 
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The Evolution Process of Planning Worship Services 
In addition to the planning of the details in worship, the pastors were asked about 
how their planning had evolved over the course of their ministry. The answers to this 
question were directly tied to their answers to the previous question. Their worship 
formation had moved from them planning alone to a team-oriented approach and it also 
caused them to be more intentional in the planning, creativity, relevance, spontaneity, 
discipline and impact of the service.  
Pastor #14 explains how the team approach as affected him: 
Well to be honest, it’s gotten a lot more complicated! You don’t just fill in 
the blanks, you don’t just adhere to the responsive reading, and boom 
you’re done. It’s gotten a lot longer, a lot more complicated, but obviously 
I think the impact level is higher, and more hearts are touched and more 
people are affected by certain elements of the service, because a lot more 
intentional planning, thought, and follow-through is done. 
He talks about how planning has become more complicated but at the same time, he says 
the team approach gives worship a higher impact with people. 
In a more serious way, Pastor #18 understands what Pastor #14 is going through. 
For #18, his evolution to a team approach has been a “three steps forward, two steps 
back” experience, where he has had a great worship design team until “people move or 
the dynamics change and the team didn’t stick together.” His response showed the 
frustration of team oriented worship planning. 
Many pastors mentioned the benefits of their evolution to the team approach. 
Pastors #9, #24, #10, and #23, among others, said the greatest benefit of moving to the 
team approach is what it did to the people on the team. For one thing, Pastor #24 said it 
helped people “understand more of what worship is and should be.” Pastor #9 said, “The 
cool thing is it engages a bunch of people … who get the joy of serving the Lord.” These 
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responses reflect how the team approach helps the people involved grow in their 
understanding of worship.  
The story Pastor #15 told about how he has evolved with worship was interesting. 
At the first church he pastored out of seminary, he was told the Thursday before his first 
Sunday that he was responsible for the bulletins. He did not know what to do or how to 
do it so he “literally found some old bulletins and saw just what they did,” and that was 
the first planning of worship he ever did. He continues his story: 
I didn’t have any idea what to do. My thing was to preach. The worship 
part I didn’t know anything about. Seminary helped me to understand a 
little better what worship was, but I didn’t know how to plan for things to 
happen. I knew it when it happened, but not how to plan for it. 
His point was that seminary taught him the concept of worship to the point where he 
knew worship when he experienced it or saw it happening, but in terms of practically 
planning worship he felt inadequate. 
The Evaluation Process in Worship 
Pastors were also asked in the interview how they evaluated their worship 
services for effectiveness in achieving their goals. As with the team approach responses, 
they were also tied in to their planning of details. The pastors who used the high team 
approach to planning worship were more intentional about evaluating their services; 
however, very few made intense evaluations. Most did just surface evaluations dealing 
with a part of the service where something obviously did not work. If pastors were using 
the low team approach to planning worship, typically they had very little to no evaluation 
of the services. Again, as with some of the other answers to the previous questions, the 
style of worship would lend itself to more or less evaluation. In this case, the more 
contemporary the service, the more the evaluation of the service was helpful to them.  
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The pastors had many different methods they used in evaluating the services. One 
method involved the people’s response to the service and the attendance in the service. If 
the people made positive comments and were attending each Sunday, they knew the 
service was good. Another method was by the team they have in place discussing the 
service and critiquing it. One pastor, #20, uses his wife as a gauge for how well the 
services reached their goals.   
A good example of the evaluation process came from Pastor #2 who said that his 
evaluations are done four ways. The first way is by himself immediately following the 
service. He knows if the service hit the mark. The second evaluation is the people coming 
to the door and what they say about the service. The third evaluation is the short one they 
do after every worship service in his office to see anything needs changing. The fourth 
one is the formal one done on Tuesdays with the whole team. From these four 
evaluations, he is able to improve the services each week. 
The most in-depth evaluation process came from Pastor #14. Evaluations come in 
to him from all different points of the church, and each assesses different things. His 
“creative team” looks at the actual execution of the service. Then, the “larger staff 
assessments” are based on the feedback they get from their different areas. Another area 
of evaluation comes from the “New Life Room” where new people come and share what 
they have experienced in worship. The effectiveness of the service is also gauged in the 
“Prayer Chapel” where people are invited to go to respond to a service, and by their 
responses he sees if the service is reaching its purpose. Two other ways of evaluating 
come from the classes people take at the church. The “Newcomer Orientation Class” has 
a time for people to share about their connections regarding the church and the worship. 
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Then, if they progress to the “Membership Class,” they are asked again specifically to 
“give feedback and testimony about what it was they were connecting with.” All of these 
ways are put in place to evaluate the effectiveness of worship and what is happening in 
the church.  
Advice and Sources for Worship 
The last two interview questions dealt with the best advice pastors had received 
on how to plan and lead a worship service as well as how they used it, and what sources 
besides the Bible provided them with ideas for worship. 
Advice came from different places and people. Some pastors named events at 
conferences, and others had people in their lives who gave them the advice. The other top 
advice centered on preaching tips, such as “be sure to take up the offering before you 
preach” from Pastor #20. Overall, creativity was the most mentioned concept given to 
them: being creative, developing teams, and planning intentionally.  
One bit of advice had to do with the pastor’s role in worship and was given to 
Pastor #9 by Bill Hybels, of Willow Creek Community Church, one of the largest 
churches in America. Hybels said, “Pastors, don’t take your head out of the creative 
process.” In other words, do not stop being part of the worship planning. Getting out of 
the process is easy but he has learned that worship is best if he stays in it. This advice 
changed the way Pastor #9 thought of worship planning. He had come to the point in his 
church where he could have handed the planning off to a whole team to do and not be 
involved at all, but instead, because he heard Bill Hybels say that, he decided to stay part 
of the process. He decided if the pastor of one of the largest churches in America can 
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make time for it, then planning worship needs to be important for him too. This response 
contrasts with earlier accounts of some pastors who had gotten out of this process. 
Pastor #5 stated that the best advice he was given had “little to do with something 
said” and everything to do with something modeled for him. He would see something 
being done in worship, for instance, and thought it was right on target so he would try to 
implement it in his church if the context was right.   
Pastor #11 said that being authentic was the best advice he was ever given. He 
was told to, in his words, “just let my personality as the leader flow out. Don’t try to 
pretend; just be myself.” Ironically, a few days later I met someone who went to this 
pastor’s church. In our conversation his name came up and his parishioner said, “I love 
him. What you see is what you get. He is just a real person.” Being authentic and real has 
been a key trait in his ministry. Many people have benefited from his pastoral leadership.  
 The last example on advice came from Pastors #23 and #24. Both were given 
advice regarding worship. They were told that while planning out the service is 
important, they should leave room for the Holy Spirit to plan things as well. Regarding 
the Holy Spirit, Pastor #23 said to leave room for him to move:  
You need to use all the planning tools and all the things you learn from 
Willow Creek and Saddleback, and all the things you’ve observed, but 
always leave room for the Spirit to move. In other words, don’t fill in all 
the blank spaces, allow the Holy Spirit to fill in some blank spaces, in your 
message and even in the worship service. And see what God will do. 
Pastor #24 said, “Planning has been very important in doing worship, and at the same 
time, you have to leave room for the Holy Spirit to work too. Sometimes things happen 
that weren’t planned, which is fine.” No matter how much pastors plan and work on 
worship services to be their best, leaving the service open for God to work is essential. 
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 Regarding the sources these pastors used for ideas in worship planning, most 
reverted again to sources used in developing their sermons and messages. Table 4.9 
shows the responses given and their breakdown. 
 
 
Table 4.9. Sources for Ideas Used in Worship (N=25) 
 
Source n % 
Print Media (i.e., internet, newspapers, 
magazines, books, etc.) 20 80 
Visual Media (i.e., movies, television, etc.) 8 32 
People’s needs/perspectives (i.e., life 
experiences, etc.) 5 20 
Other churches (i.e., preachers sermons, ideas, 
conferences/seminars) 14 56 
Other (i.e., music, staff team, personal 
devotional life, UM resources like hymnal, 
book of worship, Lectionary 
11 44 
 
 
 
Many different sources were mentioned. Those most notable were the print 
media, ideas from other churches and visually oriented media like movies and television. 
The ways these sources can be used in worship and specifically sermon preparation is 
obvious. Nevertheless, Pastor #16 made a comment that is a helpful transition to the final 
research question, which relates to the pastor’s understanding of worship: 
I rely upon my personal quiet time with God [for ideas in worship]. I 
mean, my morning times have been monumental, just magnificently 
monumental. What he lays on my heart is … a series here that needs to be 
preached.… I start writing the sermons and planning them out, but that 
quiet time with God, that listening time [is key]. Then I go to the 
Scriptures and I find the passage that He wants me to preach on. 
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This pastor apparently leans on his times alone from God for direction in worship. 
From this example of God being the source for planning worship, a bridge is created to 
the next section.  
The Pastor’s Understanding of Worship 
  Research Question #4 dealt with the pastors’ overall understanding of worship. 
Represented here is the priestly function in the ability to model worship and to worship 
personally because they are connected to each other. The interview questions asked 
centered around their definition of worship, how they have personally experienced 
worship, and how their personal worship feeds into their corporate leading of worship. 
Definitions of Worship 
“How would you define ‘worship’?” Since my literature review showed different 
answers from different authors on the definition of worship, the last part of the interview 
began with this basic question to find any pattern of understanding in what worship 
meant to the respondents. Their initial responses were interesting. 
Key words in their definitions were the verbs directed towards God. These 
included bringing, giving, expressing, acknowledging, offering, submitting, and 
honoring.  
Many said that worship is an “experience” or an “encounter,” yet most added that 
the experience is a result of some action on the people’s part in the process of the 
experience or encounter.   
Two pastors (8 percent) defined worship in terms of receiving from God first, and 
then responding to God because of what is received. Pastor #10 said, “The temptation is 
to start with praise and adoration of God, but I think the key to unlocking worship is to 
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intentionally enter into the presence of God.” His rationale is that we “are never out of 
the presence of God” so worship begins when we acknowledge his presence, and the 
result of that is our surrendering to Him. Pastor #1 said it is “encountering God’s 
presence and responding with our love and devotion.” 
Three pastors (12 percent) defined worship by going back to the root meaning of 
the word. Pastor #18 said it was “attributing worth and value to someone or something. 
It’s our time to give. It’s not that we don’t receive, but we receive as a result of having 
given. It’s our response. That’s the two best things about worship, I give, but as I give, I 
receive.” Pastor #16 made similar statements. Pastor #12 used Old Testament worship as 
his guide in explaining the giving and receiving:  
I just look at the Old Testament in the worship life of God’s people. 
Worship was always offering themselves and their means to God whereas 
praise, on the other hand, always had to do with singing and rejoicing. 
They are two very distinctive things. 
This pastor made a distinction between worship and praise. Worship is something we 
offer to God and praise is rejoicing at what God has done for us. 
Interesting to note is that five pastors (20 percent) defined worship as being their 
entire lives and that modeling worship in their lives is important. Rather than it being 
something they intentionally do or do not do, worship is everything they are and do. The 
result, then, in corporate worship and in life is that people learn to worship, too. Pastor 
#19 said in his church they teach and model worship:  
Worship is not something you come to, it is something you come to do. It 
is a full contact sport. We try to teach our people this and model it for 
them. We say to them that worship is a corporate celebration and personal 
devotion. It’s both and.  
Worship for him is not an event you come to see as a spectator; instead, worship is 
something in which one participates with others. 
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Other illustrations of pastors’ lives being tied to worship came from pastors #6, 
#3, and #8. One said it was just “communion with God, a literal living out the 
relationship with Him.” The others said worship was to live a life pleasing to God with 
one adding in particular that, “everything we do is an act of worship whether it is our 
work, our play, dealing with our families and all that.” 
Meaningful Worship Experiences 
The pastors were asked to share two of their most meaningful worship 
experiences, one in which they were participants, and one in which they led as leaders. In 
addition, they were also asked why or how the services were most meaningful. 
When giving responses, some of them had difficulty thinking back to one service 
they would consider most meaningful while others knew immediately which one to 
describe because of the impact in their lives. A few began to answer the question on 
services they attended, only to realize they were actually services they had led instead of 
just participating in as congregants. Even more interesting, though, was to hear why the 
experience was most meaningful to them (See Table 4.10).  
 
Table 4.10. Reasons Given for Why Service Was Meaningful (Participant) (N=25) 
 
Reason Given n % 
Sermon/message 4 16 
Overall experience/atmosphere/presence of 
God 9 36 
Prayer/commitment time-connecting with God 2 8 
A special service element (i.e., foot washing, 
surrender flag, ribbon, etc.) 5 20 
Music 1 4 
Other personal experience (i.e., ordination, a 
call to ministry, healing, a special act of God, 
etc.) 
12 48 
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Out of the responses given, most (n=12; 48 percent) shared that the personal 
experience of a special service such as an ordination, call to ministry, a healing or a 
special act of God made the service most meaningful. Second, the service was 
meaningful due to the overall atmosphere and presence of God in the service (n=9; 36 
percent) and third, they said a special element used in the service to drive the theme home 
(n=5; 20 percent) made the service most meaningful. The message and/or sermon 
preached at the service was only mentioned by four pastors (16 percent) as why the 
service was most meaningful. 
A contrast can be made at this point with other findings. Earlier in the interview, 
these pastors were asked which part of the worship service most of their people would 
say is most important. Overwhelmingly, pastors (n=20; 80 percent) said their people’s 
response would be the sermon/message. In that question, the people represented the 
participants in worship. Yet, in this current question, these pastors, responding about their 
own experience in worship as participants, the sermon/message was second to last in 
responses as to why the service was most meaningful. Ranking first and second in their 
responses dealt with special services (i.e., ordination, call to ministry, healings or acts of 
God) and the overall atmosphere/experience of the presence of God. The difference here 
is the terms, “most important” and “most meaningful.” These terms could be seen as 
being similar in meaning. If so, the contrast in answers between what pastors think is 
important to their people (as participants) versus what they receive themselves as 
participants from worship services is an interesting observation. 
The pastors were also asked to tell about the most meaningful service they had 
ever led (see Table 4.11). 
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Table 4.11. Reasons Given for Why Service Was Meaningful (Leader) (N=25) 
 
Reason Given n % 
Mentioned the sermon and peoples’ response 
to it 7 28 
Mentioned the experience that humbled them 
being part of God’s bigger whole 3 12 
Mentioned God’s moving among the people in 
response to a well-planned service 10 40 
Mentioned God’s moving separate from 
planned elements 9 36 
 
 
 
From the responses nineteen pastors (76 percent) said that for them the fact that 
God had moved in the service was why it meant so much to them. Seven pastors (28 
percent) said the people’s response to the sermon was why it was meaningful, and three 
pastors (12 percent) mentioned being humbled to be part of “God’s bigger whole.”  
Like the earlier contrast made, a similar one can be made here comparing the 
pastors’ most meaningful service they led with their responses to the most important part 
of their weekly worship service. To them, in this current question, they overwhelming 
said God’s moving in the people through a well planned service made the service most 
meaningful to them as leaders. Yet, when asked earlier in the interview what they thought 
was the most important part of their weekly services, most said it was the message. Few 
said it was the service as a whole. With this contrast like the earlier one, this observation 
also depends on how one interprets their responses regarding the terms “most important” 
and “most meaningful.” 
In addition, one other observation was discovered from their stories. For eight 
pastors (32 percent) a connection existed between the meaningful services they 
participated in and the one in which they led. For them, what they experienced as 
participants in worship carried over into services they led and modeled.  
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Pastor #22 shares that his most meaningful service was at Exploration ’90 in St. 
Louis. He attended this event to see if he was called to ministry. He said, “I can’t tell you 
who preached or what was going on. I can only tell you that during that time they 
celebrated communion and sang ‘Here I Am, Lord,’ and I just knew at that moment I was 
called into ministry.” In the services he leads today, communion is a big part of his 
weekly worship in his church. He says that the purpose for doing communion each week 
is to use it for people to respond to what they have experienced in worship. As a leader, 
the most meaningful service he led was one in which an Islamic woman attending his 
church came to a Good Friday service and converted to Christianity during the 
communion time. He also had stated, earlier in the interview, that for him and for his 
people the communion time is the most important part of worship. His own experience as 
a participant of responding with communion in a service where he was called to ministry 
has become a template for worship services he now leads each week.  
Pastor #23 had a similar story. He was leading a work team in Cuba and was 
worshipping late at night in a Cuban Methodist church. He said that the Lord “really 
spoke to him that night” through the Methodist minister who had invited him and his 
team to join a fast with them, which they continued each week while there. Reluctantly 
they agreed, and as a result, their life was changed, especially his. He was facing big 
decisions with his church in the area of vision and direction. Through the fasting and 
prayer times, he heard God saying, “Stay with me. Just stay with me, and if you do I will 
bring everything else that needs to come.” From that experience he gained direction on 
his decision-making. Now, in his refining and defining the vision that God has for him 
and the church, he fasts and prays. Not only that, he now calls on his leadership and the 
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people who work in conjunction with him with visioning to do the same thing–fast and 
pray–to confirm the direction he believes God is leading them.  
For Pastors #14 and #9, they too are leading in worship what moved them in the 
most meaningful worship service in which they participated. Both these pastors had 
experiences in Bill Hybels’ church, Willow Creek Community Church, mentioned 
earlier. Pastor #14 remembers ribbons that were given out and put around their necks to 
represent mantles that each person may have. The purpose at some point in the service 
was for them to come up and lay the mantle (ribbon) down at the foot of the cross in 
surrender to God. Because of where he was in life at the time, it was the most meaningful 
service he experienced as a participant. He carried this object lesson over to his church 
where he has practiced the same concept. One example is a “Post-It® note” service he has 
led, where people are given Post-It® notes, and they can write things they want to take to 
or, in this case, stick on the cross, giving them to God. He describes how moving the 
service is, paralleling his own experience personally. For Pastor #9, also from a Willow 
Creek Service, they were given white colored surrender flags, and in the response time, 
they were invited to wave the flag for things mentioned that resonated to them as 
something they wanted to surrender to God. Now, because of that personal, tangible 
experience, he models this concept in similar ways. For instance, one Easter he built a 
bridge on stage for illustration purposes, but during the service he felt prompted in the 
response time to invite people to walk over the bridge if they felt led to begin again with 
God. Thinking that only a few people might respond, he offered it to them anyway, and 
hundreds came forward. After the services that day in which over 2,700 people had 
participated, he said he was overcome by emotion:  
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Everybody was gone, and I went and I melted behind the bridge, and I just 
started to pray. I wept for ten minutes tears of gratitude that God let me in 
the game to help the people do exactly what the vision of our church is, 
that being transforming nonbelievers to fully devoted disciples of Jesus.… 
I just knelt and thanked him for that privilege. 
This pastor saw the vision for the church being fulfilled through the worship service after 
being sensitive to the prompting from God and following his lead. 
Also of note here is that this pastor is one who had stated earlier in the interview 
that special elements in worship (as illustrated here) is the part he considers most 
important and also what he believes most of his people would say is most important as 
well. 
Another example of this connection between meaningful worship services existed 
with Pastor #21. The services in which he participated were revival services held in the 
Tri-City area, and the reason they meant so much was the level of expectation that was 
connected with the services. He said everyone “believed that God was going to move and 
do something.” God did move in his life through those services, especially in the 
modeling of this type worship in his church. As mentioned earlier in his interview 
responses, today this pastor emphasizes to his congregation that they strive for authentic 
worship each Sunday, often speaking about how to worship before the service begins. His 
worship attendance has exploded in the numbers of people who attend.   
A last illustration of this correlation in modeling worship comes from Pastor #10, 
who attended the Clergy Promise Keepers in Atlanta. He was watching the service one 
evening when, in the middle of it, unscripted, a man came out with a bowl, towel, and 
water. He walked up to the man who had just preached the message and honestly 
confessed to him that he had some issues with him and wanted to wash his feet. For all 
65,000+ people to watch that event happen was just a powerful moment. Months after the 
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conference ended, he began serving a church and discovered the people were having 
struggles in their relationships with each other. In seeking a way to deal with the issue, 
this foot washing experience witnessed months earlier came to his mind as a solution to 
the problems and a way to minister to the people in his church. His wife was reluctant, 
and some of his staff were reluctant with one even saying, “that [services like foot 
washing] is why I left the Primitive Baptist Church to come here.” In contrast, the Bible 
Study group he was leading said, “Let’s do it!” Reflecting on his decision to do the 
service he said, “I’ve never experienced anything like that service.… [T]he brokenness 
that was there and the awareness of grace. It was so powerful to me and to others to see 
that congregation kneeling before one another.… I don’t think I’ll experience a worship 
service quite like that again.” This illustration is an extreme example of the benefits of 
modeling in worship. Because this pastor saw a foot washing service occur due to a 
relationship problem between two people, he later used the same service to bring change 
to a church with many relationship problems. 
The Understanding of a Pastor as Worship Leader 
With regards to the pastor’s role as the leader in worship, the pastors were asked 
who influenced or shaped their understanding of a pastor as a worship leader and, more 
particularly, what they did.  
Nearly all of the pastors when asked this question were taken aback by it. Long 
pauses before they responded was the norm. Some would repeat to themselves, “pastor as 
worship leader.” Many acted confused with this correlation between pastor and worship 
leader. Others seemed stumped thinking of someone they knew who was a pastor and 
also a worship/music leader. Some of the first responses are notable. Many said things 
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such as Pastor #4 who replied, “I am not sure I have really seen myself as a worship 
leader although I guess a pastor is all that.” Pastor #22 said, “As far as a pastor as a 
worship leader, I don’t know that I lead us in worship…. [My worship leader] leads us in 
worship; he’s the one that takes us deeper. I just do the message.” 
One of the difficulties the pastors had in answering this question (as just 
illustrated by that last quote) is that their idea of a “worship leader” in the service is the 
one who leads the music during the “worship time.” Pastor #17 is one example 
illustrating this difficulty: 
You know the hard thing about it is, I don’t know that I think about that in 
the same kind of context you do. And I say that because I know you have 
musical abilities, I have none. So I see my role distinctly as the teaching or 
preaching person, and I have to heavily rely on somebody else to do the 
actual music or the other components of worship. 
Then thinking further through his answer, he stated, “I don’t mean to insinuate that the 
music is worship and the sermon is something else, I know it’s all worship.” One 
observation with this response is the difference between function and role. Pastors may 
tend to think more functionally, responsibilities to be done in worship, rather than the role 
they play as the overall leader of worship. 
In some responses, the difficulty in the meaning of worship leader was clearly 
seen. Others knew immediately someone they would pick. Pastor #19 said that Steve 
Sjogren was the one who has influenced him the most as a worship leader. Particularly 
because he had musical talents and he thought it was “cool” to watch him ending his 
service leading the people in some worship tunes on his guitar. Musical abilities is 
something that Pastor #19 has as well, and he took this idea from Steve Sjogren to his 
own church where he has led music with his people the same way.  
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Two possible reasons exist for this misunderstanding with the association of 
pastor and worship leader. One reason for this problem could be how the church culture 
now distinguishes the terms of a music leader and worship leader. The term “worship” 
has now become synonymous with the term “music” in many church circles, and 
especially, more frequent in contemporary worship today. The second possible reason for 
this difficulty is that pastors today only see their role in worship services as that of the 
preacher or teacher not the leader in worship. In the interviews, I sensed that these pastors 
had some feelings of inadequacy as this part of the interview was conducted with them. 
These factors are discussed further in Chapter 5. 
Overall, I got the sense that these pastors knew overall, that they are the leaders in 
worship. Whether their understanding of leadership is based on the fact that they are 
ultimately held accountable by the church for what happens in worship, or based on their 
understanding that they model worship as the leader for their church in services was 
difficult to determine.  
Also interesting to note, is that the main influence these people had in shaping 
their understanding of a pastor as a worship leader was in the form of someone who 
modeled worship for them. Pastor #24 picked Mike Watson, now a bishop in the United 
Methodist church because “he treated worship with great respect, but great sensitivity to 
the needs of the congregation, all the time keeping the focus on Christ.” She went on to 
say he also had “well planned, organized, and meaningful services.” Pastor #8 stated 
similar things about Adam Hamilton, a United Methodist pastor in Kansas. Pastor #21 
named Jack Hayford because he “knows how to lead worship in a way that allows people 
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to be free and open to respond to the Spirit, and yet for it to be orderly, honoring to God 
and reverent.” 
Modeling was also reflected in responses by pastors who were chosen because 
they were seen as having the ability to worship while leading the worship. Pastor #2 said 
Dick Freeman, who at the time was pastor of First United Methodist Church, Waco, 
Texas, because of his example in worship leadership: 
He was the first minister I saw who enjoyed it more than we did and he 
shaped that… I enjoy worship now. I can be moved and worship.… I 
mean I can get into it to the point where I will forget the offering 
sometimes.  
Two pastors picked Bill Hybels because of his modeling in worship. One said, he 
thinks about him because he has “been to a lot of big, great worship experiences in which 
Hybels was there, and it was [watching] his sensitivity to the Holy Spirit during that 
time.” Two also picked John Ed Mathison, pastor of Frazer Memorial United Methodist 
Church in Montgomery, Alabama, saying that they have watched him lead worship for 
most of their careers, one for most of his life, and they both model their ministry after his. 
Two other pastors picked their fathers who also have been in the ministry, and they said 
that they have watched worship leading being modeled by them their whole life as well.  
Lastly, Pastor #16 not only picked Jeff Greenway, now President of Asbury 
Theological Seminary, for his worship leadership but did so because of something 
Greenway once told him about worship leading. He was leading a service with Greenway 
and this pastor was actually the preacher. Before they entered the service, Greenway said 
to him, “Are you nervous?” Pastor #16 said, “Yeah, I am nervous.” Greenway said, 
“That’s good because if you ever enter the sanctuary to lead worship and you’re not 
nervous, then you should be concerned.” Pastor #16 said, “That is something I have never 
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forgotten to this day.” All of these pastors’ accounts illustrate the need to see how 
modeling plays a role in worship development and understanding in pastors and people. 
Spiritual Disciplines, Personal Worship, and Corporate Worship 
When asked in the interview whether spiritual disciplines and personal worship 
affect their leading of corporate worship, unequivocally all the pastors except one said 
that their spiritual disciplines and personal worship did play integral roles in how they 
formulate, develop, and implement worship in their church.   
One way these two tied together was how their personal disciplines enabled them 
to have an overall sensitivity to the Holy Spirit in worship. For Pastor #16, the Holy 
Spirit is “just as powerfully active in the preparation time of praying and fasting” as he is 
in the worship. A few of the pastors have started journaling every day using materials 
from Wayne Cordeiro, pastor of New Hope Fellowship in Oahu, Hawaii. Pastor #9 said 
very bluntly, “If you would have told me I would be journaling every day at age 45, I 
would have said you were smoking crack!” From journaling he and others have 
discovered how “their worship flows out of that, everything from the preaching, things 
said in the worship, to often promptings from the Spirit in worship.” Currently due to the 
impact journaling has had on his life, he is very intentional to spend time with God 
regularly.  
Pastor #22, in his story, paralleled his personal life with his church life: 
Whatever I’m dealing with is what the church is dealing with. It’s in my 
spiritual disciplines, it’s in the discipline of prayer and journaling, that 
God just kind of speaks truth, and I’m like, oh, that’s where I need to go. 
And I find myself when I’ve had the time to sit, and contemplate, and 
meditate on stuff and chew on things that my sermons really have a lot 
more impact, the whole service [has more impact].  
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He went on to give the example of how church folks will come up to him after the service 
and say, “[T]here was just something about you today.” At one point, he realized a 
correlation existed between the Sundays people would say these things and when he had 
“little business of the church to do that prior week and had just spent time in personal 
worship.” The response from his people motivates him to focus more on personal 
worship because of its impact on corporate worship. 
Pastor #12 illustrates how prayer is key for his personal worship life: 
I just think that prayer is the most important thing that any pastor does. 
Any preacher that considers preaching the most important thing they do 
[sic] has really missed the point. Prayer is the most important thing we do, 
because everything hinges on that. I think that my whole attitude toward 
corporate worship whether it’s planning it, or conducting it, or being part 
of it, is shaped by the strength of my personal prayer ministry. If I haven’t 
been praying worship is far less meaningful to me, but if I’ve had a good 
prayer life, worship is much more meaningful. 
Obviously this pastor takes prayer seriously and his goal is to allow his worship and 
ministry to flow out of his prayer life. 
Others said that personal disciplines and worship help in the direction, vision, and 
planning of worship and specifically for the church. Pastor #25 stated, “Absolutely, I 
think the personal sets the stage, helps to set the direction, helps to give me the vision [of 
the church], helps to give me the message [in worship] that the church most needs to 
hear.” Pastor #10 added that it helps in “determining the direction that I sense God is 
leading us in worship.” All of these pastors tied their personal worship time to the ability 
to sense where God was directing them in corporate worship. 
Another response given by pastors was that of setting an example for the church. 
Doing so illustrated how important spiritual disciplines and personal worship can be in 
one’s life. Again, the importance of modeling is reflected in what you hope your church 
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practices as well. Because of the impact on his church, Pastor 8 tries to model worship 
and he added, “I think they see it in the way that I live my life and it does make a 
difference.” He is very mindful that his people watch him and look to him as an example 
in worship and life.  
In terms of their impact on worship, Pastor #4 said specifically, “I think the 
character of the minister and the integrity of the minister and who that minister is impacts 
worship in as powerful a way as anything about the service.” Pastor #19 agreed with 
Pastor #4 and emphasized the leadership of the pastor in worship: 
I just genuinely believe you are never going to lead people to a place 
you’ve never been to, or are unwilling to go. I believe as Christian leaders, 
we must be ahead. So, if my congregation … [is] going to engage in 
worship at level 6, I better be at a 7 ½.  I totally think all of that works 
together, and when I’m in a good place in my relationship with Christ, 
when it’s vital, and real, and fresh and authentic, then you know 
everything else kind of flows out of that. 
His response illustrates the concept that pastors can only lead people where they have 
gone themselves in that particular area of ministry. As pastors lead people in worship, 
what they do and where they go with people will be what they have experienced 
themselves. 
The last theme their responses revealed involved the overflow that personal 
disciplines and worship can give pastors doing ministry. Pastor #17 was one example that 
illustrated the importance of worship leading from personal worship:  
You have to preach out of the overflow of your spirit. And I look back at 
the times where I’ve been really dry, when I’ve been cranking out sermons 
because I had to, instead of them just pouring out of me. It was because it 
was neglect on my part to take care of the personal spiritual disciplines. 
Because before I am a worship leader, I have to be the lead worshipper. 
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Pastor #6 said nearly the same thing adding that he has the responsibility to be 
“the model for that [worship]” and so he constantly checks himself to be sure that he is 
consistent there: 
Our ministry comes out of the overflow of what is happening in our own 
heart, and if our spiritual tank is empty, then we have no overflow and we 
are not going to be providing much to other people. But if we keep it full 
and overflowing then that is how we minister more, most effectively. So, I 
have to be the model for that, and so I am constantly checking myself, you 
know, my personal spiritual life, personal worship, spiritual discipline. All 
of that is vitally important as to how worship is going to go on Sunday 
mornings, how we are going to plan worship. 
This pastor vividly used a spiritual tank to symbolize what people have with God. If the 
tank is full spiritually, ministry and worship leadership easily take place. If the tank 
becomes empty, burnout can result. Due to church ministry demands as well as personal 
life demands, keeping this spiritual tank full is a constant challenge.  
Unexpected Findings 
When the first interviews began, I felt led towards the end of them to ask the 
pastors this question: “Do you see yourself as the worship leader in your church?” I then 
asked this question in all of the interviews. This question was not part of the planned 
interview process. It was not an intentional question in the interview. Nevertheless, I 
found myself prompted to ask the question as the interview process took place, and their 
answers surprised me. They were, “yes, no, and not sure.” Those who said yes did so 
mainly because of their understanding that ultimately the pastor is head of the church, 
which means worship, too. Others said they were worship leaders in a theological sense 
although them being worship leaders played out differently in worship services. One said, 
“[I am] because the Book of Discipline says I am.” One said yes, but the people do not 
see him that way because of their music leader’s role as “worship leader.”  
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Others said “no and not sure.” The reasons for these responses were varied as 
well. One said people see him as the worship leader, but he does not see himself that way. 
Many said their music leader was the worship leader. As stated earlier in the data, these 
negative responses may have come more out of a feeling of inadequacy, the notion that 
others are better at worship leading than they are so they do not see themselves as 
worship leaders. Their answers also may have been because of their understanding that 
worship leaders are the music leaders in services. In any event, whether these pastors 
regard themselves as worship leaders or not, their leadership in the area of worship was 
obvious from the interviews. 
Summary of Interviews 
Chapter 5 has an in-depth analysis of what was discovered from these interviews; 
however, the following summarizes the findings. 
First, in worship overall, pastors want to provide an environment to connect 
people with God. Providing this environment was their primary goal in their services. To 
connect people with God in worship requires them to develop services that actually 
utilize creativity, intentional planning, and sensitivity to the Holy Spirit. While being 
their goal, their involvement in the process varied. The one consistent element in their 
involvement for all the pastors was their message/sermon.  
Second, their personal worship and their spiritual disciplines are foundational in 
relationship to their corporate worship in their churches. Personal worship is vital in 
seeking God’s vision, direction, and message to give to their churches. Pastors tended to 
emulate in their corporate worship what they experience in their personal worship. 
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Third, overall, the style of service has a direct impact on how the pastors fulfill 
the different functions of the priestly role and whether they see themselves as the leader 
of worship. The traditional style of service tends to limit the priestly function of 
intentional planning and creativity but highlight the leading of the various elements in the 
service. The traditional style of worship made them more likely to recognize themselves 
as priestly worship leaders. In contrast, the pastors planning services contemporary in 
nature displayed strong leadership in the process of visioning and creativity but defaulted 
to their music directors (termed “worship leaders”) as the leaders of worship in the 
services. In both instances, the result is that pastors are fulfilling the different functions of 
priests, but are hindered from recognizing themselves as priestly worship leaders in the 
full context of the role. 
Chapter 5 has the results from these findings and an analysis of the interview data. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Pastor #15 said, “I think worship is the single most important thing that the 
church does.” Worship is key for the church as a whole. It is the one vehicle that brings 
the entire church together once or more each week to experience together how God works 
through His body with His presence. As stated in Chapter 2, Basden says that no time is 
more important to the church than corporate worship and leaders are privileged to have 
the responsibility to guide people in the presence of God (141). Pastor #16 said with 
passion that for his church corporate worship is the number one entry point and because 
of that, they strive to help people encounter God in worship.  
From the interviews, no doubt the pastors in this study are serious about the roles 
they play in the church and who they are as ministers of Jesus Christ. The candidness of 
their responses in the interviews and the humility with which they fulfill the offices of 
prophet, king, and, in this case, priest, was evident. From their responses insights can be 
found into how pastors can fulfill their priestly role in worship.  
Major Findings 
The analysis of the interview data identifies seven major findings that provide 
insight into how a pastor can fulfill the priestly role in providing visionary leadership to 
worship formation and implementation. These findings can help pastors embrace their 
role of priestly worship leaders with new confidence and purpose as they pray, plan, and 
lead worship services each week.  
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Finding I 
Pastors’ vision for their church directs their vision for worship primarily through 
intentional planning of the entire service. 
God can clearly give vision to the leader, who then communicates it to the people. 
Although Barna says biblically speaking God never gave vision to a committee (75), the 
results from these interviews showed vision formulation occurred both by a leader and by 
a team. Also, as stated in the introduction to this chapter, the weekly worship service is 
the primary time all the people are gathered together, expecting to connect with and hear 
from God. Pastor #3 was one pastor of many who had as their goal this connection with 
people to God. His planning included asking whether the worship was ritualistic or 
whether true connections were being made with people and God through the elements in 
worship. Each pastor’s vision can be implemented into the service through any element 
or component of the service, which was illustrated in the interviews responses (n=23; 92 
percent).  
Furthermore, they can even be fulfilled through the actual service itself, which 
was the case in nine of the twenty-five interviews (36 percent). Pastor #8 spoke about 
many people who saw the vision lived out in worship each week.  
Important to note here is that while all the pastors were doing these things to some 
extent, some did not necessarily do them intentionally or see the connection between their 
vision for their churches and their vision for worship formation. When they became 
serious about visioning with their church they then saw the importance of incorporating 
the vision into worship to convey it to their people (Pastor #24). 
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Finding II 
Pastors plan and vision their worship services with the goal of connecting people 
with God, primarily in the context of the preached word. 
Twenty-four out of twenty-five pastors interviewed (96 percent) stated that 
connecting their people with God was a goal for their corporate worship services. The 
interviews emphasized this connection as being the main thing to happen in worship.  
Nevertheless, the emphasis on accomplishing this goal was clearly through the preaching 
of the word rather than through the entire service as a whole. One distinct way this 
emphasis was evident was when asked which part of the worship they felt was most 
important to them, most stated that the sermon was most important (n=11; 44 percent). 
Also, when asked what most of their people would say is most important, the majority 
again said the sermon (n=20; 80 percent). To correspond with this finding, in Chapter 2, 
the number one trend that Wardle indicated he saw with pastors in relationship to the 
worship services was that the sermon had become the most important part in worship. In 
fact, one of the threads discovered in the interviews corresponds with this trend. I 
discovered that many of the interview responses given by pastors were in the context of 
their sermons rather than the worship services as a whole. These areas included, but were 
not limited to, worship planning, worship formulation, sources and ideas for worship, and 
visioning direction in worship. In all of these, a pattern of answers came specifically from 
context of preaching rather than the context of the worship service as a whole. Pastor #11 
was one pastor who felt the sermon was the pinnacle of the service:  
I think the most important part to me is the preached Word. And, the Word 
can come through music, banners, or Scripture in our programs, but 
without the hearing of the Word people are generally not convicted, and 
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that is when they make their life changes. So that [the sermon] is the 
pinnacle of the service. 
Now, what he is saying is true to an extent, for the hearing of the word is one way that 
people are convicted. Nevertheless, what becomes an issue is the weight that various 
elements carry in a service. It raises the question of whether the conviction of people 
comes only through preaching, through different elements depending on the service, or 
through the service as a whole. In contrast, Pastor #24 was one pastor who had people 
thank her for things she said or did in a service; only for her to realize later that she had 
not said or did what they had told her. Instead the remarks were attributed to the music or 
someone else’s actions in worship. From these experiences, she has grown a deeper 
appreciation for how God will use anything that happens in worship to connect with 
people. 
Regardless, the point is made that most pastors tend to see things through the 
prophet role (preaching) more than the priest role (worship leading). It does not mean that 
they do not fulfill the priestly role, just that they identify more with the prophetic role.  
Finding III 
Pastors purposefully consider the needs of their people when planning corporate 
worship services. 
How pastors consider these needs was evidenced in two ways. First, all the 
pastors had target audiences and they used these audiences’ needs to develop themes and 
topics. Even if the pastors said they did not have a specific “target,” their response 
revealed they did—the people already in their church and anyone else who came into the 
door. Similarly, some of the pastors would say they did not have a target yet, they 
described how they focused their messages and worship and they would unknowingly 
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describe a target. Pastor #22 illustrated this pattern. When asked who his target audience 
was he said, “Nothing. We pay attention to where people are in the community with 
issues.” 
The second way pastors considered the needs of their people was how they 
determined their subjects, topics, and themes in worship. Thirteen pastors (52 percent) 
listed the culture and their church needs as the primary way they determined their topics. 
Clearly they understood the importance of identifying with the people they are trying to 
reach effectively. Smart mentions that pastors as priests have to identify with the people 
they have the responsibility of reaching no matter what the cost (62). If a pastor cannot 
identify with the people, the words he speaks in God’s name have no meaning. Overall, 
understanding the people in the church as well as the community is key if pastors are to 
represent them as priests before God.  
Finding IV 
Pastors receive little or no formal training or experience in the area of intentional 
worship planning and leading. 
Webber describes the lack of worship training required in seminaries for pastors 
entering the ministry (25). Instead, the emphasis in many schools is on the art of 
preaching and Bible study. The end result is the misnomer that preaching is the essence 
of worship rather than part of a greater whole in worship. Webber’s words were 
illustrated by responses in the interviews. One pastor told of the nightmare of having to 
put worship together unexpectedly using a discarded old worship bulletin. Another pastor 
told of only understanding the liturgical side of worship formation and not the trends of 
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today’s worship services. For both of these pastors the reason for their difficulty in 
planning worship was a lack of seminary training. 
Also, evidence of this truth was revealed when pastors were asked to explain how 
their process of planning worship had evolved from past to present. Most of them 
identified recent shifts in their planning, most notably that they have gone from the “fill 
in the blanks” method where they were working alone to a team-oriented approach. The 
pastors, whether positive or negative on this evolution, all stated that it enhanced the 
quality of worship overall and saw the need to do it more.  
The lack of training from seminaries was also shown in their responses regarding 
the best advice received on worship planning. Many said their advice came from 
conferences they had attended such as Willow Creek Community Church or Saddleback 
Church where they learned practical ways and theories on how to plan worship. Others 
said their advice came from pastors they had heard speak on the topic of worship or from 
pastors who modeled worship planning for them. Some pastors, who could not remember 
advice given on worship planning, reverted to advice given on preaching. Only one 
pastor mentioned seminary as a source for advice, but the advice was on preaching.  
One key point here is that a lack of seminary training in the area of worship could 
speak to why many of the responses from pastors were given in the context of preaching 
instead of worship as was stated in Finding II. As mentioned earlier, seminaries focus on 
preaching with pastors (Webber, Signs of Wonder, 25). Another reason could be a sense 
of inadequacy pastors feel in the area of worship because they mostly associate it with 
music. Leading an area is difficult if pastors feel inadequate to do so. Both of these 
reasons could be contributing factors for the context of their responses. 
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Finding V 
Intentional planning, creativity, and sensitivity to the Holy Spirit are essential to a 
pastor’s role of planning and leading corporate worship.  
The importance of intentional planning, creativity, and sensitivity to the Holy 
Spirit were emphasized throughout the interviews. The way this finding played itself out 
was in the team approach these pastors said had evolved in their worship planning. In 
writing about how to enrich worship, Langford says the first thing to do is form a worship 
team (74). Now, whether the team consisted of many people or few, nearly all the pastors 
had a team. Of note is that the larger the team, the less involved many of the pastors were 
in the planning of the worship except for their message title and outline or synopsis. In 
reference to the involvement of the pastor in leading worship, Sorge says that essentially 
pastors are the leaders of worship (199). Worship teams should understand their pastor’s 
vision, motivation, direction, goals, and even philosophy for worship. Now whether 
larger teams receive these views from their pastors is unclear and would be hard to 
determine. What is certain with the interviews is that the larger the worship team the less 
involved many of the pastors were in worship planning. One pastor, #9 was specific to 
say he had been intentional to convey his views on worship with his team. However, the 
few pastors that were involved in a larger worship were very involved. This included 
monthly meetings for advance planning and weekly meetings for immediate planning. 
Pastor #17 was an example of this. The extreme case of this was Pastor #22 who each 
week would give his theme, outline and idea to the group and let them do whatever they 
wanted with it. For him, that process became a humbling experience but letting his team 
have that responsibility came out of the knowledge of how important the worship service 
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is to their church and the importance of staying in the creative curve of what is 
happening. Pastor #23, in staying involved creatively in planning worship, felt like the 
people have received more during the services.  
While the pastors said that planning in teams with others and being creative were 
ways they had evolved in their worship formation, many in various ways stated the 
importance of being sensitive to how the Holy Spirit is moving in a service. Some 
indicated that being sensitive to the Holy Spirit was the best advice given to them on 
worship. Others said they had seen worship team creativity and planning modeled for 
them and it influenced them to utilize teams in their ministry. Still others said that their 
own personal worship helped to fuel the awareness of the Holy Spirit’s movement in the 
service. Pastor #23 had the best summary regarding God’s movement in worship and 
paralleled the responses of other pastors. He said that pastors need all the practical tools 
they can get from other churches and conferences but always leave room for the Holy 
Spirit to move in a service.  
Similarly, Pastor #16 gave a great illustration of how the Holy Spirit can move in 
a service. He tells of a time in worship service where he was worshipping and preaching 
and following the message he went back to sit down in the congregation. During the last 
song God spoke to him:  
God said,… “[C]all some missionaries,” and I said, “What?” And He said, 
“Call some missionaries today.” I said, “Lord I think you’re out of your 
mind.” So I got up in the middle of the song, like I normally do to give the 
benediction, and I said, “I just feel like I’m supposed to call some 
missionaries, not out to the greater world, but to right here in your own 
home, in this community.” And this lady walks up with tears, and a couple 
comes up holding hands, and twenty-five or thirty people came up to the 
altar. Just to the front of the church and said we are giving ourselves as 
missionaries today. 
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Intentional planning, creativity and sensitivity to the Holy Spirit are essential to a pastor’s 
role in worship leading. 
Finding VI 
The pastor’s leading of corporate worship is directly related to his or her personal 
worship experiences and spiritual disciplines. 
As stated in Chapter 2, Nouwen says the main question to be asked of leaders is 
whether they are men and women of God who simply desire to be in God’s presence, 
listening to his words, and understanding his beauty and goodness (29-30). From my 
conversations with these pastors they truly embody what Nouwen described in his 
question. From their responses, their spiritual disciplines and their personal worship 
clearly tied into their leading of corporate worship. As mentioned and illustrated earlier, 
worshipping personally was a key for these pastors in their sensitivity to the Holy Spirit 
in corporate worship. Another way pastors worshipped personally was through 
journaling. From this spiritual discipline, their relationship with God intensified, and 
many times what God had impressed upon their hearts through the week became a 
prompting during the service. Another way their personal worship impacted corporate 
worship was by the example these pastors believed they needed to be. Pastor #19 
reflected many of the other pastors when he felt personally that he could not take people 
to a place he had not been to himself. 
They also said that personal worship sets the stage for giving the church direction 
and vision and empowers them to give the church what it needs to hear. Being able to 
give direction, vision, and empowerment flows out of the example pastors intrinsically 
are in worship. Morgenthaler speaks on the importance of pastors as examples in worship 
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(102). Who they are as worship leaders and worshippers and who they are not makes a 
difference in their people’s ability to sense God’s presence.  
The major way the pastors’ personal worship impacted their corporate worship 
was in the way worship services they had attended as participants affected them as 
leaders in their corporate worship. For many pastors, the stories they told about their most 
meaningful worship experiences, both as participants and leaders, were connected. What 
they had experienced as participants in their most meaningful acts of worship were 
services they then adapted, replicated and led in their churches. The key here is that they 
did not realize the correlation.  
Another key thing is that when asked why these services were so meaningful, 
most pastors said the reason, besides a special service like an ordination, was the overall 
atmosphere and presence of God in the service. Few pastors stated the reason being just 
one element, such as the sermon, the music or anything else. Yet as previously stated, 
when asked in the context of their church service which part of worship they thought was 
most important, a majority said, for themselves and for most of their people, the sermon 
is the most important part of their service. The contrast in responses by the pastors 
illustrates vividly the idea that pastors can only take their people as far as they have gone 
in worship. What they have experienced themselves in worship is often translated into 
their leadership of corporate worship. The main thing here is the importance of pastors to 
personally worship because of the effect it has on leading worship corporately in their 
churches. 
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Finding VII 
Most pastors are fulfilling the priestly functions of worship leading but do not see 
themselves in the role as the leaders of worship. 
I discovered through the interviews that a difference exists between function and 
role with respect to the priestly office. No doubt exists that these pastors are priests in 
their respective churches. They fulfill the offices of prophet, priest, and king. 
Categorizing them in terms of emphasis, I would say the order of importance personally 
for them would be, prophet, king, and then priest. As stated earlier, they answered the 
questions many times coming from their prophetic office rather than their priestly office. 
In terms of the priestly office, they saw each of these functions separately: visioning, 
planning, personal worship, and leading worship. Furthermore, they had difficulty in 
seeing how they were all connected in terms of the overall role of worship leader. The 
key here is that God’s power comes when the functions are connected as a whole into a 
role of which pastors take ownership. Oden’s quoting of Calvin as mentioned in Chapter 
2 speaks to the ownership of these offices. Instead of simply functional thinking, which is 
nonetheless important, pastors need to have the greater understanding of the role they 
play in worship as that of being larger than the prophetic role. The result is a greater 
understanding that what they model is what people will become. As Warren says, “The 
pastor of a church sets the tone and atmosphere of the congregation” (212). How pastors 
worship is how the congregation will worship. A pastor is all three, prophet, king and 
priest. 
I believe a contributing factor to this distinction between the functions and role of 
pastor as priest was in the styles of worship services and definition of terms. In traditional 
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services, where more traditional and liturgical elements are used, the pastor actually leads 
more elements of the service. Therefore, the ability to see themselves in the roles of priest 
and/or worship leader is easier because they are doing the elements themselves. 
Furthermore, the terms used to describe the other participants in the service are different, 
too. A music director typically leads the music, not a worship leader. In contemporary 
services, the musicians are called worship leaders and worship teams rather than music 
directors and musicians.  
Interestingly, one benefit people have in contemporary services is a more 
wholistic approach in terms of thematic worship; whereas traditional services are often 
seen as fragmented and separate in presentation. Nevertheless, the very designation of 
titles in contemporary services creates fragmentation. Music people are called worship 
people as if worship is taking place only during the music. This thought, too, was 
reflected in the interview responses. Some pastors would designate “the worship, and 
then the message.” In traditional services, the music people are called just that “music 
people” because the worship is viewed as a whole and music is one part, though 
powerful, of the greater whole. With few exceptions, this designation of terms was played 
out in the pastors’ questionnaires. Those that had contemporary services listed “worship 
leaders” as the title of their music director. Those who had traditional services listed 
music directors. Those with both services had both types of designations. 
Other factors in this finding include, as stated earlier, a possible lack of seminary 
training. The pastors’ role as the worship leader was either not taught or not learned.  
Church culture plays a role, too. As denominational lines become blurred, a mix of 
people come together with different views of terms and who does what in worship.  
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All of these factors could be part of a worship evolution and, some would say, 
revolution. The important thing is for pastors to understand the importance they play in 
modeling worship leadership. They can only take people as far as they have been 
personally. They have the responsibility to show people how to worship, including their 
worship/music leaders.   
Theological Reflections 
Upon thinking and reflecting on this project, both the literature and the interviews, 
four foundational underpinnings have been reinforced for me personally as a priestly 
worship leader. 
First, vision comes from God and is given to his leaders who are willing to ask for 
it and learn to recognize it. Many times in church leadership books and circles of thought 
pastors hear vision only in the context of the church as a whole. Nevertheless, God also 
clearly gives vision for what takes place in worship, whether it is in formulating the 
service many weeks in advance or in what he wants done during the worship service 
through his promptings. If a leader asks God for vision, God will give it to that leader. 
Biblically speaking, vision was given usually to one leader who then told people about it 
and they followed. Even if a team is involved, and many churches do use the team 
approach to visioning, God can still work through both the leader and the team. 
Second, God created people to worship Him. People were created in his image to 
commune with him and to glorify God with their entire life. Scripture illustrates that 
when people commune with God, they then worship him. Whenever God revealed 
Himself to people, their response was awe and worship. When Jesus revealed the divine 
side of who he was, the first thing the disciples did was worship him. Everyone has this 
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intrinsic desire to worship God. Many times people, until they find God, worship things 
or other people. However, when they find God, they worship him and they find their 
home. Worship causes barriers to come down. It causes people to see God more clearly 
for who he truly is in light of who they truly are. Their response to what they feel and 
understand God doing in their lives through worship is what changes them. A pastor’s 
role as priest is to see the opportunity worship provides to be used in a way that God can 
work in the lives of the people.  
Third, God calls pastors to worship him. Pastors cannot be leaders in worship 
unless they are worshippers themselves. In addition, pastors cannot be leaders in the 
church if they have no personal worship of God in their lives. Worship for pastors is 
central to gaining that vision for what God wants to do in every area of their churches. 
Worship puts pastors into the position of receiving perspective, insight, and direction on 
what to do and who to be as a person and as a pastor. Who they are in any pastoral office, 
prophet, priest, or king relies on their spiritual growth and personal worship.  
Fourth, God calls pastors to lead his people in worship. Part of the ministry of 
pastors is to direct worship, from its theme when putting it together to what happens 
when it is implemented. Whether they are intimately involved with the planning or others 
do it apart from them, the direct responsibility lies with pastors. In Scripture, when 
someone was not in charge, problems and disorder existed. The church in Corinth teaches 
the effects of worship gone awry. In the same way a church takes on the personality of 
the pastor, the church also will worship the way the pastor illustrates worship. Therefore, 
how pastors model worship is important because who they are personally as a result of 
their individual worship will be seen by people and emulated.  
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Limitations of Study 
Limiting factors in this study pertain primarily to gender, race, denominational 
variance, and instrumentation. 
Gender 
My interview pool consisted of twenty-three men and two women. I noticed a 
difference between the men’s responses and the women’s responses regarding insight, 
experience, and perspective. If more women were in the group, the findings may have 
been different, or what was found may have been further reinforced. 
Race 
Another limitation is that all of my interview pool was Anglo-Saxon. Again, if 
there had been participants of different races, the responses may have been different and 
the findings could have been affected, as well. Especially in the area of worship, different 
races traditionally have different experiences, views, and understanding of worship and 
the pastor’s role in it. 
Denominational Variance 
All of the interview pool were United Methodist pastors; therefore, coming from 
this tradition, their views are shaped by their education, past experiences (most likely 
United Methodist), and present experiences in the United Methodist church. Had this 
been a study with different denominations, the views expressed could have been 
extremely wide ranging. 
Instrumentation 
 A cluster of limitations emerges from the approach to gathering data. If more 
pastors were interviewed, more ideas and thoughts would have been gathered for 
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interpretation. Additionally, the selection process used to find pastors could have also 
played a role in the type of responses given. Pastors of smaller, rural church settings may 
have responded differently to the interview questions. Lastly, the interview questions 
themselves could have played a role in how pastors responded. Although much attention 
was given to looking at how to assemble the interview questions, items such as phrasing 
and words used may have yielded different results.   
Suggestions for Further Studies 
Based on my research findings and this study overall, the following are some 
areas that may prove beneficial for further study. 
First, what is the responsibility of seminaries in training pastors for their role as 
priests in relationship to their positions of prophet and king? What kind of classes are 
being taught? Are they required and part of their overall degree, or are they just elective 
courses taken only by those who realize their importance. Do seminaries understand and 
emphasize the importance of pastors understanding their role in worship? The interviews 
revealed that pastors received their knowledge in worship formation by more recent 
conferences and books read. Three mentioned their seminary education in the interviews, 
two of them in the context of inadequate training and one on advice given for preaching.  
Secondly, how can pastors learn to worship personally while having the 
responsibility each week of leading corporate worship? The way they worship, how often 
they worship, and the effects it has on their corporate worship could be examined more in 
depth. In the interviews several of the pastors mentioned journaling as part of their 
personal disciplines with God. All of them were in their forties when they began this 
practice. 
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Third, what impact does the current trend of designating music leaders as worship 
leaders have on the pastor’s role as the priest in worship? This issue was mentioned in 
this study, but a further study could ask more specifically how. How does it impact 
worship more specifically? Is the quality of worship affected by it? 
All of these areas would be beneficial to study to benefit the quality and 
understanding of the pastors’ role in worship. 
Implications for Existing Body of Knowledge 
During the research stage of this project, what I noticed overall was the lack of 
books devoted to the subject of the pastor’s role in worship outside the defined offices of 
prophet, priest, and king. Even with these offices, they were done in the context of 
traditional, liturgical worship. As worship is evolving, this study can help link the priestly 
role to all styles in worship, both traditional and contemporary. In addition, most of the 
books that had information on pastoral leadership in worship were theory based rather 
than helping practically with things pastors need to do in the field of ministry. Resources 
on worship leading tended to be aimed at musicians and directors of music rather than 
pastors and their function of leading worship. Likewise, resources for pastors in worship 
tended to be prophet focused, that of preaching and addressing God’s people with the 
word.  
The goal with this study is to bridge the gap between all styles of worship and the 
pastor’s role as worship leader in these different styles. This dissertation seeks to define 
more clearly the current priestly functions of worship leading while emphasizing how 
engrained one’s personal worship experiences and practices are in the fulfillment of this 
role. The interviews that were conducted were used as examples of how these pastors are 
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priestly worship leaders in all the styles of worship represented. Their responses in the 
interviews and stories are great illustrations for others to learn from and use as examples 
of how to strive to be better pastors and worshippers. While giving these interviews, I too 
have seen myself in their responses and have seen ways I wish I were more like these 
pastors in ministry. 
Practical Applications 
A number of applications were discovered through the literature, interviews, and 
synthesis of both that can help in pastors being priestly worship leaders. 
First, pastors’ need to make time to be involved in the creative process of worship 
planning. This process grows the team and it grows the pastors, too. It aids the pastors’ 
process of sermon writing both biblically and illustratively. Pastors tend to get alone 
when constructing their messages, as if God will speak to them during that time. 
Although God often does speak during that time, if pastors are intentional to take time for 
personal spiritual disciplines and personal worship, they genuinely preach, worship and 
lead from an overflow of the personal time. As illustrated in the interviews, everything 
becomes easier, and the involvement in creative worship planning causes less chance that 
the pastor’s personal worship time and his message preparation time becomes the same 
thing. The difficulty often is the lack of time in their schedules due to their other 
responsibilities so they often get out of the worship planning process.  
Second, the benefits of pastors worshipping personally through spiritual 
disciplines are immeasurable as to how it affects them in corporate worship. The obvious 
benefit is the fact that pastors avoid burn out in ministry. Nevertheless, spiritual 
disciplines feed who they are spiritually, how they worship with their people and what 
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they do in corporate worship. As Garlington said in Chapter 2, worshipping is something 
done every day and in every way (Shelley, 25). The benefit of a life lived in worship is 
the ability to recognize the presence of God in every day living. Furthermore, as 
illustrated in the interviews, spiritual disciplines such as journaling, listening to music, 
fasting and prayer provide the conduit through which pastors gain a sensitivity to the 
Holy Spirit’s movement, not just in their lives but in the lives of their people during 
worship.  
Third, pastors as well as churches may need to be careful when using terminology 
like worship leader and worship team to designate music leaders because of the 
possibility people begin to see worship services as separate parts rather than one whole 
act of giving. In the interviews, pastors would use these terms in phrases such as 
“worship and the message,” or, “I don’t lead the worship; my worship leader leads the 
worship.” The more these terms are used, the more responsibility the pastor has to convey 
to people the concept that worship services are a whole, not parts of a whole, and one is 
not more important than another. Everything is an offering to God in worship. 
Fourth, churches need to understand the role of the pastor in worship and make 
worship a priority. The pastor still has the job of being everything for everyone. Worship 
is usually an afterthought in terms of a pastor’s job description, replaced instead by 
preaching and evangelism; however, if churches would allow the pastor time to be 
involved in worship development, and the pastor also prioritized it, evangelism would 
take place naturally through the service. Morgenthaler reinforces the importance of 
church making worship a priority for pastors when she says that even though evangelism 
is the usual focus and purpose of pastors in churches, worship has been the real purpose 
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of the church from its beginning (38-9). The growth of the church in terms of people 
takes care of itself in a worship-centered church. For change to occur in churches 
regarding the priority of worship, pastors have to educate the people on the importance of 
worship, both personally and corporately. They must be willing to ask what worship is. If 
the goal during worship is to connect people with God, helping their own people 
understand worship makes this goal achievable each week. Pastor #21 illustrated how he 
teaches worship when he said that he was intentional to tell people at the start of every 
worship service what worship is and why they do it in church. 
Lastly, pastors can be who they are and still lead worship in a corporate setting.  
The feelings of inadequacy that many pastors often have is misplaced and misguided 
because they equate worship with music. If pastors are not musically inclined, they 
believe they are not worship leaders. People want authenticity in pastors, including 
authenticity in their worship. As stated in Chapter 2, if pastors want worshipping 
churches they have to become worshipping pastors (Sorge, 200). It does not matter how 
talented their music leaders or worship leaders are, the key to worshipping churches is 
found in the example of pastors. The church becomes like the pastor, which includes 
worship as well, so the more authentic pastors are in worship, the more of a model they 
are for people.  
Concluding Statement 
My hope is that through this study pastors will be encouraged to embrace their 
priestly role of worship leader (or “lead worshipper”), as they endeavor to connect people 
with God. My prayer is that they will be inspired to prioritize their own personal worship 
and spiritual disciplines with God as they seek to serve and worship God with their lives. 
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APPENDIX A 
List of Interview Questions 
1. What is your overall vision for your church, and how did you determine it? 
2. In what ways do you communicate that vision to your staff, leadership, and 
congregation? 
3. How does your vision direct the way you plan your weekly worship services? 
4. What is your goal and/or purpose for corporate worship each week? 
5. What are the components of your worship service(s), how do you organize them, 
and which is the most important part to you?  What do you think is the most 
important part to most of your people? 
6. Do you have a target audience, and, if so, what do you do to keep that in mind as 
you formulate the worship services?  
7. Which subjects, topics, or themes do you use most in your worship services?  
How do you determine them?  How far in advance do you normally plan? 
8. How do you go about planning the details of a worship service, and who is 
involved in this process? 
9. How has your process of planning worship evolved over the time span of your 
ministry, and how has this proven to be more effective in your worship services? 
10. Explain the process/steps/routine you follow in evaluating worship services after 
they take place and the effectiveness you had in reaching your goals and purpose 
with them. 
11. What is the best advice you’ve received on how to plan, implement, and lead a 
worship service, and how have you used this in your own planning of worship? 
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12. Besides the Bible, what sources provide you with ideas for worship? 
13. How would you define worship? 
14. Would you share the most meaningful worship experience you have ever had? 
Why or how was it meaningful? 
15. Would you share the most meaningful worship experience you have ever led or 
took part in during your ministry?  Why or how was it meaningful? 
16. Who has most influenced or shaped your understanding of a pastor as a worship 
leader?  What did that person do? 
17. Do spiritual disciplines and personal worship play an important part in your 
formulation, development, and implementation of corporate worship?  If so, how? 
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APPENDIX B 
Participant Background Questionnaire 
1. Name: 
Address: 
Phone Number: 
2. Church Name: 
Address: 
Phone Number: 
3. Age: 
4. Educational Background: 
5. Ministry Experience: 
6. How long have you been in your present ministry? 
7. If you are a pastor, what is your current average attendance for weekend worship? 
What was the average attendance when you arrived at the church? 
8. What staff positions do you oversee personally?  How many people does this 
include and what are their titles? 
9. What are your spiritual gifts? 
10. What are your ministry passions? 
11. What experience have you had in forming vision for a ministry? 
12. What are the top five responsibilities in your present job description with the 
church? 
13. How would you describe the worship services in your church?  Traditional, 
contemporary, blended or other?  
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APPENDIX C 
Questionnaire Chart: Worship Service Data 
Pastor 
Number 
SEX 
M-F 
Service 
Contemporary 
Service 
Traditional 
Service 
Blended 
Traditional 
Service 
Blended 
Contemporary 
Overall 
Service 
Totals 
1 M 3    3 
2 M 1 2   3 
3 M   1 1 2 
4 M 2  1  3 
5 M 1    1 
6 M 2 2   4 
7 M 3 1   4 
8 M 2 2   4 
9 M 4 2   6 
10 M  2   2 
11 M 2 1   3 
12 M 1  1  2 
13 M  2   2 
14 M 1   2 3 
15 M   2 1 3 
16 M 1 1  1 3 
17 M 2    2 
18 M 1    1 
19 M 2    2 
20 M   1  1 
21 M 2    2 
22 M 2  1  3 
23 M 2 1   3 
24 F   1 1 2 
25 F  1   1 
23-M Totals 2-F 34 17 8 6 65 
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APPENDIX D 
 
Questionnaire Chart: Worship Attendance Data 
 
Pastor 
Number 
SEX 
M-F 
Average 
Worship at 
Start 
Average 
Worship 
Currently 
NET +/- 
Yrs in 
Current 
Pastorate 
Avg. 
Worship 
Growth per 
Year 
1 M 600 1,000 +400 3 +133 
2 M 1,300 1,100 -200 4 -50 
3 M 109 195 +86 10 +9 
4 M 40 700 +660 19 +35 
5 M 0 350 +350 6 +58 
6 M 1,066 2,006 +940 7 +134 
7 M 900 1,600 +700 4 +175 
8 M 325 900 +57 7 +82 
9 M 350 1,800 +1,450 9 +161 
10 M 400 600 +200 2 +100 
11 M 400 515 115 4 +29 
12 M 28 250 +222 9 +25 
13 M 202 238 +36 7 +9 
14 M 500 1,700 +1,200 12 +100 
15 M 335 351 +16 3 +5 
16 M 172 360 +188 4 +47 
17 M 256 1,400 +1,144 7 +163 
18 M 5 315 +310 8 +39 
19 M 261 750 +489 9 +54 
20 M 61 300 +239 11 +22 
21 M 0 980 +980 9 +109 
22 M 23 450 +427 8 +53 
23 M 130 1,000 +870 12 +73 
24 F 125 125 0 4 0 
25 F 120 90 -30 4 -8 
23-M Totals 2-F 7,708 19,075 +11,367 182 +1,557 
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